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Paths" in ergative languages. The two p h  reflect the Werent Case and 
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include expletives in SPEC TP, the EPP in infinitival clauses, and raising 
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proposing that thi? movement is required by a [finite] feature in C. 
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Zn Chaper 4, 1 investigate syntactic and semantic properties which group 
together S and A in both language types, claiming that they involve the notion of 
highest s-stnocnue argument, and thematic roles. Chapter 5 discusses various issues 
pertaining to ergativity. 
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dir 
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Emph 
f 
Fin 
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GT 
Ins tr 
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incomp 
Ind 

fmt, second, third person 
Absolutive 
Ablative 
Accusative 
Agreement 
Agent 
Allative 
Antipassive 
Article 
aspect 
Agent-Topic 
Awultary 
circumsmtial 
clitic 
Completive 
Complementizer 
Comparative 
dual 
Dative 
D e f i t e  
Ilemonstrative 
Determiner 
dircc tional 
toward speaker 
directional suffix 
Derived transtive verb suffix 
Dynaunic 
Erg a tive 
Emphatic 
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Fscus 
Future 
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Goal-Topic 
Instrumental 
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Imperative 
incompletive 
Indicative 
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Neg 
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Perf 
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Part 
Pass 
Pat 
Poss 
Pot 
Pred 
Pres 
hog 
Pro 
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R,Refl 
rec 
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Re1 
RN 
w 
s ,sg 
S bj 
suff 
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Tr 
verb.suff 
vw 
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rnasculir~e 
Nominative 
Negation 
Nonfiite 
Norninalizer 
Nonfuture 
 PI^ 
perfect 
personal article 
Participial 
Passive 
patient 
Possessive 
Potential 
Predicate 
Present 
Progressive 
Pronominal 
Purposive 
Question 
Reflexive 
recent past 
Recent dependent past 
Relativizer 
Relational Noun 
Resumptive Pronoun 
singular 
Subjunctive 
suffix 
Topic 
Tense 
T m i t i v e  
verbal suff ix 
Vacative 
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CHAPTER 1. TWO TYPES OF MOVEMENT: CROSSING AND 
NESTED PATHS 

1.1 Introduction 

Since Chornsky (1981), the structaual notion of "government" has 

defined the relation between a subject NP and an Infl node associated with 

nominative Case. The standard view on zccusative Case was that it was 

assigned by the verb to the NP it governed within the VP. In Pollock 

(1989), it was proposed that IP (formerly S) be separated into two projections, 

T(ense)P and Agr(eement)P, reflecting the dual nature of this inflectional 

category. He provided evidence from verb movement in French and English 

that an intermediate position between IP and VP (i.e., AgrP) was necessary.' 

However, as noted by Chomsky (1991), this AgrP projection could be 

analyzed as the category associated with object agreement, urufying Pollock's 

structural requirements for such a position, and Kayne's (1989) proposal of an 

object agreement position for French past participles. For subject agreement, 

Chornsky proposed a second AgrP projection above W. 

In this thesis, I adopt Chomsky's (1991, 1992) proposal that both 

subject and object Case and agreement involve a SPFC-head relation between 

'But see Iatridou (1990) for arguments against the existence of an Agr position 
between T and V. 



a functional head and its specifier. I also assume the VP- in ted  subject 

hypothesis, where subjects are generated within a maximal VP projection 

(Be& 1986. F t h i  1986, Fukui and Spem 1986, Kitagawca 1986, Kuroda 

1986, and Koopman and Sportiche 1987, among others). Shce Case and 

agreement are associated only with functional categories, the dubject and 

objeci NPs in ths VP must raise to the specifier gositions of the fhctional 

categories. 

A principles-and-parameters approach to language, where rules and 

co~wxuction-specific principles do not exist (e.g., Chomky 138 1, P991), 

predicts the possibility of two types of NP movement: "Crossing Paths", 

where the subject raises to the higher projection, and the object, to the loq:fer, 

and "Nested Paths", where the subject raises to the lower projection, m d  the 

object, to the lugher. Although it has been assunled that Crossing Baths is 

the only possible movement (see Chomsky 1992), in ?.hi thesis, I propose that 

Nested Paths is a viable alternative, and is the one found in ergative 

languages. 

The two movement paths result from the Ergative Parameter I present 

in the following scctisn. This pameter  accounts for the different Case- 

rnarkrng patterns of transitive clauses in accusative and ergative languages. In 

an accusative language, transitive subjects arc marked with nominative Case, 

and objects, with accusative Case. In an ergative language, the transitive 



subject is marked with ergative Case, and the object, with absolutive Case.' 

In this chapter, I discuss how the existence of these two Case systems is 

predicted within a principles-and-parameters approach. 

In section 1.2, I present the structure I propose for clauses universally, 

which consists of a thematically complete VP, and two functional projections, 

T(ense)P and Tr(ansitivity)P. In section 1.3, P introduce a system of 

morphologird features based on Chomsky (19921, and present a modified 

system in accordance with the analysis of this thesis. In section 1.4, I present 

my Ergative Parameter based on feature requirements, and Economy 

Principles, to account for the two types of movements. Section 1.5 consists 

of a discussion of verb raising, and section 1.6, a discussion of object raising. 

In section 1.7, I discuss the role of the Tr projection. Finally, in section 1.8, 

I demonstrate how the Ergative Parameter and Economy Phinciples apply to 

the derivation of vdous  types of clauses. 

Chapter 2, I discuss consequences of the feature system for NP 

movement and verb raising in accusative languages. The tovics covered in 

this chapter include expletives, raising, and infinitival constructions. IP1 

Chapter 3, I provide evidence for my proposal that ergativity is a syntactic, 

and not simply morphological, phenomenon. In Chapter 4, I investigate 

'A language may exhibit ergativity in the verbal agreement system as well as, or 
instead of, visible Case-marking on arguments. I will use the term "Case" rs include both 
Case which appears on NPs, and Case that is reflected in the agreement on the verb. 



syntactic and semantic properties which group together transitive and 

intransitive subjects in both accusative and ergative languages. Chapter 5 

consists of an overview of various issues in ergativity. 

1,2 The Structure of Clauses 

I propose the following structure for matrix clauses universally: 

(1) TP 
1 \ 

NP T ' 
I \ 

T TrP 
/ \ 

NP Tr' 
I \ 

Tr VP 
I \ 

NP1 V' 
I \ 

V NP2 

The two functional projections are T(ense)P and Tr(ansitivity)P. I 

assume that one functional projection is sufficient for Case and agreement.' 

In an accusative language, T is associated with nominative Case and 

agreement, and Tr, with accusative Case and agreement. In an ergative 

language, T and Tr are associated with absolueive and crgative 

'See section 1.3.2 beiow for a discussion of the role of functional projections in Case 
and agreement. 



Case/agreement, respectively. 

"Nominative", "accusative", "absolutive" and "ergative" we simply 

names used to identlfy the Cases whch occur in the two types of languages. 

I consider T to be associated with the unmarked Case in both language types, 

and Tr, with the marked Case. The m a r k e d  Czse is the form generally 

used for citation, and the most likely to be morphologica.Uy null.' These 

properties are s h e d  by the nominative in accusative languages, and the 

absolutive in ergative languages. Ira contrast, accusative and ergative are 

usually the marked Cases morphologically. In this thesis, I will refer to both 

nominative and absolutive as simply Nominative (with capital N). However, 

in order to distinguish between the two types of languages, I will refer to the 

marked Case as either "accusative" or "ergative". 

Agreement docs not project its own category, but is rather analyzed as 

a SPEC-head relation between a verb and its argument, mediated by T or Tr. 

I assume that the verb undergoes head-to-head moverneni, adjoining to Tr, 

and then the complex raises to T. When V adjoins to one of the functional 

heads, it enters into a SPEC-head agreement relation with the NP in the 

specifier piaim (see section 1.3.2). 

T has the feature [stensel, and Tr, the feature [itram]. Neither [-tense] 

T nor [-trans] Tr is associated with Case. When T is [-tense], there are two 

'I discuss the d e d  Case in more detail im section 5.2.  

14 



options for a lexical NP in SPEC TP: either it is PRO, which does not 

require Cast, or it raises to SPEC CP, where its Case requirements can be 

met by a [+finite] C. I discuss the feature  finite] in sections 2.4 and 2.5 

below. In an intransitive clause, where Tr is [-trans], the subject moves to 

SPEC TP for Case reasons in botk accusative and ergative languages. 

Therefore, it is only in the transitive paradigm that the two types of languages 

exhibit different movement paths. 

1.3 Morphological Features 

In this section, I first present Chomsky's (1992) system of 

morphological features, in order to familiarize the reader with the concepts 

underlying the feature system. I then present my modified version of 

Chomsky's system, in accordance with che analysis of this thesis. 

In Chomsky's (1992) "minimalist" program for linguistic theory, a 

linguistic expression consists of legitimate objects which are interpretable at 

PF and LF. A legitimate object is defined as a chain CH = ($,...,a,,), where 

CH is a head, an argument, an adjunct, or an operator-variable cunsmction. 



The basic structure of a clause assumed in Chomsky (1991,1992) is 

shorn in (2): 

CP 
1 \ 

SPEC C' 
I \ 

C AGk" 
1 \ 

SPEC A G b '  
1 \ 

AGR, TP 
1 \ 

T AG&" 
1 \ 

SPEC A G b '  
1 \ 

A G k  VP 
I \ 

NP V' 
I \ 

V NP 

There are two AGR pmjectioins, for subject and object agreement, and a TP 

for tense. Both agreement and s t r u c ~  Case me considered to & 

manifestations of the SPEC-head relation &tween an NP d an AGR head. 

However, since Case properties depend on f e a m  of T and V, T must mhp: 

to AGb,  arnd V, to A G k ,  forming two adjunction structures. The SPEC- 

head and head-head relations are considered to be the con  configurations for 

iolfiectiod morphology. 



CRomsky (1992) assumes that operations (Move a) are driven by 

morphologicaP, necessity, i.e., the need to have legitimate objects by checking 

features. The features of WPs include Case and +-features. T and AGR Rave 

both N- and V-features, which are checked with properties of the NP in 

SPEC AGR, and properties of the V adjoined to AGR, respectively. 

An element a is inserted from the lexicon with all its morphological 

features, which must be checked with the features of AGK. If the features 

match, then AGR disappears, as AGR has only a mediating role to ensure 

that NP and V are properly paired. If the features conflict, then AGR 

remains and the derivation will crash when SPELL-OUT applies (see blow), 

as AGR is not a legitimate object at PF. The checking procedure may take 

place anywhere, i.e., before or after LF-movement. 

The operation SPELLOUT switches the derivation to the PF 

component. It may apply anywhere in the course of a derivation. In th is  

thesis, I use the familiar term "s-structure" to refer to tlre part of the 

derivation before SPELL-OUT applies. Operatiom which apply before 

SPELL-OUT are referred to as s-structure operations, and hose which apply 

after SPELL-OUT, LF operations. 

Chomsky c b  that variation in language is restricted to 

morphological properties at PF which determine where in the course of a 

derivation S P U - O U T  applies. He distinguishes between "strong" features, 



which are visible at PF, and "weak" features, which are invisible at PI.'. 

Strong features that are not checked before SPELL-C)GW (i.e., survive to PF) 

are illegitimate objects, and will cause the derivation to crash. The difference 

between French and Enghh verb raising is accounted for by adopting 

Pollock's (1989) idea that French has "strong" AGR, forcing overt mising, 

while English, which has "weak" AGR, does not require oven raising for 

convergence. 

Morphological properties also account for variation in NP movement, 

another derivational operation. Chomsky discusses the difference between 

SVO languages like English, and VSO languages like Irish. Raising of NPs 

is dependent on the N-features of T and AGR. SVO languages with overt 

NP movement have strong N-features, requiring the NP to raise before 

S P U - O U T .  In VSO languages, where N-features are weak, raising does not 

occur until after SPELL-OUT (i.e, at LF),' 

In the following section, I present a moditied version or Chomsky's 

(1992) feature system. 

- -~ - 

'See section 2.4 for an alternative analysis of VSO languages. 
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1.3.2 A Modified System of Features 

In the structure of clauses proposed in (1) above, there arq two 

functional projections, TP and TrP. I propose that T has a tense feature 

[*tense], and a Case feature, Nominative. Tr has a transitivity feature [*trans], 

and a Case feature, accusative/ergative, These correspond to the V- and N- 

features of the functional heads in Chomsky (1992). NPs have @-features 

such as person, number, gender, etc., as well as Case features. Verbs have 

the features [itense j , [*trans], and +-features correspondinig to their arguments. 

A [+trans] verb has two sets of +-features, and an intransitive verb, only one. 

Agreement does not constitute a separate projection, as in Chornsky (1992), 

but involves the checking of +-features of an NP and a verb. When the 

verb adjoins to a functional head, it forms a SPEC-head configuration with 

the NP in the SPEC position. 

Consider the structure in (3) for the sentence Mary saw US: 



(3) TP 
I \ 

NP T ' 
/ \ 

T TrP 
[NOU+tensel I \ 

NP Tr' 
/ \ 

Tr VP 
[ACC,+unns] / \ 

NP1 V' 
Mary 1 \ 

[NOM.$,I V NE2 
saw US 

[$,I$J [ACChJ 

The NP Mary has the Case feature NOM, and the $-features [3rd person], 

[singular], [feminine], etc. Us has the Case feature ACC, and the +-features 

[lst person], [plural], etc. The verb saw has two sets of $-features 

corresponding to Mary and us, and the features [+tense] and [+&as] .  Since 

morphological features are realized as inflectional morphemes, it seems 

reasonable that the verb would have the collection of features shown in (3).6 

The functional heads T and Tr play a medirrting role in my system, 

although in a different way than the A G h  in Chomsky (1992). It is 

'Subject a p m c n t  and [itensel features appear on auxiliaries or madals, if they are 
present, rather than on the verb. Let us assume that such elements head a lexical 
projection between TP and TrP, e.g., AuxPFiodP. Li's (1990) analysis of improper head 
movement, in which a lexical head which has adjoined to a .Functional head is prohibited 
from subsequently adjoining to a lexical head, would prevent the verb from raising to 
Aux/Mod once it has adjoined to Tr. It is thus Am/Mod which raises to T, and checks 
the featurcs of T and the NP in SPEC TF. 



assumed that elements c h c h g  features must k in a SPEC-head 

configuration. To check the +features of an NP and a verb, the verb raises 

and adjoins to a functional head F, and the NP raises to the SPEC of F: 

In this structure, both the Case features of F and the NP, and the agreement 

features of V and the NP, are checked in a SPEC-head configuration. The 

[Itfl fetures of F and V are checked in a sister relation. Following CRomsky 

(1992), I assume that functional beds disappear after their features have been 

checked and matched. 

In a feature checking system, categories are not necessarily derived with 

the correct features. A derivation will converge only if here is feature 

matching between WPs, functional heads and the verb. In an accusative 

language, the features of the subject NP must match those of T and V, atad 

the featum of the object, with those of Tr and V. In an ergative language, 

on the other hand, the features of the object must match those of T and V, 

while the features of the subject matches those of Tr and V. 

Given my claim that Case features ape m invariable part of functional 



heads, the reverse matching of NPs with T and Tr in accusative and ergative 

languages cannot result horn T n r  having different Case features in the two 

languages. I propose that the two Case patterns result from the different 

movement paths of the NPs. In an accusative language, the subject moves to 

SPEC TP, and the object, to SPEC TrP (Crossing Paths). In an ergative 

language, the movement is reversed: the object raises to SPEC TP, and the 

subject, to SPEC TP (Nested Paths). The two types of paths are illustrated in 

(5) and (6) below: 

(5) Crossing Paths 

TP 
/ \ 

NP T ' 
I / \ 
I T TrP 
I I \ 
I NP Tr ' 
I I / \ 
I I Tr VP 
I I I \ 
I I NP1 V' 



(6) Nested Paths 

TP 
1 \ 

NP T ' 
I / \ 
I T TrP 
I / \ 
I NP Tr ' 
I I I \ 
I I Tr VB 
I I I \ 
I I NP1 V ' 
I I I 1 \ 
I V NP2 

In the next section, I propose an Ergative Parameter based on 

morphological features which ensures that only the correct derivation is 

permitted in each language type. 

1.4 The Ergative Parameter and Economy Principles 

Various parameters have &em proposed to explain the ~ e r e n c e s  

between accusative and ergative languages, e.g., de Rijk (1%)' Uaranoz 

(1984), Levin and Mas- (1985), Bobaljik (lW2).' ln the present analysis, 

the differences originate in the movement of NPs. 'Ilhe Ergative Parameter 

'I discuss these analyses (and others) in section 5.1. 



proposed below is stated in terms of features, which are responsible for all 

operations, including NP movement. 

(7 )  Ergative Parmeter 

In an accusative language, the Case features of T are strong. 
In an ergative language, the Case features of Tr are strong. 

The strength of features detehmines whetker the features are checked at 

s-structure or LF. As discussed above, strong features are not legitimate 

objects at PF, and therefore must be checked at s-structure. In an accusative 

language, the strong Case features of T require overt movement to SPEC TP 

tat s-structure. In an ergative language, the strong features of Tr require 

SPEC TrP to be ffied at s-structure. 

The two types of movements (i.e., Crossing and Nested Paths) found in 

accusative and ergative languages is the result of the interaction of the 

Ergative P m e t e r  stated in ('7) and the following Principles of Economy:" 

(8) Principles of Economy for ArP Movement 

1.  Closest Available Source: At each level of a derivation, a 
target must take the closest available source NP. 

2. Closest Feawed Target: At each level of a derivation, a 
s a m e  NP must move to the closest featured target. 

3. Procrdnate: An operation must be done as late as possible. 

'Economy Rinciples were introduced in Chormky's 1987 class lectures, and have been 
further developed in Chomsky (1991, 1992). 



According to the first principle, at each level of a derivation, the 

closest available NP moves to the target position. The target is the SPEC 

position of a functional head which requires its Case features to be checked. 

At s-structure or LF, a target takes an NP to satisfy its Case feature 

requirements. ahis NP must satisfy two criteria: (i) it must be the closest 

NP to the target b@ore any movement at that level, and (ii) it must be 

available for movement by not already having its Case features checked. 

The fmt criterion determines that it is always the subject which raises 

at s-structure to the SPEC of the functional head with the strong features, as 

it is closer to the target than the object. My definition of closesr is based on 

the number of A-positions between the source and target, where an A-position 

is a position in which an argument may appear. These include the SPECs of 

TP and TrP, and any argument psition in the VP.9 Consider the Crossing 

Paths structure in (5) above. The closest NP to the target SPEC TP is the 

subject, which crosses only one A-position, SPEC TrP. The object would 

cross two A-positions, SPEC VP and SPEC TrP. Similarly, in (6), the closest 

NP to the target SPEC TrP is the subject. 

The notion of " c l w t "  at any given level applies to an NP before any 

movement has taken place at that level. Suppose that both T and Tr have 

strong Case features in (9), requiring movement to their SPECS at s-structure: 

?t docs not, however, include SPEC CP (see 2.4 below). 
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The closest NB to both T and Tr is NP,, the subject. However, this NB, 

cannot satisfy the feature requirements of both functional heads 

simultaneously. Therefore, ulaless something else is inserted in SPEC TP to 

satisfy T, the derivation will crash.'" 

The second criterion, i.e., availability, permits movement only of NPs 

which have not had their features checked." The Principle of Closest 

Available NP applies cyclically, first at s-structure, and then at LF. In 

determining the s o w e  NP at s-structure, all NPs are in principle available, as 

no feature checking has yet o c c u d .  At LF, however, NPs which have had 

their features checked at s-structure are no longer available. For example, in 

the structure of ergative languages in (6) above, although the subject in SPEC 

TP is closer to the target in terms of distance, shce it is not available for 

further movement (at LF), it does not count as the "closest available NP". 

Thus, it is the object which raises to SPEC TP to satisfy the Case feature 

requirements of T. 

At any one level, then, there will be neither Crossing nor Nested Paths 

'%I section 2.3, I discuss it-insertion in raising constructions, which I claim is a last- 
resort strategy like do-insertion. 

"The same notion is capund in Chomsky 's (1992) Principle of Last Reson. 
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(i.e., the result of both h e  subject and object raising), but only independent 

movements of subjects to functional SPECs. 

The Principle of Closest Featured Target ensures that an NB raises to 

the closest featured target, where featured target is defmed as a SPEC 

position that is required to be filled for Case reasons, i.e., its head must 

check its Case features with an NP in its SPEC. This principle prohibits an 

NP from skipping over a featured SPEC position to a fPlrther one. Consider 

the following examples from an accusative language: 

In (lOa), SPEC TrP is not a featured target at s-structure, as its Case features 

need not be checked until LF. In (lob), however, the SPECs of both Ts are 

featured targtts at s-structure, as their Case features must be checked. 

The third principle, Procrastinate (ehornsky 1992), captures the idea 

that LF-operations are less costly than overt movement. Chomsky explains 

that " L F e p w 1 8  m a kind of 'wired-in' reflex, operating mechanically 

beyond any M y  observable effects" @. 43). According to ths principle, 

objects should not raise until LF. As long as the object moves to a position 

which satisfies its own Case requirements and tnose of a functional head, the 



derivation will be legitimate. However, once the subject has raised, the only 

possible place for the object to move to (which satisfies all requirements), is 

the other specifier position. 

1.5 Verb Raising 

In Chornsky (1992), it is claimed that the strength of the V-features of 

AGR detemhes whether a language has overt verb raising, as in French, or 

raising at LF, as in English. In the analysis proposed here, T and Tr do not 

have "V-features". Rather, the features related to V are [*tense] and [ ~ m n s ] ,  

which are inherent featpltes of the firnctional heads. I propose that these 

fecaturcs, 'which are morphologically realized as affixes, are parameterized with 

respect to the level (i.e., s-structure or LF') at which they need to be checked. 

Tkis  accounts for the linguistic variation in the level at which verbs raise. If 

the tense or transitivity feature does not require checkirng at s-structure, by the 

principle of Procraswe, verb raising does not occur until LF. 

The affixid requirements of T and Tr are entirely separate from the 

strength of Case featma, which controb MB movement. The dissociation 

between the facton governing verb and NP movement entails that verbs ma 

NPs move at the level required for convergence, independently of one 

another. In French, POP example, the subject raises to SPEC TP at s-structure, 



as does the ~ e r b  to T. The object d a s  riot rake to SPEC TrP until LF. The 

verb, on its way to T at s-stnrcturc, must f i r 5 3  adjoin to Tr. However, at this 

point in the derivation, the object is still in the VP, and not in SPEC TrP. ILrn 

order for the Case and agreement f e a t ~ e s  of the object to be checked, the 

verb and Tr must leave their features with the trace. I assume that in the 

d e d  case, features may be checked through traces.12 

In English, where the verb does not raise u~td LF, the +-features of the 

subject in SPEC W cannot be checked until the verb has raised to T. Only 

the Case features of the subject are checked at s-structure. Thus, features we 

not necessarily checked at the level at which movement &Ices place. In 

French, the verb raises at s-smcture, but it does not check the +featurea of 

the object until W. In English, the subject mhes to SPEC TP at s-structure, 

but its +features arc not checked until LF. 

1.6 Object Raising 

The present analysis determines that in a l l  languages, the subject rakes 

at s-structure to satisfy the feature requifcmcnts of T or Tr, wMe the object, 

by the Rrinciple of Procrastinate, does not raise wtil LF. In this section, I 

discuss object raislng at s-structure in the Germanic languages. In these 

"See the following section, where it is proposed that in object shift languages, the 
trace of a verb cannot check Case features. 



languages, then is a phenomenon known as object shifi, where an object 

raises to an intermediate position between SPEC VB and SPEC TP (see, for 

example, Holmberg 1986, DCprez 1989, and V h e r  1991). In the mainland 

Scandinavian languages (e.g, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian), object shift applies 

only to weakly stressed and mexpmded pronouns (11). while in Icelandic, it 

applies (optionally) to full NPs as well (1  3,): 

a .  varf6r lps te ,  studenterna den, i n t e  a l l a  ti t ,  
why read t h e  etudents it not a l l  
'why didn't a l l  t h e  student8 read it?' 

(Holmberg 1986: 1 6 5 )  

b.  fva r fd r  llste, studenterna a r t ike ln ,  i n t e  a l l a  t, t, 
why read t h e  s tudents  t h e  a r t i c l e  n o t  a l l  
'why d idn ' t  a l l  t h e  s tudents  read t h e  a r t i c l e ? '  

(Halmberg 1986: 166) 

(12)  Icelandic 

hvers vegna l a m ,  st-hderltarnir greinina,  e k k i  a l l i r  ti t, 
why read t h e  atudents t h e  a r t i c l e  not a l l  
'why didn ' t  a l l  t h e  s tudents  read t h e  a r t i c l e ? '  

(Holmberg 1986:166) 

DCprez (B989), adopting the clausal structure pmpsed in Chomsky 

(lW2)," pmposes that object shift involves A-movement to the specifier of 

"Wprez uses the version of Chomsky (1992) originally published in L d a  and 
Mahajan (1989). 
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A .  She provide9 as evidence Holmberg's (1986) observations that the 

trace of the shifted object exhibits properties of an NP-trace (A-movement) 

rather than a variable (A'-movement). Following Deprez, I propose that 

objects raise to SPEC TrP. 

Object shift occurs only if the main verb has raked out of the VP (to 

C), suggesting that overt verb raising creaies an environment in which feature 

checking must take place at s-structure. I propose that object shift results 

from the condition that certain NPs (i.e., pronouns in mainland Scandinavian, 

all NPs in Icelandic) c m o t  check their Case features with the features of a 

verbal trace. When the verb raises at s-structure to Tr, and subseqyently to T 

and C, it leaves a copy of its Case featurea with the trace in Tr (and 'I). An 

object raising to SPEC TrP at LF checks its Case features with thmc of the 

trace, if it can. If it caraot, as in the case of mainhd Scandinavian 

pronouns and Icelandic NPs, it must raise to SPEC TrP at s-structure, at the 

same time as the verb mises to Tr.15 

Such a move d a s  not viohte Procrastinate, a~ waiting until LF will 

result in a nonconvergent derivation. However, if the verb ~ernaind in the 

VP at s-s$actu~e, taising tke object would result in a viohtion of 

'4DCprez claims that only Pull NPs raise to SPEC Agr,,P, and that pronominal object 
shift involves head movement to A n .  

"In Icelandic, object shift of fidl Ws is actually optional, suggesting that in some 
cases thcy can check their features with those of a trace. Pronouns, on the other h a d ,  
obligatorily raise. 



*varf&r har  s tudsn ts rna  den, inte l Y e t  ti 
why have the atudents it not read 
'why haven't tha student8 read it?' 

(Holmberg 1966:176) 

Movement to the SPEC of T, which has strong features, has precedence 

over movement to SPEC TrP, as only the former is required to satisfy Case 

requirements. By the definition given in 1.4 above, only SPEC TP is a 

"featured target". 

1.7 The Tr Projection 

In this section, I discuss the role of the Tr projection, which is 

associated with the transitivity of a clause. I fmt present evidence of the 

structural requirements of Tr, proposing an account of transitivity in t e r n  of 

number of arguments. I then propose sur alternative view of transitivity, 

which captutes the same facts in a less restrictive way, and is thus more in 

accordance with the prhciplear-and-parameters approach assumed in this 

dissertation, 

The head sf TrP, TY, has the Case feature accusativc/ergative, and a 

[itram] feature which is checked with the comqnding feature of the verb. 



TrP appears to be a purely structural necessity, i.e., it is required only as a 

position to which an NP can raise to check its Case and +features. It is 

evident that the [*trans] of Tr is concerned only with the syntactic, and not 

semantic, notion of "transitivity." I refer to "syntactic transitivity" as the 

presence of two direct, NP arguments in the VP. "Semantic transitivity" 

involves the presence of an agent and a patient, as determined by the 

argument structure of the verb. A verb such as hit has both an agent and 

patient argument, both generated in the VP. The syntactic transitivity of such 

verbs, indicated by the [+trans] feature of Tr, h matched by their semantic 

transitivity. Passive and antipassive constructions, on the other hand, invoive 

both an q e n t  and patient, but consist of a single argument in the VP. It is 

the presence of only one k t  argument which determines the [-trans] value 

of Tr. Unergative and unaccusativc verbs match in syntactic and semantic 

transitivity, as they involve only one argument in the VP, either an agent or a 

patient. 

"Syntactic transitivity" m y  be captured by a mechanism which counts 

the number of arguments. In the various types of clauses discussed above 

(i.e., transitive, unergative, etc.), the value of Tr depends on the number of 

arguments in the VP. However, in bi-clausal s t~~cturcs  involving ECM verbs, 

the inventory of NPs which are considered as arguments must be extended to 

include the subject of the embedded verb. 



Consider the following ECM construction: 

( 1 4 )  a .  John believee [Mary to have won the race] 
b .  *Mary believes [PRO to have won tho race] 

Standard analyses have assumed that ECM verbs take DP complements, and 

assign accusative Case to the embedded subject. Case assignment takes place 

under government, as shown by the ungrammatical (14b), with PRO in a 

governed position. 

Within the system of Case adopted here, where Case assignment is a 

feature checking process between a functional head and its specifier, ECM is 

interpreted as the mising of the emtmidxl subject to the SPEC of the 

projection dominating VP (Chomsky 1992). In my system, the position to 

which the subject raises is SPEC TrP of the matrix clawe. in order for the 

derivation to converge, Tr must be [+trans], allowing the embedded subject to 

check its Case features lwith hose of Tr. The definition of syntactic 

transitivity must therefore be modified to refer to the number of arguments 

(or traces) the Tr go~erns . '~  If it governs only one argument, then it has the 

value [-trans]; if it governs two, then it is [+trans]." 

"I use the notion of government presented in Chomsky (1986a9): a governs iff a m- 
commands and there is no y, y a barrier for $, such that y crcludes a, where CP, but not 
P, is a barrier. 

"In double objtct constructions, Tr is [+trans], as it governs the subject and both 
objects. Since my analysis g e m i t s  only onc Tr projection for each W, the other object 
would have to get Case lexically, perhaps by a null P. Even with a double object 
construction consisting of two VPs, as in Larson (1988), then is only one TrP projection. 
See Li (1990) for evidence dwt functional heads cannot intervene between two lexical 



Shown in (15) bebw is a more detailed structure of (14a) above: 

(15) John, T, Tr, [,ti believe8 [,$Wry, T, Tr, [,t won 
the race]]]  

The matrix Tr governs two NPs: (i) the trace sf John, and (ii) the embedded 

subject Mary, which has raked from the lower VP to the embedded SPEC TP 

at s-structure." Following a suggestion by Alee Marantr @.c.), I assume ihat 

the value of Tr is determined at the level at which it become3 "active", i.e., 

checks its Case features. In an accusative language, this level is LF, while in 

an ergative language, it is s-sauertlre. In (14a), since Tr is mt active until 

LF, Mary, which has raised to NP2 ad s-structure, counts as a governed NP. 

Control verbs like fry in (16) below take CP complements: 

(16) a. *John tried [Mary to win the race] 
b. Mary tried [PRO to win the race] 

The CP acts as a barrier to government, blocking government of the 

embedded subect in SPEC TP by Tr. Tr therefore governs only one NP (the 

matrix subjact John), d has the value [-trans]. Only (I&), with a PRO 

subject, k ab PRO does nat requife Case. 

A m t i n g  mechanism such as this seems deviant in a principle-based 

- -- - 

heads which axe to be incorporated. 

"In section 2.2 below, I discuss the EPP, which motivates the raising of Mary to 
SPEC TP. 



linguistic system. I propose an alternative approach to determining the value 

of Tr, involving free generation of [mans]. Qther principles of the grammar 

will determine whether or not a derivation with a certain value for Tr 

converges. For example, with a verb such as hit, a delrivaeion with [+trans] 

Tr would converge as long as the NPs in the VP raised to their proper SPEC 

positions (determined by the Ergative Parameter and Economy Principles). If 

Tr were [-tram], the derivation would fail, as one of the NPs would not be 

able to check its features. Similarly, a derivation with [-tram] Tr and one 

argument would converge, while [+trans] Tr with one argument would fail, as 

either T or Tr would not be able to check its features. 

A potential problem with this approach, however, is that the insertion 

of it or there might save the derivation, predicting the following to be 

grammatical : 

(17) *it/thera T+ Tr, [,the m a n  laughed] 

Itltkre is inserted in SPEC TP at s-structure, and the man raises to SPEC 

TrP at LF. In section 2.1, I discuss expletive i t  and there, and show that 

examplea such crs (17) wil l  not be derived. 

The contrast between ECM verbs as in (14) above, and control verbs as 

in (16), is sti l l  explained by the TPKP distinction. The embedded subject in 

an ECM comtruction raises to the matrix SPEC TrP from the embedded 



SPEC TP poaition. The embedded subject of a control verb, however, is 

prevented from doing the same. One way to explaan this is in tern of 

barrierhood: the uace in SPEC TP will not be properly governed, as CP is a 

barrier to govement  (cf. Chmmky 1986a).19 

1.$ NP Movement in Accusative and Ergative Languages 

In this last section, I demonsme how the Ergative Parameter and 

Ekonomy Principles apply to the derivation of various clause types: transitive 

clauses, intransitive clauses, and bi-clausal structures. 

"Tr, unlike T, appears not to have a semantic mte rpdon ,  but is requited purely for 
structural reasons. It haa been claimed, however, that transitivity involves more than the 
presence of two wguments. Hopper mi Thompsan (1980), for example, assert that 
transitivity b associated with several components, all concerned with the effectivemss with 
which an action takes place, e.g., che telicity and punctuality of the verb, the volitionality 
and agency of the subject, realis or imsrlis mode, and the &pee of affectedness and 
individuation of the object. It is not clear, though, how such properties arc captured 
syntactically. 

Tenny (1987, 1989) dkussea the relation between a verb's direct internal argwmnts 
and the aqectual propexty of d e m ,  m i n g  that the internal argument 'mewues 
out' over time the event &mibed by the verb. She suggesm that aspect constitutes an 
uadependent syntadk category between IP and VP, the same position as my TrP. 
However, since ha d o n  sf "aspea" is determined by rhe semantic relation between a 
verb and its qumum, associating TIP with Termy's AspP is problematic. Olae problem 
concerns u m c m d v e  verbs, which involve one internal argument with the aspectual 
prclperties of a dinct object (i.e., it r names  out the event), but the syntax of a subjact, 
raising to SPEC TP. Another problematic issue involves transitive verbs which do not 
have the semantics of being delimid events. These verb include stgtive verbs such as 
how and klieve. The obpct of kunu, and the complement clause of bclieve, are not 
event delirnitm. It is thus not possible to translate Tenny's system into mine, as she is 
concerned with the d-smcture repreamtation of objects, and not the s-structure d o n  of 
transitivity. 



1.8.1 Transitive Clauses 

In this section, I demonstrate the interaction of the Ergative Parsmeter 

and Econ~my Principles in transitive clauses. Let us consider first accusative 

languages. According to the Ergative Parameter, the Case features of T arc: 

strong, requiring overt NB raising to SPEC TIP. Given the principle of 

Closest Available Source, only the subject may move. The object raises to 

SPEC Tr at LF, resulting in Crossing Baths. 

Shown in (18) below arc example of derivations in English. I will be 

concerned only with s-structure movement, i.e., movement of the subject NP.= 

(18) a.  T, [John s a w  Mary] 
b. John, T, [t, s a w  Mary] 
c .  *Mary, T, [John s a w  t,] 

h (18b), the subject, which is the closest NP to the target, raises to SPEC 

TP. (18c) is ungrammatical, as the object, Mary, is not the closest NP. 

In an ergative language, the Case features of Tr are strong, raquiring 

that they be checked at s-stnrcture. It is the subject which mova to SPEC 

TrP, UI it is tee closest NP to the target. 'Ihe object moves at LP to SPEC 

=As discussed in 1.3 above, I assume that NPs and verbs are generated with their 
mcsrphological structwe intact. Thus, in (18) and all subsequent examples, Ws we marked 
foi Case even if they have not actually moved to Casc mitiom at s-structure, an8 verbs 
are marked for tense, transitivity and agnemart, regdesa of whether or not they have 
overtly raiscd. 



TP, resulting in Nested Paths. Examples (19)-(21) below are ffwn the Inuit, 

Mayan and Polynesian languages, respectively. Inuktitut (Inuit) is an SOV 

language, and Marn (Mayan) and Niuean (Polynesian) are VSO. 

In (19), the subject, Jaani, raises to SPEC TrP, while the object, mktu 

'caribou*, and the verb, vnuIik- 'follow', remain in the VP: 

(19) Inuktitut 

Jaani,-up [ti tuktu malik-p-a-a] Tr, 
John-Erg caribou(Nom) follow-Ind-Tr-3aE.3aN 
'John followed the caribou' 

In the following example from bhm, the subject, Cheep 'JosC*, raises 

to SPEC TrP, and the verb, ttx'ee7ma 'cut', raises to T: 

(20) M a m  

ma 0- jaw t-tx'ee7ma-n, Cheep, Tr, [t, t, tzee7) 
roc 3sN-dir 3sE-cut-ds Joe6 tree 
'Joe6 cut the tree' 

(England 1903:201) 

The same movements occur in Niuean: the subject, tama 'child*, raises 

to SPEC TrP, and the v d ,  Aitiu 'see', raises to T. 

no kit ia , ,  he tam& Tr, [t, t, e moa] 
Paet see Erg child Nom chicken 
'the child saw the chicken' 

(Seiter 1979: 33) 



1.8.2 Intransitive Clauses 

In a clause with an intransitive verb, the [-trans] TP does not have Case 

features. Therefore, only one position, SPEC TP, is available for Case- 

checking. In an accusative language, raising to this position occurs at s- 

structure, as required by the Ergative Parameter. In an ergative language, the 

intransitive argument does not raise until LJ.2' Except for the level at which 

Case features are checked, Case checking is identical in the two types of 

languages. In the following subsections, I discuss the Case system in various 

intransitive clauses, i.e., uslergative, unaccwaaive, passive and antipassive. 

1.8.2.1 Uncrgatives 

An unergative verb has one argument in SPEC VP. Tbs NP, being 

the closest (and only) argument, raises to SPEC Tg: 

(22)  a. T+ [John sang] 
b. John, T, [ti sang] 

In an ergative language, the NP in an intra~~sitive clause does not M e  

"It may be the case tAat in ergative languages, the intransitive actually raises at s- 
structure. This wodd requin the Ergative Parameter to be modified so that in in ergative 
language, the Case of Tr is checked at s-structure when Tr is [+trans], but the Case of T is 
checked when T is [-trans]. Until I have evidence that the intransitive subject must raise 
at s-structure, I will assume the simpler version of the Ergative Parameter, as stated above. 



until LF, as the s-structure requirement for raising applies only to Tr. Shown 

in (23)-(25) are examples of unergative verbs in huktitut, Mam and Niuean. 

In (24) and (25), the verb raises to T at s-structure. 

(23) Inuktitut 

[ Jaani pisuk-p-u-q] T, 
John (Norn) walk-Ind-Intr-3aN 
'John walkedf 

( 2 4 )  Mam 

ma a-beet,-T, (xu7 j t,] 
rec 3aN-walk woman 
'the woman walked' 

(England 1983 : 145) 

(25) Niucan 

kua mohe,-T, [a ia t,] he fale 
Perf sleep Nom he in house 
'he has slept in the houae' 

(Seiter 1979 : 63) 

1.8.2.2 Unaccusatives 

A VP with an unaccusative verb consists of an object, and no subject. 

The object, being the only (and thus closest) NP, raises to SPEC TP at s- 

structure in an ammtive language: 

(26) a. T [arrived the man] 
b. the man, T (arrived ti] 



'Phe object of an unaccusative verb raises to SPEC TP at LF in 

ergative languages. In the following sxarnples from Mayan md Inuir, I give 

an alternate transitive form for each unaccusative verb. The fact that these 

verbs occw in both transitive and intransitive paradigms suggests that in their 

intransitive form, they are unaccusative, and not unergative. 

(27) Jacaltec (Mayan) 

a. x-a-I ich-i munil 
aap-3sN-begin-Zntr work 
'the work beganf 

b. ch-0-aw-ich-e munil 
asp-3sN-2sE-begin-Tr work 
'you begin the work1 

(Craig 1977:288-9) 

(28) West Greenlandic 

a. napi-v-u-q 
break-Ind-Intr-3aN 
'it is broken' 

b . napi-v-a-a 
break-Ind-Tr-3sE.3sN 
'he broke it' 

In the Polpsian languages, the class of shtive v c r & ~  occur with 

"stative agents", which are iqterpreted as directly or indirectly causing the 

state described by the verb (Chung 1978, Sciter 1979). Many of these verh 

belong to the class of unaccusativc:~ in other languages. I d y z e  them here 

as unaccusative verbs which do not have transitive equivalents. The agent of 



these verb must be oblique, as in the passive. 

(29) Samoan 

na laveala tama:loa i le rnasini 
past hurt Nom man A g t  the machine 
'the man was turt by the machine' 

(Chung 1978 : 29) 

malona tuai e kapiniu s: P a Maka 
break perf Nom dish this A g t  pars Maka 
'this dish got broken thanks t~ Maka' 

(Seiter 1979: 31) 

1.8.2.3 Passives 

I assume that in passive clauses, the agent is base-generated arc m 

oblique VS-adjunct, and the specifier of the VP is not projected. h the 

derivation sf a passive clause in an wcusati~e language, the sole object 

argument raises to SPEC W. 

(31) a. T, was [aean John] 
b. John, T+ was [aeon ti] 

In an m@ve language, the patient NB remains in the VP at LF: 

(32) Inuktitut 

tuktu malik-tau-v-u-q (Jaani-mit) 
caribou (Nom) f oll~w-Pasa-Ind-Intkk3nN (John-AbP) 
'the caribcu waa followed (by J o b ) '  



7i-maj-at li X m - e  
Cmp-hit-Paaa the Xwr-cl 
'Xun was hitf 

The Polynesian languages (e.g., Tongan, Samoan) do not have a passive 

construction (see section 5.1.3.1). 

1.8.2.4 Antipassives 

I adopt Baker's (1988) analysis of the antipassive construction as an 

instance of noun hcr~rporation. Baker proposes ahat the antipassive morpheme 

is generated in the direct object position, and inc:srponites with the verb. The 

r~blique patient argument is an adjunct associated with the thematic role of 

Patient, similar to the Agent adjunct of passive clauses. If we asswne that 

incorpolation occurs prior to s-stnrctuae (i.e., in the lexicon), them we can 

account for the intransitivity of the antipassive construction. Shown in (34)- 

(35) raae examples of antipsivss in h i t  and D y W  (North Queenshd, 

Australia): 

( 3 4 )  Inuit 

tuttu-mik taku-nnip-p-u-q 
caribou-Instr 9-0-AP-Ind-Intr-3aN 
'he saw a caribou' 



Numa bural-Na-nYu yabu-gu 
father(Norn) see-AP-Nonfut mother-Dat 
' father saw motherf 

(Dixon 1979:63) 

1.$.3 Bi-clausal Structures 

In this section, I discuss bi-clausal structures where the matrix clause is 

[+trans]. I propose that such comtructions have the "double object" structure 

shown in (36): 

- - ~ -  - 

fT use the symbol /N/ to symbolize a velar nasal. 



TI' 
,I \ 

hi T ' 
1 \ 

T TrP 
/ \ 

NP Tr' 
I 
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1 1  
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I / \  

John V V' 
I I \  
e NP V ' 
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I / \  
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I \ 
C 'FP 

1 1  
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/ \ 
NP Tr ' 

I \ 
Tr VB 

/ \ 
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I I \ 
Sue V NIP 

I I 
r e d  book 

When the complement clause is [+tense], the subject and object NPs in 

both the matrix and e m n W  clauses check their Case features within their 

respective clauses. In the following example fPom Enghh, both matrix and 

embedded subjects raise to the SPEC TP of their clauses at s-structure, as 



they are the closest source NP to their respective Ts: 

(37) a. T, Tr, [John told Mary that [T, Tr, [Sue rend the 
book] ] 

b. John, T+ Tr, [t, told Mary that [Sue, T, T r ,  [t, read 
the book] ] 

At LF, the objects raise to heir respective SPEC TrPs. 

In an ergative language, the matrix subject raises to the higher SPEC 

TrP, and the embedded subject, to the lower SPEC TrP. At LF, the two 

objects raise to the closest SPEC TP (the higher and lower ones, 

respectively). 

Examples from West G r c e h d i c  Inuit are shown in (38): 

(38) West Greenlandic 

a. Juuna-p miiraq nassuiaaffi-g-a-a 
Juuma-Erg child(Nom) explain.to-Ind-Tr-3~E.3eN 

[Pavia immi-nit angi-niru-sinr.aa-nngi-ts-u-q 
[Pavia(Nom) aelf-Abl big-Cmpr-can-Neg-Part-Intr-3aN] 

'Juuna, explained to the child [that Pavia, couldn't be 
taller than self,,,' 

(Bittner, in prep. : 125) 

t-u-tit 
Part-Intr-28N 

'I shall tell them that you are free from school 
today' 

(Fortercue 1984: 41) 



In the Mayan and Polynesian languages, I know of no cases of double 

object clausal conshuctions, where the matrix clause llas both a Patient 

argument and a clause as conlplements. However, a bi-clausal construction 

commonly found in ergative languages involves an expletive pro object in the 

matrix clause, which is coindexed with the complement clause. That the 

matrix clause is transitive is indicated by ergative and Nominative agreement 

on the verb, with the Nominative agreement always thud person singular. 

The following examples arc from West Gmnlandic, Jacaltec (Mayan) 

and Niuean. In each of these cases, the NPs in the matrix and embedded 

clauses check their Case features in their respective clauses, as in the 

examples above. 

(39) West Greenlandic 

a. ilisima-v-a-a urni-sea-giga 
know-Ind-Tr-3aE.3aN come.to-Fut-Part.lsE.3sN 
'he knew (it) I would come to him/herf 

b. nalumgil-at arvini (q) -pingaau-nut atua- 
know-Ind.2sE.3sN eight-All 8tudy- 

lir-pugut 
begin-1nd.lpN 

'you know (it) we started to study at eight of clockf 
(Fortescue 1984 : 36) 

(40 )  Jacaltec 

a. x-a- (y) -a1 naj chubil xc-ach y-il na j 
asp-3sN-38E-say cl/he that asp-2sN 38E-8ee cl/he 
'he said (it) that he saw you' 



b. x-0-aw-aba t a t o  ch-in t o - j  h e c a l  
asp-38N-2aE-hear t h a t  asp-lsA go-fu t  tomorrow 
'you hea rd  (it) t h a t  I w i l l  go tomorrowf 

(Cra ig  1977:232) 

( 4 1 )  Niuean 

a .  i l o a  e Stan  kua f a k a t a u  t u a i  e koe e f a l a o a  
know Erg Stan Per f  buy Per f  Erg you Nom bread 
'Stan knows (it) you bought t h e  breadf 

b. ne k i t i a  he  kau ka iha :  kua mate t u a i  e moli :  
Pst see Erg group t h i e f  Pe r f  d i e  Pe r f  Nom lamp 

he  f a l s  
i n  house 

' t h e  t h i e v e s  saw (it) t h a t  t h e  lamp i n  the house had 
gone ou t '  

( S e i t e r  1979: 1 2 6 )  

In this chapter, I proposed an analysis of NP movement to account for 

the difference between accusative and ergative languages. I presented my 

Ergative P m e t e r  and Ecwomy Principles, and demonstrated how they 

interact in deriving various types of clausea. In the next chapter. I discuss 

some consequences of the system for accusative languages. 



CHAPTER 2: NP MOVEMENT AND VERB RAISING IN 
ACCUSATIVE LANGUAGES 

This chapter contains two topics of investigation in accusative 

languages: NP movement, and verb raising. In tht? fmt time sections, I 

discuss issues relating to the Ergative Parameter and NP movement. In 

section 2.1, I examine non-argument elements (i.e., expletives) in SPEC TIP. 

Section 2.2 consists of a discussion of idimieival clauses, where movement is 

required to SPEC TP for non-Case reasons. In section 2.3, I demonstrate 

how the Ergative Parameter and Economy Principles interact in raising 

constructions in Engltsh. 

h the k t  two sections, I investigate the consequences of the feattue 

system proposed in chapter 1 to verb movement. Section 2.4 &cusses verb 

fronting in V2 and VSO languages, and in section 2.5, I discuss the "inflected 

infinitive" in Portuguese and I-. I claim that both these phenomena 

involve a [ a t e ]  feature in C. 

2.1 The Content of SPEC TP 

According to the Ergative Parameter, in an accusative language, the 

Case features of T must be checked at s-spructue, requiring overt NP 

movement to SPEC TP. In section 1.8 above, I discussed straightfurward 



cases of argument movement (i.e.. VP subject or object) to SPEC TP. In this 

section. 1 examine two other kinds of elements which may appear in SPEC 

TP: oven expletives (it and there), and expletive pro. 

2.1.1 Overt Expletives 

In non-null subject languages such as English, Dutch and Nonuegian, 

an overt element is required in SPEC 'ITP at s-stxucture. Consider the 

following examples: 

(1) English 

a. it snowed last night 
b. it is true that John is intelligent 
c. there arrived three speakers into the hall 

(2) Butch 

a. het regent 
it rains 

b. het is goad dat jij gekomen bant 
it is good that you came 

c .  er is een jongen gekomen 
there i8 a boy came 

( 3 )  Norwegian 

(Vikner 1991 : 226) 

a. det regner 
it rains 



b. dot or godt  at du o r  komet 
it ia good that you came 

c. dot er kommet en gutt 
there  came a boy 

(Vikner 1991 : 2 2 5 )  

Expletive NPs art assumed to be non-thematic, "dummy" elements 

whose presence satisfies sDme syntactic requirement. There are two types of 

expletives, pleonastic it, and presentational there. Languages such as hglish 

and Dutch distinguish the two typw morphologically, whenas Norwegian and 

French, for example, have only one form for the two types. In this section, 1 

discuss the two kinds of expletives, and propose that expletive insertion is a 

last-resort strategy. 

It and there expletives exhibit different pqmties. There must be 

linked to a postverbal argument (e.g., three speakcrs in (lc) above), while it 

can occur as the sole NP with weather verbs (in (a)), or be linked to an 

exaarposed clause (see (b)). It triggers third singular verbal agreement, 

whereas in there-constructim, agreement is triggered by the postverbal NP. 

Jt has been proposed that it and there W e r  in argumenthood: it is an 

argument, while them ia not (e.g., Hakstra 1983, Ben& 1986, Vikner 1991). 

B e d  (1986), for example, claims that Dutch k t  'it' is not a dummy 

pronoun, but is a referential proiloun base-generated in object position (and 

raises to the subject pition).  The presence of k t  h dependent on whether 

or not the verb selects a propositional thematic role. The assignment of a 



propositional thematic role to it expletives is also assumed by Chomsky 

(1986b) and Vikner (1991), but in subject, and not object, position. 

I propose that it is not an argument, but is a non-thematic element 

inserted to satisfy the feature requirements of [+tense] T. Since it is a 

pronominal with independent features, T can check its features with those! of 

it. It-insertion is sirrailar t ~ t  English do-support, where do is her ted  in h e  

modal position in the oven syntax.' Both these processes involve a last-resort 

strategy, occurring after all other s-structure movement. Chomsky (1991) 

obsei-ves that &-support may appear to be more exonomical than verb mising, 

as it involves no movement. Similarly, the insenen it could be interpreted as 

a closer s o m e  NP than an NP generated in the VP. However, Chomsky 

claims that principles of Univenal Grammar are applied wherever possible, 

with language-particular rules such as &-support used only to "save" a 

representation which otherwise would be uninterpretable. He argues that UG 

principles are "less costly" than language-particular principles, being "wired-in" 

rather than acquired. Thus, both &-support and if-insertion, which are 

language-specific rquhmcnts, are applied only when universal movement 

options are not a~ailable.~ 

'One difference, however, is that do is a pure dummy element, while it has +-features. 

'Sce section 2.3 below for the interaction of Economy Principles &Id it-insenion in 
English raising constructions. 



Consider next examples of presentational there: 

( 4 )  a. there w e r e  many imposters i n  t h e  room 
b. t h e r e  arrived many guesta 
c. t h e r e  s e e m  t o  be ghosts  i n  t h e  house 

There differs from it in beir~g associated with a postverbal argument which 

mggers agreement on the matrix verb. Various theories have been proposed 

to account for this relation. Chornsky (1981) suggested that there and the 14P 

were related by superscripring, a different kind of indexing from binding- 

related subscripting. Nominative Case was transmitted by there to the NP 

with which it was coindexed. 

In Ghomsky (1986b), it was claimed that there, being semantiedy 

empty, was prohibited from appearing at LF by the Principle of Full 

Interpreation. It was thus replaced by the postverbal argument, with which it 

was linked at D-structure. In Chomsky (1991), this proposal was modified to 

permit there at LF, in the form of an affix to which the postverbal NP 

attaches. 

Recent analyses, adopting Belletti's (1988) proposal of partitive Case, 

do not assume a Case relation between there and the gostverbal argument 

(e.g., Chomsky 1991, Viknea 1991, Lasrrik l%2).3 Vikner (1991), for 

example, states the assosiation in terms of chains and antecedent government, 

'Belletti (1988) proposes that partitive Case is an inherent Case assigrcd optionally by 
unaccusative verbs. Lasnik (1992) assumes that the verb be assigns partitive Case as well. 



based on the requirement that an expletive be linked to a theta-marked 

argument. 

Bennis (1986) and Mom (1991) argue against a "dplmmy" interpretation 

of th,?re. Bennis, investigating the expletive er 'there' in Dutch, assumes that 

there is no direct ,association betwan the expletive element and the postverbal 

NP. He claims that er is an adverbial PP which is adjoined to a position left 

of the subject, This adjunction is motivated by pragmatic principles, i.e., 

conditions on presupposition. 

In Mom (1991)' there is analyzed as a predicative NP generated in the 

s d  clause complement of a copula or unaccusative verb. Its relation with 

the postverbal NP is one of predication. There raises to SPEC IP (claimed to 

be an A'-position) in (5a), p d c l  to the raking of the predicative NP in 

(5b). 

( 5 )  a .  there, waa [,some book t,] 
b. the culprit, in [,John ti] 

1 propose that there, like it, is inserted as a bt-resort strategy to 

satisfy the Case requirements sf [+tense] T. By adopting Belletti's (1988) 

proposal that partitive Case is assigned inherently by the verb, we can 

eliminate the d for Case transmission. However, to account for the 

agreement between the matrix verb and the p tve rba l  NP, we must assume 

that +features are transmitted from the NP to the expletive there. 



2.1.2 Expletive pro 

In null-subject languages, the SPEC 'FP position n o d y  filled by it or 

there contains a null. expletive pronoun, which I assume is pro. Consider the 

examples from Italian in (6) below. In (6a), pro is inserted as a kt-resort 

strategy at s-structure to satisfy the Case requircrnenu of [+tense] T. (6b-c) 

involve ar unaccusative verb and a gostverbal NP, and in (6c), the clause is 

embedded under a raising verb. I assume that pro has nominative Case, and 

the postverbal subject, partitive Case (Belletti 1988). 

( 6 )  Italian 

a. pro piove 
(it) rains 

(Bizzi 1902, C h .  4 :  143) 

b. a l l 1  improwiso pro & enrrato un uomo dal la  
suddenly (there) entered a man from the 

f inestra 
window 

c. pro aembrano esaere arrivat i  t z e  
(there) aama t o  have arrived three 

In the Romance languages, there is a phenomenon known as "subject 

inversion", where the subject appears putverbally. with nominative Casc. in 



clauses with wergative and transitive 

(7) a. ha telefonato Gianni 
has telephoned Gimni 
'Gianni has telephonedf 

(Italian; Rizzi 1982, Ch. 4 : 132) 

b. trajo una carta para mi el exiado 
brought a letter lor me the servant 
'the servant brougLt a letter for mef 

(Spanish; Bennia 1986 : 295) 

c. qui domera ce cadeau ton frhra 
to whom will give that present your brother 
'to whom will your brother give that p ~ s s e n t ? ~  

(French; Bennia 1986 : 295) 

Various theories have ban proposed to wcomt for nominative subjects 

in postverbal p i t ion.  The analyses fall into two categories. Proponents of 

the first position (e.g., Chomsky 1982, L b i  1982, Burzio 1986, Belletti 

1988) assume that there is sn empty non-argument element in sub&ct position 

(i.e., SPEC P), which Lri assigned Case leftward by I d .  This Case is then 

transmitted in a chain c d m m  to the postverbal subject, which adbins to 

the VP. Such an audysis is consistent with the theory presented in this 

thesis, where SPEC TP mwt be filled at s-structure, even if by an empty 

expletive element. Pro does not actually h-qTwce d.5 m e  lek by t h ~  subject. 

- 
'Welleni (1988:17) claims that (i) is an example of sub@t inversion. since the 

postverbal argument docs not exhibit the definiteness effect asscciated with paitive Case: 

(1) arrivato  Gianni 
arrived Gianni 



-r, the empty category is redefmed as a non-argument pro, as it is not A- 

or A*-bound by a c-commanding element.' 

'Ilae alternative position assumes that SPEC P/TP need not be 

generated. I do not adopt the views of the associated theories (e.g., Den 

Besten 1985/1989, Be@ 1986, Borer 1986), since I assume that SPEC TP is 

universally generated. Be- (1986) pmpses that Italian, Spanish and 

French have the structure in (8), where the postverbal subject is generated as 

the right specifier of VP: 

Case is assiped to the subject rightward by Infl. 

Borer (1986) also assumes direct Case-marking to the postverbal 

subject. However, in her analysis, Gianni in (7a) above is base-generated as 

a 'VP adjunct. According to her theory of I(nflectionaE)-identification, it is the 

coindexing of hfl and an PTP (i.e., I-identification) which is obligatory, and 

not the structural relation between Infl and its specifier. 

Dm Besten (198!5/1989) introduces the notion sf chain goverAmcnt to 

accoun: foa Case assignmmt to inverted subjects.' According to his definition 

'Alee l'tdmmbz @.c.) suggests that the expletive pro may be base-generated in SPEC 
TP, and the postverbal subject gemrated in a right-projected SPEC W. This wciuld 
require Case tmmmission fiom the expletive to ttre W, similar to that in rkre  
consmctiom. 

'Den Besten (198511989) u~zs chain g o v e m n t  not for inverted subjects in Romance, 
bur to account for nominative Case assignment in the Dative-Nominative inversion 



of chain govemmmt, a verb which has no Case-assigning property m y  

inherit this property 6 - m  a governor. 

2.2 [-tense] and the EPP 

According to the Ergative Parameter, the Case features of T are strong 

in an accusative language, requiring movement to SPEC TP at s-structure. 

Until now, I Rave k e n  assuming that the only motivation for NP movement 

is feature checking. A source NP raises to a SPEC XP p i t i o n  im order to 

check its Case features with those of the head, X. In this section, I will 

address the issue of what happens when the head of the target position d a s  

not have Case features. This is the case when Tr is [-tram], or T is [-tense]. 

Since the feature possibilities of Tr were discussed in section 1..7 above, in 

this section, I focus on [-tense] T. 

I assume that [-tense] T, like [-tram] Tr, docs not have Case features. 

If h e  motivation for NT movement is strictly Case checking, then no element 

should ever appear in the SPEC of [-tense] T. However, the following 

construction in Ihtch. In (i), the dative object in m,S) position precedes the nominative 
subject in VP object position (p. 228): 

(1) dat onze buurman iets verschrikkelijks overkomen is 
that to our neighbor something tezrible happened has 
'that something tezrrible has happened ta our neighbor' 



examples illustrate that this is not the case. In (9a), PRO agpetm in SPEC 

TF', and in (9b) and (9c), there is a lexical NP in that position: 

( 9 )  a. John tried [, [,,PRO to leave early] ] 
b.  John bslievea [ M a r y  to have left] 
c.  [,for [,$fary t o  s t a y ] ]  would be a good idea 

In (9a-c), the subject of the VP, PRO or Mary, raises to SPEC of [-tense] T. 

These examples demonstrate that NP movement does not occur only for Case 

reasons. Consider the PRO in (9a). Following standard analyses, in which 

PRO cannot be governed at s-structure, and thus is never assigned Case (e.g., 

Chomsky 1981), I assume that PRO docs ,mot have Case features. Therefore, 

PRO moves to SPEC TP not for Case reasons, but to avoid being governed 

by the verb. 

Iri (9b-c), a lexical NP, Mary, appears in the SPEC of the embedded [- 

tense] TP. This movement is temporary, as Mary must move W c r  on at 

LF to SBEC TrP in (9b). and SBEC CP in (9c), to satisfy its Case 

nquirements. TFhese examples suggest that there is some requirement, 

independent of Case, that SPEC TP be filled at s-structure. 'Ihis h 

reminiscent of the Extended Projection Principle (EPP), which states that all 

clauses must have a subject (CRomsky 1982). Shown in (10) is modified 

statement of Chomsky's EPP:' 

ZI restrict the EPP to accusative languages for now, as it is not clear that SPEC 'IT 
must be filled at s-structure in ergative languages. 



(10) The E3endcd Projection Principle 

SPEC TF must be frlled at s-structure. 

It would be deskable to derive the EPP from orhcr principles, and not 

have it as a stipulation. I will discuss two attempts made in this direction, 

but I conclude that they are not satifacto~y, and thus will leave (10) as a 

stipulative observation for now. 

Chornsky (1990 class lectures) and Chornsky and Lasnik (to appear) 

attempt to derive the EPP from the feature requirements of T. h order to 

accnunt for PRO in subject position in (9a), they iPlPnduce "null" Case, a 

pho~etically null, structural Case associated with PRO. Null Case is checked 

by INFL (T or AGRJ when a clause is [-tense]. PRO, being a "minimal" 

NP argument lacking independent phonetic referential or other properties, is 

the only NP that can bear null Case. 

The relation of null Case with [-tense] is a d occurrence in a 

system where Case is associated with specific functional categories. However, 

the restriction of null Case to PRO makes it different f b m  other Cases, 

which arc freely gemmed on NPs in the lexicon, and are checked in the 

syntax. If null Case were like other structural Cases, it should be p s i b l e  

for an overt subject NP to be inserted from he lexicon with this Case, and 

be checked in SPEC 'IT with [-tense] T. However, examples such as (9b-c), 

where Mary has accusative Case, demonstrate that lexical NPs in SPEC TP of 



[-tense] T do not have null Case. It appears that null Case has an 

independent nsLriction that it be associated only with other phonobgicdly 

null elements. 

Chomky and Lasnik claim that positing a null Case &es the 

behaviour of PRO with other agumenis, in that all arguments move to satisfy 

Case feature requirements. However, the examples in (9b-c) demonstrate two 

ways in which null Case differs from other s t r u c d  Cases. First of all, the 

accusative Case features of Mary in SPEC TP do not match the nul! features 

of T. Fecondly, Mary can, and must, move from SPEC TP, a Case position, 

in order to check its Case features elsewhere. In fact, this movement from [- 

tense] SPEC TP is not restricted to l e d 4  NPs, but applies to PRO as well 

(Alec Marantz, P.c.):' 

(11) John tried [PRO, to appear [ti to have l e f t ] ]  

Assuming a null Case theory the motivation for movement (i.e., 

to check Case fcatum), eEiminating the need for the EPP. However, it 

creates a disjunction in the properties of structural Case, which I consider an 

undesirable result. 

'Zhe second possibility is to mod@ the Ergative Parameter t~ the 

following: In an accusatt've language, SPEC TP must be filled at s-structure. 

'Ihe movemnt of PRO in this example is predicted by the EPP in (lo), as the 
intermediate clause, with a p r ,  must have a subject. 



In an ergan've language, SPEC TrP must be filled as s-srructure. There would 

no longer be a correlation between feature requirements iand NP movement, 

but it appears that such a strict correspondence does not exist anyway. A 

problem with tkis approach, however, is that such a parameter would not hold 

for ergative languages. Overt movement to SPEC TrP would be obligatory 

only when Tr was [+trans], and not when it was [-tram]. The parameter 

would have to distinguish between transitive and intransitive clauses in 

ergative languages, an unsatisfactory consequence: In an csccuran've !angucage, 

SPEC TP must be filled at s-snucture. In an ergative language, SPEC TrP 

must be filled at s-structure when Tr is [+trans]. 

Although I have been assuming that intransitive subjects in ergative 

languages do not raise to SPEC TP until LF, if there is evidence that they 

actually move at s-structure, then the following would have to Be added to 

the parameter: When Tr is [-rrans], SPEC TP must be filled or s-structure. 

Since both approaches have undesirable consequences, I will accept the 

EPP as stated in (9), and preserve the assumptions that [-tense] does not have 

Case features, and that PRO cannot be governed. Since movement to SPEC 

s f  [-tense] T ia not required to satisfy Case nquhlrents, it is not considered 

to be a featured target posi t i~n.~ 

'As defined in section 1.4 above, a featured target is a SPEC position which must be 
filled to satisfy Case featufc nquhments. 
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2.3 Raising 

In this section, I discuss the application of the Ergative Parameter and 

Economy Principles presented in Chapter 1 to raising cornstructions in 

h&h." 1 demonstrate that the facts of raising can be accounted for by the 

the principles of Closest Available Source and Closest Feanmd Target, and 

the EPP. 

Raising constructions involve two Ts: 

(12) T+ seems [T- to [John be intelligent] ] 

In (12). the SPEC of bob Ts must be faed at s-structure, requiring the 

closest available source NP. The closest available NP to both SPEC TBs is 

John. However, in this case, it is possible for John to move to both SPECS 

without violating any principles. S h e  the lower T has no Case features, 

John is free to move from that SPEC position to the matrix SPEC TP. 

Moreover, since the lower SPEC TP is not a featured target, John is f u l f i i g  

the requirement that it move to the closest featured target (i.e., the matrix 

SPEC TP). It does not matter that John moves to other targets along the 

way, as l q  as it moves to only the closest featured target. 

Consider the examples in (13), with a transitive embedded clause. In 

'OErgative languages appear not to lzave the type of raising found in English, where an 
NP taises out of an an- clause to check its Case feamm with the matrix T. 
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(13b), the correct derivation, John raises a1 s-structure to the lower SPEC TP, 

and then to the matrix SPEC TP. At LF, the object many races raises to 

SPEC TrP. 

(13) a. T, seema [T- to Tr, [John win many races] ] 
b. John, T, seems [ti T- to Tr, [ti win many races] l 
c. *many racers, T, seems [t, T- Tr, t o  [John win t,] 1 
d. *John, T, seams [many races, T- t o  Tr, [t, w i n  t,] 

In (13c), it is the object, and not the subject, which rakes to he two SPEC 

TPs. Such movement is not legithwe, as the object is not the closest s o w e  

NP. Direct movement of John to the higher SPEC TP, and muny races to 

the lower SPEC TP, as in (13d), is also not grammatical. The Economy 

Principles rule out this type of movement, where "Crossing Paths" occurs at 

s-structure (see section 1.4 above j. 

The same movements apply when the lower VP is passive. John 

moves from the object position, through the lower SPEC TP, to the higher 

one (14b): 

(14) a. T+ seems [T- to have baen [s bea ten  John]] 
b.  John, T,, seems [t, T, to hava been [s bea ten  ti] 

Consider next the case where both the higher and lower 'Ts are 

[+tense], and thus have Case features: 

(15) T, seems that [T, [John ia intelligent]] 



In (15). both Ts raquirt their Case features to be checked at s-structure, but 

there is only one available source NP, John. By the Principle of Closest 

Featured Target, John must move only to the lower SPEC TP. The Case 

requirements of the matrix T are satisfied by if-insertion:" 

(16)  it T, s e e m s  t h a t  [John, T, [t, i s  i n t e l l i g e n t ]  1 

Consider next an example where the embedded clause is transitive: 

(17) a. T, seams t h a t  [T, T r ,  [ H a r r y  w a t c h e d  t h e  race]] 
b .  it T, seema t h a t  [ H a r r y ,  T, Tr ,  [ti w a t c h e d  the 

race] ] 
c. * H a r r y ,  T, s e e m s  t h a t  [it T, To, [t, w e t c h m d  t h e  

race] 1  
d .  * H a r r y ,  T, a e e m a  tha t  [ the race, T, T r ,  [t, w a t c h e d  

t l l  
e. *the race, T, aema  t h a t  [it T, T r ,  [ H a r r y  w a t c h e d  

t , l  I 
f. *the race, T, seems tha t  [ H a r r y ,  T, ( it) Tr, 

[t, w a t c h e d  t,] 1  

The only grammatical derivation is (I%), where Hany raises to the 

lower SPEC TP (Closest Featured Target), and the Case requirements of T are 

satisfied by the expletive it. The ruce raises to SPEC TrP at LF to check its 

features. In (17c) and (lad), Hamy raises directly to the higher SPEC TP. 

These derivations are ruled out by the FVkiple of Closest Featured Target, cas 

the lower SPEC TB is a cloder featured target. In (17c), the lower T is 

satisfied by rhe expletive it, and in (17d), by the object nuany races. 

"See section 2.1.1 above for an analysis of it-insertion as a last resoxt strategy 
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Movement of the object to the higher SPEC TB, as in (17e) and (17f), is also 

ruled out, since the subject, Harry, is a closer available source, and the lower 

SPEC TP is a closer featured target. 

A similar structure is derived when the VP is passive. The most 

economical derivation consists of John raising to the lower SPEC TP, and it 

inserted in SPEC TP: 

(18) a. T, seems that [T, [r was beaten John] ] 
b. it T, aerms t h a t  [John, T, [r wae beaten t,] ] 

I now turn to constructions which involve two raising clauses (one of 

them may be passive). In (19), the matrix T is [+tense], and the lower two 

are [-tense]. The only possible derivation is (19b), where the embedded 

subject, John, raises to $ie highest SPEC TP, moving fmt through both lower 

SPEC TPs to satisfy the EPP. 

(19) a. T, seems [T- to be likely IT, Tr, John to win] 
b. John, T, aeema [t, T, to ba likely [ti T.. Tr- ti to 

win] 
c .  *it T, seems [John, T t o  be likely it, T- Tr, t, to 

win] 
d. *John, T, seems [it T, to be likely [t, T, Tr, t, to 

win 

In (19~1, J o h  s t o p  at the intermediate SPEC 'IT, and the matrix T is 

satisfied by the expletive it. This derivation is illegitimate, as John cannot 

check its Case features with those of [-tense] T. (19d) is tongrammatical, as 



raising John directly to the highest SPEC TP violates the Principle of Closest 

Featured Target. Moreover, the expletive camlot check its Case features. 

In the examples in (20) below, the two highest Ts are [+tense]. The 

correct derivation is (20b), where Mary raises through the lowcst [-tense] 

SPEC 'P to the SPEC of the intermediate clause, where it has its Case 

feawes checked. The requirements of the highest T are met by the expletive 

it. 

(20) a. T, aeems [T, is likely [T- Tr- Mary to sing] 
b. it T, seems [Mary, T+ is likely [t, T, Tr- [ti to 

sing] 
c .  *it T, aeems [it T, is likely [Mary, T- Tr- It, to 

sing] 
d. *Mary, T+ seems [it T, i a  likely [t, T, Tr- [ti to 

sing] 

In (20c), Mary cannot have its Case checked with [-tense] T. (28d) is not a 

legitimate derivation, as the intermediate SPEC TP is a closer featured target 

for Mary than the matrix SPEC TP. 

Let us new consider cases where the lowest clause is tensed. In (21), 

all t h e  clauses arc tensed, while in (23,  the htenraediate clause is untensed. 

In both cases, the only gramsnatical derivation is the one consisting of Mary 

raising to the closest featured target position (i.e., the SPEC of the most 

embedded TP), where it can have ~ t s  Case checked ((219) and (22b)).I2 

'%I (22b), the SPEC position of the intermediate [-tense] T is not ficd, violating the 
EPP. I propose that it is inserted In that SPEC position, and subsequently raises to the 
maaix SPEC TP to satisfy Case req~irements. It-insertion is st i l l  'last reson" in that if it 
did not occur at that point, the derivation would crash. Howevw, the insertion of it here 



(21) a. T+ seems [T, is likely [T+ Tx, [Mary 8angll 
b. it T+ seams [it T+ i~ likely [Mary, T+ Tr- [ti 

Bang1 1 
c .  *it T, deems 'Yary, T, is likely [it T, Tr- [t, 

sang1 I 
d. *Mary, T, seems [it T, is likely [it T, Tr, [t, 

sang: I 

In (21~) .  Mary moves to the intermediate clause, and in (21d), it moves to 

the highest one. Neither of these is the closest target. Similarly, in (22c), 

the matrix SPEC TP is not the closest target: 

(22) a. T, seem8 [T, t.9 be likely [T, Tr, [Mary sang]] 
b. it T, seems [T- to be likely [Mary, T, Tr- [ti 

sang1 1 
c. *Mary, T, seems [T- to be likely [it T+ Tr, [t, 

sang1 1 

In this section, I have demonstrated how the Ergative Parameter and 

Economy filciples and EPP account for raising in Eng!ish. 

2.4 Verb Fronting, Languages: V2 and VSO 

Irm this W o n ,  I discuss two instances of verb h t i n g ,  which occurs 

in two types of languages: verb second (V2), and verb-initial (VSO). The V2 

occurs not to s a t e  Case quiremew. but to sari* the EPP. 
As pointed out by Alec Marantz (g.c.), the occurrence of it in small clauscs such as 1 

consrdct it obvious that ... suggests that the EPY is not restricted to SPEC TP, but is 
required in any SPEC p i t i o n  involving prcdc&n. 



phenomenon is f~und in the Germaric languages, where the verb raises from 

the VP to the second position irl the clause.'' In VSO Langurtges, such as 

h h  and Arabic, the verb appears in clause-initial position. In the followhg 

discussion, I unrfy h e  movement of the verb in V2 and VSO languages, 

claiming hat in both cases the verb moves to C, triggered by a i - f ~ t e ]  

feature in C. 

2.4.1 The Feature [kfinite] in C 

2.4.1 .I V t  Languages 

Following Den Btsten (1983/1989), TraviY 1984), Hok-nherg (1986), 

Platzack (1986a,b), Taraldserr (1.986a.b), and Vikner (1991), among others, I 

assume that in V2 languages, the verb raises to C, and is preceded by some 

element in SPEC CP. Shown in (23)-(25) are examples of V2 in declarative 

clauses in Danish, Icelandic and Geman: 

(23) Danish 

a .  [ g e t s r  har [, ,ofte drukket kaf  f a  om morgenen] ] 
Peter ha8 often drunk coffea i n  uiorning-the 

' P e t e r  has o f ten  drunk coffee i n  the morning' 

"Set Vikncr (1991) for a thorough review and &mission of ahe V2 literature. 
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B. [,kaf fa har [,,Peter: ofte W k k e t  om morgenen] l 
coffee has Peter of ten  drunk in morning-the 

(Viknar 1991 : 57) 

[,Helgi hefur [,,trQlega k e p t  bbkina] ] 
E e l g i  has probably bought book-the 

'Helgi has ~robably  bought the book1 
( V i k n s r  1991:59) 

( 2 5 )  German 

[,die Kinder haLen [,,dieoen Film geaehfin] 
the children have t h i a  film seen 
'the children have seen this film1 

(Vikner 1991 : 59) 

Most analyses ~ s m e  that in V2 languages, C Ras some property not 

lound in other languages. Haider (1986), for example, proposes tilit C 

contains M, forcing the verb to raise to C to merge with M. 41 has also 

been suggested that C tense and agreement features, e.g., De Haan and 

W e e m  (1986) and Tornaselli (1990) idiscussed i r ~  Viher  1W1). Hollnmkrg 

(19861, adopting Kayne's (1982) obsersration h 6  there is a cornwection 

between verbs and predicates, proposes that pro$licapa must be headed by a 

[+V] element. He chim that in V2 languages, C has the default value, [ '.'I. 

Since CP is a predicate, the verb k required to move to C, giving CP a [+V] 

head. 

Blatzsrck (198kb) proposes a 'reme fatuse sapamte horn HnfI in C ,  

w h h  assigns ncmimivr. Case. Koopman (1984) &o wsuma nominative 



Case ssignment by C. Holmberg and Platzack (1990), and PIatzack and 

Holmberg (1989) propose that C contains a finiteness operator, [+F], which 

does not itself assign Case, but is licensed only if it governs an element with 

nominative Case. 

Based on these ideas, I propose that C contains a [&mite] feature 

associated with nominative Case. This fawe m y  be interpreted as a 

separate tense feature, as in Blatzack (1986a,b), Den Besten (1985). or Rapsso 

(1987).16 Den Bcsten (1985) claims that there is no Infl in German or Dutch, 

and that nominative Case is always assigned by a [+Tense] Comp. I assume, 

however, that all languages have both an Infl (i.e., T) and a Comp. Let us 

supppose that [ifinite] C is in some sense an extended projection of TP. 

Semantically, it shares wi~> T the notion of "tenseness" or "finiteness". 

Syntactically, it exhibits properties similar to T with respect to Cse. rhis 

feature differs b m  Case features, for example, in that it is not randomly 

generated on NPs in the lexicon, to be checked later. Instead, it is an 

inherent part of the C. 

I propose that, analagous to the [denqe] feature, [+Finite] Ras 

nominative Case features, but [-finite] does not. Moreover, I claim that in V2 

" R p s o  (1987) discusses the inflected infanitive in Portuguese, which I claim has the 
feature [+finite] in C. S a  section 2.5 below. 



languages. C has the feature [-finite]." The obligatQriness of movement to 

the SI'FC CP position can be accounted for if we assume that in addiuon to 

the [-ftnite] feature, C has the feature [+topic], which is a strong feature 

requiring checking at s-structure. Since Case features are not checked in 

SPEC CP with [-finite] C, SPEC CP is not a featured target. Therefore, a7y 

XP could move to this position without violating the Principle of Closest 

Featured Target. 

The structure I propose for matrix V2 clauses is shown in (26): 

(26) CP 
1 \ 

NP C' 
1 \ 

C TP 
[-&+top1 1 \ 

NP T ' 
1 \ 

T TrP 
1 \ 

NP Tr' 
/ \ 
Tr VP 

The s-structure movement of V to C cannot be correlated with the 

strength of the [fieme] feature h T. If h i s  were possible, we would expect 

al l  V2 (and VSO) hguages to have strong [tense] features, as the overt V-to- 

"English is the only Germanic language which does not have V2 in declarative 
clauses, suggesting that it lacks h e  [-finite] feature. It exhibits V2 in matrix queaions, 
however, since it has a [+wh] feature. 



C movemelit indicates that the [ f ~ t e ]  features of C arc strong. However, in 

Danish, verb raising to T does not occur until W, unless the verb continues 

on to C. This suggests that there is an independent requirement that the verb 

raise to @ at s-structure. I propose that the [ - f i te l  feature is always strong 

in V2 and VSO languages, requiring checking at s-structure, and is not 

subject to pimetric variation. 

2.4.1.2 V SO Languages 

Consider the following examples from Irish and Arabic.16 In Arabic, 

an alternate SVO order is possible (28b). 

(27) Irish 

bhbarfaidh m6 an t-airgead do Chaoimhin i nDoire 
give-Fut I the money to Ksven in Derry 

inniu 
today 

' I f  11 give Kevin some money today' 
(McCloakey 1990 : 201) 

(28 )  Arabic 

a. ra?aa al-rajul-u saalim-an 
aaw Def-man-Nom Salim-Acc 
'the man saw Salimf 

"I use Irish and Arabic as sample VSO languages. 
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B. al-rejul-u ra?aa aaalim-an 
Def-man-Nom aan Salim-Acc 
'the man aaw Salimf 

(Demirdache 1989 : 7) 

I adopt the V-to-C analysis for VSO languages, assuming that the verb 

raises to C, as in V2 languages. Verbfronting analyses have been previously 

proposed by, among others, h o n d s  (1981),  low (1981) and Sproat 

(1985). 

Since Poilock (1989) and Chomsky (1991). the proliferation of 

inflectional catego~ies has provided a wider range sf landing sites for the 

verb. However, analyses which adopt this framework, such as Denairdache 

(1989) and Bobaljik and C d e  (1992), s t i l l  assume that the verb raises to the 

topmost functional M. Dcmirdache (1989), for example, proposes the 

structure TP-AgrP-AgrP for Arabic, and suggests that the verb raises to T." 

Bobaljik and Carnie (1992), adopbng the AgrP-TP-AgrP structure of Chomky 

(1991), propose that the verb in Irish Paisa to the higher Agr. Both these 

analyses are similar to the one I adopt in assuming that the verb raises to the 

highesi, of three functional categories. The difference is that in my system, 

the highest category h CP, typically associated with A*-movement. This is 

consistent with my analysis, since I assume that the XP which appears h 

SPEC CP is a topic. 

"Demirdache (1989) cites the 1987 manuscript version of Pollock (1989), and the 
1989 version (in Laka and Mahajan 1989) of chnmky (1991). 



In Arabic, there is aa, alternation between VSO and SVO orden (cf. 

(28a-b)). In (28a), the pstveabal subject m y  be either specific or non- 

specific, whereas in (28b), the preverbal subject must be specific. 

Furthermore, the verb agrees with the postverbal subject in (28a) only in 

person and gender, and not number, while in (28b), it Wees in all three 

features with the preverbal subject. Demirdache (1989) proposes that in SVO 

examples like (28b), the subject is base-generated in SPEC CP (i.e., SPEC TP 

f i r  her systemj, and is assigned default nominative Case. Moreover, h i s  

subject is linked to a resumptive pronoun in SPEC TP (her .A@). TAis 

pronoun is reanalyzed as a p m e n t  features, and cliticizes onto the verb in C. 

Demkdache observes that other arguments may appear in SPEC CP 

with nominative Case (see (29)), suggesting that the base-generation of topics 

in this position is not limited to subjects. The topic must be linked to an 

argument in TP, realized as a resumptive pronoun on the verb. 

(29) Arabic: 

a. al-kitaab-u istaraa-hu saalim-un 
the-book-Nom bought-it Salim-Nom 
'the hook, Salim bought it' 

b. ad-daar-u wajada fii-haa aaalim-un kitaab-an 
the-house-Nsm found in-it Salim-Nom book-Acc 
'the house, Salim found a book in it' 

(Demirdache 1989: 9) 



I propose that in clauses with nominative topics, C has the feature 

[+finite], associated with nominative Case. In addition, it has the feature: 

[+topic], which matches the [+topic] feature of the base-generated element. 

The structure of these clauses is shown in (30): 

Arabic also exhibits a consauction similar to that of V2 languages, 

where a topic NP appears in SPEC CP bearing its origmd Case (cf. (23b) 

above, where w e  presumably has accusative Case): 

(31) Arabic 

al-kitaab-a kataba- (hu) saabim-un 
Def-book-Acc wrote-(it) Salim-Nom 
'3alim wrote the bookf 

(Demirdache 1989: 38) 

I propose that the c b  in (31) has the structure shown in (26) above (where 

C has the feat- [-finite] and [+topic]), which was suggested for V 2  

languages. 

Irish does not exhibit a VSOISVO alternation in ma!rix clauses. Pt 

seems that C in Irish never has a [+topic] feature motivating movement to its 



SPEC. 

2.4.2 V2 in Embedded Clauses 

One argument against the V-t& analysis is that in embedded clauses, 

V2 or VSO order may appear with an overt complaentizer. Following 

Vikner (1991), 1 allow for CP-recursion. I do not assume, how%ver, that CPs 

m y  be randomly genemad. There appears to be limit sf two CPs, although 

Vikner gives a margmd example of three successive Cs in Danish. The fact 

t h  all analyses must assume four functional projections suc~gests that mimy 

of the differences between, for example, my analysis and that of Bobaljik and 

Carnie (1992), may reduce simply to h e  labelling of f u n c t i d  categories. 

2.4.2.1 V2 Languages 

The Germanic languages differ in wherher or nor V2 i s  permitted in 

embedded clauses with a. camglementizer. In Geman and Dutch, for 

example, V2 hr prohibited when a complementizcr ip present. Co~lsiJcr the 

German example in (32) below. (32a), an example of V2 without the 

comp1mmthr &$, is ggmmwid, as b (32b), with &p but no V2. ( 3 2 ~ )  

demonstrates that do$ and V2 together nsdt in ungmmmmcality: 



(32) German 

a. er sagt [,die Kinder haben [,,diesen Film geerehen] 1 
he eays the children have this film seen 

b. er sag' ~,daf% [,, die Kinder diesen Film geaehen 
he says that the children this film seen 

haben] ] 
have 

c. *er sagt [,dab [,die Kinder haben [,,diesen Film 
he says that the children have this film 
gesehenll] 
seen 

(Vikner 1991 : 77) 

FcUowing Holmberg (1986) and V h e r  (1991), mong others, I assume 

that in these languages, the complementizer and the fronted verb c m o t  co- 

occur because they occupy the same position, C. In (32) above, the verb 

sagen 'say' selects a CP compiement. The head of CP can be either [-flrnike], 

Some German and Dutch verbs me mtricted to selecting only 1-whl 

CPs, pruhibiting V2 in their complement clause. The verb bewiese 'prove' in 

Gem, for example, takes only a [-whl complement, as in (33a), and nor a 

a. ~olmea bewies, [,cia [,$foriarty nur daa Geld 
Holmea proved that Moriarty only the money 

gestohlen hatte j ] 
stolen had 



b. *Holmea bawiea, [,diesea Geld [,&atto Moriarty 
Holmea proved this money had Moriarty 

gestohlen]] 
stolen 

(Vikner 1991 : 83) 

In the other Germanic languages (i.e., Danish, Faroese, Nonvegian, 

Swedish, Icelandic and Yiddish), embedded V2 is permined only with a 

complementizer present ( V U r  1991). I adopi V h e r ' s  proposal that the 

ernbedded clause in these languages involves CP-recursi~u~. The higher CP is 

headed by ~1 [kwh] feature, and the lower one, by the faamre [-finite].".'9 

Vikner observes that in one group of languages, which include Danish, 

Faroese, Norwegian and Swedish, V2 may occur d y  if the clause is 

ernbedded under certain matrix verbs (as in German). In tbl; following 

example from Danish, V2 is permitted when CP is embeddm under pdstod 

'claim* (34a), but not when embedded under bcMager 'rtgret' (34b): 

(34)  Danish 

a. Watson paotod [at [disae penge havde [Moriarty 
Watson claimed that thia money had Moriarty 

(Vikner 1991:82) 

"For an altemotive analysis, see Besing (1990) and Santorini (1989) for Yiddish, and 
Rognvddsson and Thr4hson (1988) for Icelandic. They assume that the verb rakes to I, 
and topics, to SPEC IP. 

"David Pesetsky (p.c.) offers an interesting alternative, when the [-wh] 
complemntizcr is generated in the SPEC of CP. 



b .  *Johan h k l a g e r  [at  [donne bog har [jog laat111 
John regrets that t h i s  book have 3: read 

( V i k n e r  1991:84) 

However, as shown in (35b), V2 is not obligatory: 

( 3 5 )  D a n i s h  

a .  vi ved [,at [,$eter har [,,ofte drukket kaf f e ]  ] 1 
w e  know that Peter has often drunk coffee  

b. v i  ved Imat jIpPeter o f t e  har drukket ka f f e ]  1 
w e  kn~w that Peter often has drunk coffee 

(Vikner 1991: 58) 

In Icelandic and Yiddish, the possibility of V2 is not dependent cm the 

matrix verb. All verbs which take a sentential r ; o m p i ~ n a  exhib~t VV2 in the 

Shown in (36) is the nested CP structure: 

The following table illusbates the types of complement clauses 

permitted in the various V2 hguages. V represents verbs which take CP 

complements, and V, and V, am subsets of V. 



Germ, Dutch v. -wh/-fin .. 
Vb -wh - 

Dan, Far, . . . va -vh (-fin) 
vb -wh - 

I c e l ,  Yidd all - w h  -fin 

It a p p a m  that, except for German and Dutch, complement-taking verbs 

select a [-wh] CP. If the verb has an additicnal property that it select a [- 

fktt] CB (or TP), it can do so only by 'remote csntrol' (Vikner 1991), 

mediated by the [-wh] C. In other words, structural constpaints q u i r e  these 

verbs to select a [-wh] CP, h t  their semantic requirements are met by the 

further embedded CP. In Gemran and Dutch, ahere is no such syntactic 

requirement, so that the verb can select e l h r  a [-wh] or [-finite] CP. 

2.4.2.2 VSO Languages 

In Irish and Arabic, we fmd tlle VSO order following the 

d4irt  a6 gur bhuail t6 b 
sa id  he Comp struck you him 
'he s a l d  that you struck. himf 



(39) Arabic 

man1 
who 
'who 

yuriidu zayd-un ?an yaqra3-a ti 1-kitaab-a 
want.3ms Zayd-Nom that read.3ms-subj Def-book-Acc 
does Zayd want that  read the book?' 

(Demirdache 1989:45) 

In these languages, the complernentiter is followed by a [-finite] CP, 

triggering verb fronting. This is the same structure as that in (36) above for 

V2 languages. 

2.43 Questions: [+wh] in C 

2.4.3.11 Matrix Questions 

Consider the following examples of V2 in matrix questions ( h m  

(40) a. Swedish 

har han verkligen gjort det h&r 
has he raahly done this 

hvad har barnone n e t  
what have the children seen 

c. German 

w a r m  haben die Xinder den C ~ l m  geeehen 
why have the children the film aeen 



This typ of V2 is also found in En&&: 

a. when does the store open? 
b. what will you tell her? 

Following standard analyses (e.g., C h m k y  and Lasnik 1977, Mumg 

1982, Lasnik and Saito 1984), I assume that matrix questions consist of a CP 

headed by a [+wh] element. Rizzi (1990b) c h h i  that this type of V2 

phenomenon, with a [twh] element, is Merent fPom V2 in declarative 

chses. Eiz suggests that V2 in questions results frm. the quiremetit that a 

[+wh] XO have a wh-phrase in its specifies gosition, and that each wh-phase 

be in the specikr p i t i on  of a [+wh] X". The wh-ghmasc is thus forced to 

move to SPEC CP, and the verb raises to C to acquire Lle [+=whJ featwe. 

(42) CP 
/ \ 

XP C' 
/ \ 

C TP 
[ + d l  / 1 
w T' 

1 \ 
T TrP 

I-] 

In Arabic, matrix questions afe formed in the same way as in V2 

h g u g e s ,  with wh-element raising to SPEC CP, and the verb fronted to 



( 4 3 )  Arabic 

a .  maatiaa, iataraa sualim-un t, ? m a %  
what bought.3ms SaPim-Morn yesterday 
'what did  Salim buy yesterday?' 

b .  ?ayna, ra?aa oaalim-un xaalid-an ti 
where aaw.3ms Salim-Norn Khalid-.3cc 
'where did Sal-im see Khalid? 

(Dsnirdache 1989:42) 

There is evidence that in Irish, questions are not formed with the 

s~-~ct lpre  in (42) above. McCloskey (1979, 1990) q p e s  that wh-questions 

and focus clefts have the form of relative clauses. I propose that dl clanses 

in h s h  mua: ccnpain a [-fnitz] C'P, ruling out sm.lctures l;ke (42), where 

here is only a [cwhj C. Potentially, questions in Irish covlld have the 

structure m (44), with both a [+wh] and [ - f i t e j  C: 

Ho~htvtr,  there appears to be a cons~aint against ha: co-wcmencc of h a t  mrh] 

cnd [ ,d i te]  CPs: 



(45) CP Feawe Co-occurrence Consmint 

The co-occurrence of [+wh] and [&mite] CPs is prohibited. 

This constraint is found D J ~  only in b h ,  but in embedded questions in a l l  

V2 and VSO languages (see the following substctionj, md in inflected 

infinitives in Portuguese (section 2.5). 

V h e r  (1991) proposes an explanation for this constraint in h 

discussion of embedded questions in V2 languages. His %count is based on 

rektivizcd minhlity ( m i  1990a): a topic in ake SPEC of the [-ftnite] CP 

would block antecedent govcrnrnent between the wh-element in the higher 

SPEC CP and its trace in the TP. However, this explanation would not apply 

in a VSO language such as Irish, %here there is no topic in the lower SPEC 

TP. Therefore, it seems that the constraint =dts ffom a structural or 

semantic restriction on the structure itself. For example, perhaps [+wh] c m  

only select (or be a projection of) TP, or h e  semantics of the [+wk) featwe 

is incompatible with a [ a t e ]  clause. I wdl l a v e  (45) simply as an 

observation for now, a d  will not attempt a mol- deflraitive explanation for 

the constraint. 

2.4.3.2 Embedded Questions 

It has k r r  observed that V2 does not occur in embedded qticstions: 



(46)a. German 

*ich wri nicht [,wartun [,,irn Zj.mmer iat 
I know not why in the room haa 

[,,die K u h  geatanden] ] 3 
the cow stood 

b. Danish 

* jeg ved ikke [,hvorfor [,,i varelset har 
I know not why in the room has 

[ ,,keen stAet] ] ] 
the cow stood 

(Vikner 1991:86) 

The examples in (46) involve the structure in (44) which, as discussed above, 

is not permitted. 

Vikner (1991) discusses two exceptions to the observation that V2 is 

not permitted in embedded questism. The first involves the wh-element far 

'why' in Yiddish: 

(47) Yiddish 

ikh veys n i t  [,far voa [,in taimer iz [,,di ku 
1 know not why in the  room Baa the  cow 

gashtmon] J ] 
stood 

Since V2 is possibk only with far, and na other wh-elements, V h e r  

suggests that far is base-generated in S P K  CP. In his d y s i s ,  the b e -  



generation of far eliminates the minimality violation, as there is no movement 

involved. If this is m e ,  then it suggests h i t  this [+wh] feature is somehow 

different, in that it does not motivatz movement t~ its SPEC. Perhaps this 

feature is additionally e x c c p t i o ~  in that it can select a [ - f i te l  CB. 

Another instance of V2 occurring i? embedded questions is with 

expletive subjects in the SPEC of the embedded CP. Consider the following 

example from Icelandic:lo 

(48) Icelandic 

J6n visai ekki [Avernig [,,Ta8 [,,hef& komiat 
John h e w  not how there had corns 

svona margir i mark]]] 
so many in goal 

(RUgnvaldanon and Thrbinsaon 1990:31) 

Standard analyses of Icelandic Ta&insertion assume that this element is 

base-generated in the topic position (e.g., Thrsl6nsson 1979, Zaenen 1880, 

Rognvddsson and TMhsson 1980)." However, the semantics of an 

expletive seem to argue against a "topic" interpretation of SPEC CP, 

9 use /T'/ to nepPeaent o voicebss, interdental £ricative. 

"Vikner (1991) suggests that Phe expletive is in an A, and not A', position, permining 
the wh-element to move over it w i h t  violating mmmaby. Following l3kz.i (1991). Re 
assumes that an A-position is om which is assigned a thematic role, or is the specifier of 
an X" with +features. SPEC CP counts as an A-pitior1 when V+I raises to C, as the 
feamcs in the complex h a d  agree with the NP in its SPEC. h (48), the topic in SPEC 
CP has no oherrmatic role, and does  lot agree with tkc features in C, W g  the SPEC an 
A'-position. 



suggestmg that this baition is not the samc as that which occurs with V2. 

Perhaps this type of CP is able to be selected by the [+wh] C. These 

proposals ape rather tentative, and will not be explored further in this 

dissertation. 

2.5 The Inflected Infinitive in Portuguese and Italian 

2.5.1 The [+finite] feature in C 

In this section, I Ciscuss the "inflected infimitive" found in Portuguese 

(Raposo 1987) a d  Italian (Rizzi 1982, (3.3) .  This phenomenon is 

chaaacterized by a Case-marked subject in the infinitival clause, a d ,  in 

Portuguese, by inflection on the infiitival verb.= Shown in (49) is an 

example h r n  Portuguese: 

( 4 9 )  Portuguese 

a .  o Manel pmnsa [,tor-om, [,,oa ~ ~ J Q O L P  ti levado 
the Manel thinks to.have-Agr hie friend8 taken 

o livro] 
the book 

'Manel think6 that hia frisnda have taken the book' 
(Rapoao 1987:98) 

PI use the tern "inflectad i n f i v e "  for Italian as well, although the irfraritival verb 
shows no oven agnmmt. 



b. mu lamento [,tar-rm, [,,oa dogutado8 ti trabalhado 
I rograt to.have-Agr the deputiaa worked 
pouco] 
little 

'1 regret that the deputies have worked little' 
(Rap080 1987:87) 

Raposo (1987) claims that the [-tense] Infl of infinitival co~la~nrctions can 

assign nominative Case to its SPEC if it is itself Case-marked. Hc proposes 

that in (49), Infl is assignad Case by raising to C. TRe anatPix verb m s i p  

nominative Case to CP, which percolates down to the lnff in C. It is, 

however, odd that the Case assigned to C is n-mtive Case, as verbs are 

normally associated with accusative C a ~ e . ~  

n A h u g h  I have discussed only e x q l e s  of Caw-mar- related to C, Raposa, 
demonstrates other ways in which Case m y  be assignad in Portuguese. Consider the 
following exarmpie sf an inflected W t i v e  in an extrapxed sub* clause: 

(1) pro, s e r i  d i f i c i l  [ ,eler aprovar-am a propostal, 
be d i f f i c u l t  they(Nam) to.approwce-Agr the propoaal 

' it w i l l  be d i f f i c u l t  f o r  them t o  approve the  proposal' 
(Rlpoao 1987 : 86)  

Raposo proposes that in (i), the extrapod clause is coindwed with a null expletive pro in 
the subject position of dsc matrix claust The NomihePive Cafe assipxi to pro is 
wmJPnitted via CHAIN formation to the coudexed emmpxd clause. 'Ibis Case pc~sllltw 
down to the lower M, i.e., at# bead of the extrapmed c b .  

In the following example, Id is asaped Caw by the m i t i o n  de 'of: 

(ii) n6e 1 m n t . m o r  :,o fac to  da [,ere8 ter-em recobido poucn 
w e  regret the  fac t  o f  they to.have-Agt received l i t t l e  

diaheiro] 
money 

' w e  regret the f a c t  that  they have received l i t t l e  money' 
(Eaeporo 1987: 97) 

In (iii), the matrix verb ass ip  Case to MI: 
e. 



Infinitival subjects with nominative Case have also k n  observed in 

Italian, but without agreement on the infhitivai verb?" 

(50j Italian 

suppongo [non esaer la sftuaziona suscettibile di 
I.suppose not to.be the nituation aueceptibPs of 

ulteriori miglioramenti 
further improvements 

'I auppose the situation not to be suncsptible to 
further improvements' 

(Rizxi 1982, Ch.3:79) 

Rizzi proposes that in (50), Aux rakes to Comg, and assigns nominative Case 

to the NP in SPEC IP. 

h both systems, C has a crucial role in the srssigment of nominative 

Case to the subject in SPEC iP. According to Rapso (198?), h e  Case 

assigned to CP by the verb percolates to Infl when M raises to C. In 

m i ' s  system? Aux in Comp can assign r minatise Case to the subject under 

(iii) nbr lamantrmos [,elen ter-em recebido pouco dinheiro] 
w e  regret they tb have-Agr received l i t t l e  m ~ i e y  
'we regret that they have received little money' 

(Rapoao 1987 : 96) 

YM (1982, Ch.3) c'aims that this construction is highly marked, and occurs in 
formal, literary situbions. Case-assigning infinitives with wh-elements, which are not 
marked, will be discussed in section 3.6.4.1 b l o w .  I claim that these constmctions are 
relative clauses. 



I grope tha8 wminative Case in thzse special cases is associated 

k t l y  with C, and not the rmahix verb or Aux. More spifically, @ 

contains the feature [+fdtc] which, 16ke [+tense], is associated with 

nominative Case. As discussed in section 2.4.i above, rhe [Jinitej CP is an 

extended projection of TP, with semantics related to the notior1 of tense. f i s  

is similar to Raposo's analysis, where h e  C in inflected inFitival 

constructions dominates an abstract TENSE ogemto~, which is different from 

the (+tense] featwe of Inn. Rsposo claims that when @!!is operator is present, 

the CP f o m  a semantically tensed domain, with a time hum independent of 

(although not necessarily distinct from) the t h e  frame of the nulthix ~ & u l s e . ~  

The structure I propose for infinitival clauses with Casc/agmement is 

shown in (51): 

CP 
/ \ 

NB CY 
/ \ 

C TP 
[+fimiteWW I \ 

NP T * 
MWM] I \ 

T TrP 
t' \ 

v T 

''Orpir & Uhina (1989) d i m  Case-naarking in tenseless complements in Basque. 
He also assumes e x c e p t i d  Casc-making by an element in C, although in his systera, this 
element is unrelated to tense. 



C has bah [+finite] and Case f e a t .  Since featurr checking occus in a 

SPEC-head relation, the NP in SPEC TP must raise to SPEC CP (either at s- 

stnrcture or LF). 

We must still account for the difference between Pcimguese and Italian 

with respect to rrgrcernent. In Portuguese, the infinitive is Inflected for the 

subject, while in Italian, it is not. I propose ohat Bis 69 the nsult of 

parametric variation in the morphological properties of the verb. In a 

lanpage such as Italian, when a verb has the f e a m  [-tense], it lacks a set 

of +-features (i.e., those of the sub*). On the other hand, in Portuguese, 

the verb has both sets of f m u ~ s .  However, even in Portuguese, which has 

agreement with [-tense], there are no +-fe.aturw comsjmmhg to PRO: 

(52) Portuguese 

sera d i f i c i l  [PRO aprovar a proposta]  
be difficult approve the proposal 
'it will be difficult to approve the proposalr 

(Ragoso P987:86) 

It is to show tfvat there cannot be agreement with PRO, as (53), with 

a null subject and egnermeat, is grammatical. Although R a p o  interprets the 

empty element in this case as pro, and not PRG, he doss not have theory- 

external evidence for this interpretation. 

(53) Portuguese 

aerB d i f l c i l  [pro aprovar-em a proposata] 
be difficult approve-Agr the propoeal 



'it will be difficult to approve the proposal' 
(Rapoao 1987 : 93) 

One could argue that (52) and (53) both involve PRO, and that in (52), 

Portuguese has not chosen the option to have two sets of $-feames, whereas 

in (53), it has chosen that option. On the other hand, the exrunples could 

both involve pro, with the same agreement options chosen.* 

2.5.2 [+wh] and Inflected Infinitives 

Waposo (1987) observes that the inflecttd infinitive d m  ncc occw 

when there is a wh-element or null operator in in anbedded SPEC CP: 

(54) Portuguese 

a. *eu nCIo sei [quem [elas convidar-ern para o jalrtar] 1 
I not know who t?iey invite-Agr for the dinner 
'I don't know who they invited for dinner' 

b. *eases re16gioa a80 diflceia de [Opi arrun jar-moa t,] 
those watches are difficult repair-Agr 
'those watchea are difficult to repair' 

(Raposo 1987 : '103-4) 

This restriction on the cwxcumnce  of [awh] and [+finite] CPs is the 

same as that found with [i-wh] and [-fmite] in V2 and VSO languages (see 

" Up to now, we have ken assuming that languages u n i v e d y  heve subject and 
object agreement, even if they are phonologically null. However, given the possibility of 
language v a r h i o n  in the presence of agreemat wit11 [-ten%], we may question whether 
languages may a h  choose to not have other einds of apemcnt, e.g., object agremcnt. 



section 2.4 above). This is another example of the CP F e a m  Co-occurrcncc 

Constraint shown irm (45) above. 

me difference between languages with and without inflected infinitives 

lies in whether or not C in the language has the fanut  [+fmite]. This is not 

a common feature, as languages which have inflected Miitives are highly 

marked. The present discussion has centered on accusative languages. h the 

next chapter, I examine infiitival csmmctiom in ergative languages, where 

this phenomenon agpcam to be mom widespfp~d. 

This chapter explored several topics relevant to accusative hgurages: 

the conttnt of SPEC TP L s-structure, the WP, raising, V 2  phenomenon, 

verb-iaitial languages, and inflected infinitves. In *e next chapter, I 

investigate the consequences of my theory for ergative languages. 



CHAPTER 3. EVIDENCE FOR SYNTACTIC ERGATIVITY 

The basic criterion for defining an ergative language is the grouping 

together of the intransitive subject and object with respect to Case and 

agreement. Since Case and agreement are morphological properties, this 

criterion alone could bc an indication of "morphologicd ergativity," i.e, 

ergativity restricted to the morphological level at which Case and agreement 

are realized. 

The smrrls af ergativity as a syntactic phenomenon hi been the source 

of moch dice-usion m the kteratm (e.g,, Adenon 19768, Coanrie 1978, 

Dixon 1979, Levin 1983, Mmantz 1984). It is generally assumed that 

syntactically ergative languages 'are rare. perhaps Limited to a few Languages 

such as mihal. Evidence for syntactic e;zativity involves phenomena other 

than Case and agreement which treat the htransitive subject and object as a 

natural class, exzludhg the transitive subject. Ths fact that all langu~gcs 

exhibit certain semantic and syntactic properties which group together the 

transitive and intransitive subjects (see Chapter 4) has led to the assumption 

that in m a t  languages, ergativity dots not extend beyond morphology to the 

syntax. 

In tkh t preceding chapters, I presented a syntactic exgh2tion for the 

distinction 'between accusative and ergative languages. I p q m d  an Egative 



Parameter based on the Case feature requirements of T and Tr. Although 

Case (and agreement) are realizations of moiphologid properties, the 

operation Move a, which provides the mechanism for femm checkmg, is 

syntacuic. 

In this chapter, I present evidence for my d y s i s  of syntactl~ 

ergativity. In sections 3.1 and 3.2, I discuss v e M  agreement and scope 

facts, which provide evidence for the two movement paths resulting from dre 

Ergative Parameter proposed in section 1.2. In section 3.3, I investigate non- 

finite ckuses in Mayan, where only intransitive infinitives arc permitted. 

Section 3.4 eramines Case and agreement in non-fmite clauses, the well- 

known "inflected infinitive" found in Portuguese and I tdim.  I extend my 

analysis of inflected infinitives h m  secticn 2.5 to ergative languages such as 

Lezgim, Inuit and Abkhaz. Section 3.5 contains a comment on deverbai 

mminals, which are clwnmonly found in both accusative and ergsitive 

hguages to express non-fmite events. In section 3.6, I disucs:! the 

prominence of SPEC TP in dat ive clause constructions in both accusative 

and ergative languages. 



3. P Verbal Agreement 

Bittner (1991b) observes that verbal agreement with accusative and 

ergative arguments a p p m  closer to the verb than Non.~inative agreement. 

She suggests that this pattern is derived by the order of head incopration, 

where ffunctional categories which are closer to the verb s t r u c w y ,  show 

agreement closer to the verb morphologically. Shown in (1) and (2) are 

exampies from accusative languages which exhibit both subject and ob~ect 

(i.e., Nominative and accusative) agreement. In these Bantu and Muskogean 

examples, the accusative (object) agreement h closer to the verb than 

Nominative (subject) agreement. 

(1) Bantu 

a. Chi-Mwi : ni 

ni-m-pele Ja:ma kuj6 
1sN-3sA-gave Jama food 
'1 gave Jama food' 

(Marantz 1984:240; in Kimenyi 1980) 

a-ka-bi-n' 6rnwbana 
3sN-Pest-3pA-give child 
'he gave thorn to tho child' 

(Hpan and Duranti 1982:221) 



a. Chickasaw 

has-sa-shoo-tak 
2pN-fsA-hug-past 
'you all hugged me' 

b. Choctaw 

is-se-aso-h 
2sN-lsA-hit-verb.suff 
'you hit mef 

(Ulrich 1986: 237) 

Inn the following ergative languages, ergative (subject) agreement is 

closer to the verb than Nominative (object) agreement, 

(3) Mayan 

n-e7-a-kamsa-aj 
incomp-3pN-2sE-kill- ' - : IJ~ 

'you kill them' 
(Dayley 1985: 8 3 )  

ch-in ha-mak an 
asp-1aN 2aE-hi t  l p  
'you hit meit 

(Craig 1977 : 70) 

Bar& goat& 6'-aa-bd-ytl 
we you.pl 2pN-lpE-see-fin 
'we Bee you1 

(Hanitt 1979: 104) 



(5) Inuktif ut 

Jaani-up taku-j-a-anga 
John-Erg eee-Part-Tr-38E.laN 
'John sees mef 

In both accusative arid ergative languages, the agreement associated 

with Tr (i.e., accusative or ergative) is closer to the verb than the Nominative 

agreement of T. By the Head Movement Constraint (Travis 1984), the verb 

adjoins first to Tr, and then to T.' At each functional node, the verb checks 

its agreement and tense/transitivity featurcs. I propose the following Principle 

(of Feature Checking to account for the relation between the syntactic w e  and 

verbal .n~rphology.~ According to this principle, the order of agreement 

feature reflects the hierarchy of functional categories in syntactic s t r u c ~ e . ~  

(6) Principle of Agreement Feature Checking 

Agreement features which arc closer to the verb are checked fmt. 

The verbal morphology of accusative and ergative languages reflects the 

two movement path proposed fur the two types of languages. When the 

'More specifically, the verb adjoins to Tr, and then the v-Tr] complex rslises and 
adjoins to T, resulting in the complex p-Tr-TJ. 

llus principle applies only to agreement features, and not to the features [*tense] or 
[+trans]. 

'See dm Fabb (1984), Travis (1984) and Eakcr (1888) for discussion on the relation 
between syntactic movement and the morphological structure of words. 



verb daises to Tr arid hen T, it checks the agreement features ~f different 

NPs in SPEC TrP .and SPEC TP i r r  the two language types. In an accusative 

language, the verb fmt checks the features of the object in SPEC TrP, and 

then the features of the subject in SPEC TP, resulting in object agreement 

appearing closest to the verb. In an ergative language, the features of the 

subject in SPEC TrB are checked first, and thus appear closest ro the verb.4 

Up to now, I have dealt only with cases where the morphology clearly 

reflects syntactic structure. h the followi~ag examples from Inuktitut, the 

portmanteau morpheme for subject and object qyecment gives no indication 

of the syntactic structure which derives the morpholsgicid form: 

(7) Inuktitut 

a. taku-v-a-ra 
see-Ind-Tr-lsE.3aN 
'I ass him/her/itl 

b. taku-v-a-vut 
see-Ind-Tr-lpE.3sN 
'we see him/her/itt 

However, other person and number morphemes are more easiiy recognizable. 

In the following e x q i c 3 ,  we can identtfv the secorld person singular 

Nominative morpheme as (t)it: 

'In this system of feature checking, morphemes are H i e d  randomly to the vertP in 
the lexicon (see Fabb (1984) for a similar idea). The Head Movement Coristrajnt ~estricts 
verb raising to the order Tr and T, and the Principle of Agreement Feature Clheclrjng 
establishes that the hierarchy of funtional projections matches the linear order of aftlies on 
the verb. 



( 0 )  Inuktitut  

a. malik-p-a-git 
follow-Ind-Tr-lsE.2sN 
'I follow you' 

b. malik-p-a-atit 
follow-Ind-Tr-3aE.2sN 
'he/ahe/it follows you' 

Noyer (1992) proposes that affixes and s:mtactic atoms O(Os) are 

isomoiphic only in the m a r k e d  case, and develops a theory to account for 

deviations in the mapping from the output of syntax to the input to 

phonological form. Processes which alter strings of X s  in the mapping 

procedure include fusirm (illustrated in (7) above), and splimng, cf 

morphological elements. 

3.2 The Scope of the Nominative Argument 

In this section, I discuss scope facts which suggest that in both 

accusative and ergative languages, the Nominative argument is structuaUy 

higher than the accsuative/ergative one. The following discussion is based 

mostly on work by Bitaner (1987,1988,1990jm prep.) 

The c a d  c b  made by Bittner is that a Nominative argument Ras 

default wide scope relative to any sentential operator. Although languages 

m y  exhibit ambiguities in scope interpretation, if only one W g  is 



possible, it will be the one where the Nominative argument takes wide scope. 

Consider the example from West Greenlandic Inuit in (9a). The 

semantic interpretation, shown in (9b), demonstrates that the Nominative 

object has scope over the modal verb and the subject: 

( 9) West Greenlandic 

a. atuartut ilaat ikiur-tariaqar- 
of.studenta one.of.them(Nom) help- must- 

'I must help one of the studentsf 

b. for some x [ x  is one of the students 6 it is necessary 
that (I help x )  J 

(Bittner 1987 : 205) 

The same scope facts are observed in Basque. The semantic 

representation in (lob) is Bittner 's interpretation of kevin's (1983) example 

( IOa). 

(10) Basque 

a. ez dut ikusi ikaslea 
Neg 38N.have.laE see student(Nom) 
'I didn't see &/the student' 

b. x is a student & not (I saw x)  

(Levin, 1983:316) 

(Bittner, 1987 : 227) 



Bittner demonstrates that in Pohh, an accusative language, it is the 

Nominative subject which obligatorily takes wide scope with respect to 

sentential operators. ?he example in (1  la) has the interpretation given in 

(1  lb): 

(11) Polish 

a. moi dwaj koledzy zawsza beda dobrymi kucharzami 
my two friends always will.ba good cooks 
'my two friends will always be good cooks' 

b. Mietek and Piotr, who are my friender now, will always 
be good cooks 

(Bittner, 1987 : 228) 

Similar facts have been observed in Japanese, where a Nominative 

quantifier unambiguously has wide scope over m accusative one (in the 

canonical word order). The following example, taken fkomi Takizawa (1987), 

is attributed to Xumda (1970) and Hoji (1985): 

(12) Japanese 

daremo-ga dareka-o aisitei-ru 
everyone-Nam someone-Acc love-Pres 
'everyone loves aomeone' 

(Takezawa 1987:47) 

Bittner (1988) pro~oses that the default scope interpretation of a clause 

is identical to its s-structure representation, and that alternative readings result 

from LF movement. Her analysis, h~wever, would not work within my 



system, since I assume that object raising to SPEC TP occurs at LF. At s- 

structure, the object remains in a position lower t h l  both the subject and any 

sententid operators. 

Although I do not have an alternative proposal, I will use the data 

presented above as evidence that at some level of representation, the subject 

in an accusative language, and the object in an ergative language, are in 

SPEC TP. 

3.3 The Absence of Transitive Infinitives in Mayan 

The system of Nested Paths for ergative languages prohibits the usual 

type of uninflected f l i t i v e  with a transitive verb. In these languages, the 

subject raises to SPEC TrP, and the object, to SPEC TP. A convergent 

derivation requires feature matching between the subject and Tr, and the 

object and T. In an hflmitival clause, the [-tense] T lacks Case features. 

The raising of a lexical object to SPEC TP will result in an illegitimate 

derivation, as the Case featurea of the object will not be chocked. The only 

NP which is permitted in SPEC TP is PRO, which does not have Case 

features. A txansitive mfinitive with a PRO subject will be ruled out, since 

the ergative Case fc.atum of [+trans] Tr will not be checked. 



lnnansitive infinitives, on the other Rand, result in convergent 

derivations, since the PRO subject, which has no Case features, raises to 

SPEC TP, whose [-tense] T head also lacks Case features. 

In this section, I discuss infinitival clauses in the Mayan languages, 

which clearly exhibit a u-ansitive/intransitive contrast with respect to 

idimitives. Only intransitive infinitives appear as complements to control 

verbs, and as p q s e  clauses. With transitive complements, a gerundive 

nominal is used.' 

Craig (1977) observes that in Jacaltec, control. is restricted to subjects 

of intransitive verbs in both object and subject control constructions. The 

follo~ing e-samples are of object control in an intransitive infinitival clause, 

where the verb is uninflected for person, and is suffixed with the irrealis 

suffix -oj. 

(13) Jacaltec 

a. xc-ach w-iptze munlah-oj 
asp-2sN IsE-force to work-Irr 
'I forced you to work' 

(Craig 1977 : 312) 

b. ch-ON s-chej yaf way-oj 
anp-1pM 3sE-order cl/he to aleep-Irr 
'he order3 ua to sleept 

(Craig 1977 : 317) 

'In other crgative languages such as Inuit, Abkhaz and Lezgian, both transitive and 
intransitive non-finite clauses are expressed in the same way, either with an "inflected 
mfitive" (see section 3.4 below), or a dcverbai nominal (section 3.5). 



When the embedded verb is transitive, it must appear in an aspectless 

embedded clause, marked with verbal agreement: 

(14) Jacaltec 

a. x - 0 -  (y) -iptze naj ix hin e-col-of 
asp-3sN-3aE-force cl/he cl/her 1aN 3sE-help-fwt 
'he forced her to help mef 

b. ch-ON a-chej yaf hach cu-tzaba an 
asp-lpN 3sE-order cl/he 2sN IpE-grab lp 
'he orders us to grab youf 

(Craig 1977 : 321) 

This form is &o used with intransitive complements: 

(15) Jacaltec 

xc-ach w-iptze ha-munlayi 
Asp-2sN leE-force 2sE-work 
'I forced you to work' 

(Craig 1977:312) 

In these structures, both transitive and intransitive subjects have ergative 

Case, and the object, Nominative Case. Although it has been claimed that 

such Case marking indicates split ergativity within Mayan (e.g., Larsen and 

Norman 1980, Engiand 1983), this type of split is unique in that the Case on 

the subject is ergative, and not Nominative. In an accusative Case-marking 

system, subjects have Nominative Case. I propose that these constructions are 

not sentential, but nominal (gerunds). Ergative Case appears here in its 

nominal (genitive) use, as h the marking of the possessor in possessive 



(16) Jacaltec 

ha-mam 
28E-father 
'your fathert 

(Craig 1977 : 106) 

The clause in (18) can be roughly glossed as I forced you your working. 

Transitive infinitives are also prohibited in subject control csnstr~ctions: 

(17) Jacaltsc 

a. choche nay caNalw-oj 
like cl/he dance-Irr 
'he likes to dance' 

b. *ch-in to col-o* hach 
asp-lsN go help-Fut 2sN 
'I go to help you' 

(Craig 1977 : 320) 

In Tzutujil, infinitival complements occur with verbs Like m j  'begin', 

When the complement of such verbs is htramitive, the infinitival form m y  

be used: 

x-0-qar-maj xa7iim 
hp-3eN-lpE-begin to.eat 
' w e  began to eatf 

(Dayley L9Q5:393) 

With ii transitive complement, a gerund must be wed. UnlAike Jacaltec, 



however, it appears that gerunds are intransitive in Tzutujil. In the following 

example, a transitive complement is put into the passive: 

(19) Tzutu j i l  

a. x-8-qaa-ma j r-chojy-iik (ja chee7) 
Asp-3sN-lpE-begin 3sE-cut-Pass the tree) 
' w e  began its-being-cvt ( t h e  tree) ' 

b. x-8-qaa-ma j ki-ch' e jy-ik 
Asp-3aN-lpE-begin 3pE-hit-Pass 
'we began their being hit' 

(Dayley 1985: 393) 

Dayley (1985) observes that an overt patient noun may be used only 

when it is indefmite or referentidy non-specific, suggesting that the noun is 

incorporated:' 

(20) Txutu j i l  

x-a-qaa-maj choyoj chee7 
Asp-3sN-lpE-begin to.cut trees 
' w e  began to cvlt trees' 

(Dayley 1985: 393) 

"Craig ( 1977: 244) discusses object incorporated hfihitivalY in Jacaltec: 

(i loko' ixim Xwu txaNb.1. 
to. buy corn I. do mrrkmt 
'buying corn is what I am doing in the market' 

She states that in such constnactiom, the verb is transitive, marked by the transitive halis 
suffix o'lu'. It is imndately followed by a generic noun with no noun classifier. 
Although the t m M  verb hm transitive marken, shc does not consider the consbucticn 
to be transitive, since she nukes the following mark:  'There is no form of transitive 
infinitival complement sentence in the language." Suppose that in (i), the verb is marked 
with the transitive s&m o' before incorporation. After the noun incorporates, it no longer 
needs structural Case, making the clause intransitive in the sense that only one argument 
requires Case checking. 



Mitival  constructions are also used as purpose clauses in Tzutujil. 

As predicted, only intransitive adverbial purpose clauses are permitted. In 

(21a-b), the verb is unergative, in (21c), it is passive, and (21d) consists of an 

incorporated noun: 

(21) Tzutu jil 

a. ja wxaayiil bfenaq pa waraarn 
the r n y . w i f e  3sN.has.gone to sleep 
'my wife has gone to sleepf 

b. inin chaaqta7 xinpit pa ya7aaneem 
I at.night 1sN.same to water 
'I came to water at nightf 

c. xatb'e pa chf ejyik 
2sN.went to hit.Pass 
'you went to be hit' 

d. ja nata7 b' enaq pa tikoj chiij 
the my.father 3sN.haa.gone to plant cotton 
'my father has gone to plant cotton1 

(Dayley 1985 : 381) 

In M m ,  the patient of a transitive inrfinitive occurs as an oblique NP 

introduced by the relational noun -ee: 

a. n-chi ku7 t e e n  xjaal belaara-l t-e j u ~  weech 
Prog-3pN dir be poraon watch-Inf 3a-RN/pat one f o x  
'tha people began to watch the fox' 

h. o chi e7x xjaal laq'oo-1 t-ee 
Past 3pN go parson buy-Inf 38-W/pat 
'the people went to buy itf 

(England 1983:299-300) 



Now consider the following example of object control, where the patient of 

the embedded clause is not expressed as an oblique phrase: 

ma tzf-ok t-lajo-7n Kyel tx'sema-l sii7 
Rec 3 s N - d i r  3sE-obligate-ds Miguel cut-Inf wood 
'Miguel cbliged him to cut woodJ 

(England 1983: 300) 

England states that the relational noun is omitted in (19) because it is  clear 

that sii7 'wood' is an expected patient of the verb tx'eemcr 'cut'. If the 

patient in tirese cases is always indefunite and non-refercrential, then we might 

interpret it to be incorporated, as in the other Mayan languages discussed 

above. 

In the Mayan languages, Mmitival complement clauses are permitted 

only when the clause is intransitive. The intransitivity of the chuse may be 

derived by passivization, antipassivization, or object incorporation. Transitive 

complements rcqiiire the use of gerunds or some other verbal form. 

3.4 The Inflected Infinitive in Ergative Languages 

haany ergative languages (e.g., Lezgian, Inuit, Abkhaz, Dyihd) have 
' 

transitive nm-finite clauses which, unlike thc intransitive infinitives in Mayan, 

appear with Case-marked lexical arguments and/or agreement. 1 claim that 



such clauses are the ergative counterpart to the "inflected infii~ive" found in 

accusative languages such as Portuguese and Italian. In my analysis of 

inflected infinitives in section 2.5 above, I proposed h a t  C contains a 

[ s f i t e l  feature and Nominative Case feamres. The Nominative (non-PRO) 

argument which cannot check its Case features with [-tense] 7' raises to SPEC 

CP (at s-stfllcture or LF) and checks its features with those of C.' In this 

section, I discuss this analysis for inflected Wulitives in ergative languages, 

When C has the feiime [+Tinitel, a lexical NP in SPEC TP can check 

its Case features wnth those of C. In accusative languages, it is the infinitival 

subject (transitive and intransitive) which is exceptionally Cmc-marked, shes 

this is the NP which raises to SPEC TP. In an ergative language, the 

intransitive subject and object raise to SPEC TP and are exceptionally Case- 

marked. This implies that transitive infinitives are permitted in ergative 

languages when exceptional Cme-&g is available. In the following 

subsections, I discuss fow ergative languages in which transitive, inflected 

non-rite clsuse are found: Lczgian (Nakho-Daghestankn), Abkhaz, huit and 

Dyirbd. 

'I call this "exceptional Case-marking" by C. 
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3.4.1 Lezgian 

Consider the examples in (24) below. h (24a-b), the non-finite verb is 

intransitive, and there is Nominative Case on the subject. In (24c), the verb 

is transitive, and both ergative and Nominative Case appear in h e  non-finite 

clause: 

(24) Lezgian 

a. didedi-z [ktab  stold-a xa-na] k r  an-zawa 
mother-Bat book(Nom) table-Ineaa be-Monfin want-Pres 
'Mother wants the book to be on the table' 

b. taxairly t u a i r - d i ]  aakara ja 
ahe(Nom) guilty ba.Neg-Nfin clear be 
'it ia clear that she is guiltyf 

c. didedi-z [gagadi ktab aacu-na] kt an-zawa 
mother-Dat boy (Erg) book (Nom) buy-Nf in want -Fret3 
'Mother want8 the boy to buy a book1 

(Ha~pelmath, p . c . )  

The Case features of [+finite] C are checked with those of the argument 

which was in SPEC TP, i.e., the subject in the intransitive (24a-b), and the 

object in the transitive (a). 'Zlme ttansitive sub&ct is not affected by C, as 

it checb its featum with those of Tr. 



3.4.2 Abkhaz 

Exceptional Case-marking is also observed in Abkhaz: 

( 2 5 )  Abkhaz 

s-y06za de-z-ba-r+c b-kalak' [a-] axf  
my (11) -friend 3aN (I) -1aE (1 11) -see-Nfin Art-town [it-] to 

'I am going t o  town t o  see my friend1 
[Lit.: 'my friend him-I-see town it-to I g o f ]  

(Hewitt 1979:42) 

Mewitt (1979) claim that this verb form is not the m a s h  (infinitive), 

but the non-fmite future, one of many " n o n - f ~ t e  tense" f o m  used in 

subordinate clauses. There is a non-finite f o m  corresponding to each finite 

tense o m ,  e.g., present, aorist, hw, perfect, etc. I-Iowever, the 

morphological similarity between this verb form and the masdar (i.e., the 

suffrx - r )  suggests that it is in fact the rnasdar form with ergative md 

Nominative agreement. This agreement reflects the Case of Tr (ergative), and 

exceptional Case h m  C (Nominative). 

3.4.3 Inuit 

Non-finite -1lu clauses in Inuit also involve exceptional Case-marking 



by C.' Consider the examples from West Greenhdic in (26). The verb in 

the embedded clause is intransitive in (26a), and transitive in (26b): 

(26) West Greenlandic 

a. [ilinniartitaiauq qunguju-llu-nil miiqqat 
teacher (Nom) smile-Rlu-BUN children (Nom) 

qiviar-p-a-i 
turn.towards-Ind-Tr-3aE.3pN 

'the teacher, smiling, (he,) turned towards the 
children' 

b. [Juuna-p rniiqqat taku-llu-git] qungujup- 
Juuna-Erg children (Nom) see- 11 u-3pN smile- 

' Juuna, aaeing the children, (he,) smiledr 
(Bittnsr, p.c.) 

As in Lezgian and Abkhaz, there is both ergative and Nominative Case- 

marking in the non-finite clause. The ergative Case is associated with Tr, 

and the Nominative Case, with C9 

Tlfe -ilu morpheme indicates "conternporative" mood (Fortcescue 19$4). 

'Suppose the -Nu clauses were analyzed as nominals or gerunds, rather than verbal 
clauses. Unlike gerundhe constructions in other ergative languages such as Mayan and 
Abkhaz, the subject of the nominal in West Greenlandic would have nominative Cerse. 
Moreover, (26b) would be analyzed as a doubly possessed nomind, interpreted as Juuna's 
[children's seeing]. However, we do not find possessive agreement on the verbal element, 
such as that found with -niq nominals (gerunds): 

(i) anguti-p tuqun-nit-a 
mail-erg kill-Nom-hie 
' t h e  killing of t h e  man' 

(Forteecue 1984: 46) 
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In addition to Case, there is agreement in the embedded clause. 

Agreement, however, is only with the Nominative argument. In these clauses, 

ergative agreement is sornehow defective. It is not required for interpretation, 

however, as -Ilu constructions always involve obligatory coreference between 

the matrix and embedded subje~ts. '~ In (22b), even without the overt NP 

Juunap, ehc third singular ergative features of the embedded subjeci would be 

recoverable from the features of the matrix subject. The Nominative 

agreement features of the embedded intransitive subject in (224 are also 

:ecoverable, but those of the object in (22b) are not. Nominative agreement 

is always realized overtly, whether or not it is necessary for interpretation. 

The -1lu clause also occurs as the complement of certain verbs, e.g., 

niriursui- 'promise': 

(27) West Grssnlandic 

a. [aggi-asa-llu-tit] niriuraui-v-u-tit 
come-Fut-Nfin-2sN promise-Ind-Intr-2aN 
'you promised to comet 

b. [miiqqaat ikiu-saa-llu-git] niriuraui-v-u-tit 
children(Norn) help-Fut-Nfin-3pN promise-Ind-Intr-2aN 

'you promised to help the childrent 
(Bittner, in prep. :53) 

- -  

Therefore, the analysis proposed here involving ECM appears more promising. 

'"This is indicated by third p n o n  re9exive agreement. If the mtecedent were first or 
second penon, the corresponding first or second person agretment would appear on the 
verb (see (27)), as reflexive agreement is available only with third person. 



In these examples as well, there is coreference between the higher and lower 

subjects," However, they do nor involve control of PRO, as PRO is not 

permitted in SPEC TP, a Case position. I ciaim that these exiunples arc 

instances of obligatory pro binding.'lI3 

3.4.4 Dyirbal 

In this section, I discuss three constructions in Dyirbd which involve 

non-finite clauses: control constructions, topic chains and purposive clauses. I 

assume that these constructions involve control of pro in SPEC TP. ahat the 

null element is pro and not PRO is illustrated oy the following e rmple ,  in 

"Maria Bittner @.c.) suggests that lexical NPs an permiucd as subjects only in 
adjunct clauses, since their appearance in a complement clause would result in a Condition 
C violation. 

"Obligatory binding of pro (or "controlled pro") in frnite clauses has been reported for 
various accusative languages, e.g., Spanish (SuAer 1984), Modem Persian (Hashemipour 
1988) and Sararnaccan (Byme 1983). See also Borer (1989). 

"Obligatory binding by an object in Inlpktitut h:olves complements in the participial, 
and not conaempomtive -flu, mood: 

(i) nakursa-kkut naapip-p-a-vut umiar-tik 
doctor6flmily meet-Ind-Tr-lpE.3pN boat.their(rafl) 

' w e  came acroas the [doctor and his family], (they,) pulling 
their (akin) boat upf 

(Fortescuo 1904:38) 



which an oven Case-marked element buyi Were = the (one)' a p p e m  in hihe 

embedded, non-finite clause: 

(28) Dyirbal  

bayi yara  walmanyu [bayi  bagun 
t h e r e  (Nom) man (Nom) g e t  up-Prss/Past  t h e r e  (Nsm) t h e r e  (Dat) 

dyugumbilgu balgalngaygu] 
woman (Dat ) h i t  -AP-Purp 

' t h e  man got up t.o (he) hit t h e  woman' 
(Cooreman 1988:729) 

It is not clear whether control clauses in -Dyirbal involve complenlent 

clauses, as in English, or coordination with identity of arguments, a9 in topic 

chain or purposive constructions. Dixon (1991) claims that Dyirbal does not 

have complement structures, only clause linlring and relative clauses. 

Clauses may be linked to a matrix clause only if the two share a 

Nominative argument, i.e., an intransitive subject or object. Consider the 

following control construction: 

(29) Dyirbal 

b a l m  yibi, baNgul yaraNgu Nrrnben [pro, yanu-li] 
f (Nom) woman (Nom) m-Erg man-Erg ask  go-Purp 
'the nmn aaked the woman, [pro, t o  go] ' 

(Dixon 1 9 9 1  : 4 4 )  

In (29), the Nominative object of the matrix clause, yibi 'woman', controls 

the subject pro of the intransitive firrnitive. 



When the controlled argument is the subject of a nansitive verb (i.e., is 

ergative), the v e h  must be put into the antipassive form: 

(30) Dyirbal 

na ja bayi yara, Nanba-n (pro, wugal-Na-nyu 
I (Nom) there. m (Nom) man ask-Past give-BP-Paat 

ba-gu-m jigasrin-gu ba-Nu-n yibi-Nu] 
there-Dat-m cigarette-Dat there-Gen-f woman-Gen 

'I asked the man, [pro, to give the cigarette to the 
woman] ' 

(Dixon 1991 : 44-45) 

DyirQal is exceptional in permitting control of an object pro: 

(31) Dyirbal 

a. NadYa bayi Yarai giga-n 
I (Worn) there (Nom) -m man (Nom) tell-Pant 

[pro, gubiNgu mawa- li ] 
doctor-Erg examine-Purp 

'I told the man, that the doctor examine pro,' 
(Comrie 1981 : 112) 

b. bay-i Yarai ba-nggu-n yibi-nggu 
there (Nom) -m man (Nom) there-Erg-f woman-Erg 

ya ji jarra-n [pro, ba-nggu-1 g d i - g g u  baga-li] 
threaten-Past there-Erg-m aham~n-Erg spear-Purp 

'tha woman threatened the man, that the shaman would 
s p a r  pro,' 

(Dixon 1991:46) 

In (31a-b), the pro object raises to the embedded SPEC TP at s-sgucture in 



order to be controlled by the rmtrix object.'' 

Dyirbal has been characterized as a rare example of a syntactically 

ergative language (e-g, Levin 1983, Marank 1984), as it exhibits properties, 

such as control of object, not found in other ergative languages. I propose 

that what differentiates D y f i a l  from ergative languages such as Inuit and 

Mayan is that it is subject to the EPP (see section 2.2 above). This would 

explain why we fmd control of objects in this language. It also implies that 

intransitive subjects must raise to SPEC TP at s-structure. 

Further evidence for overt object raising in Dyhbd comes from the 

OSV order in transitive clauses. Although word order is relatively free 

(compare (31a) and (31b)), it is claimed that OSV is the "normal order" 

(Dixon 1 979).15 

Topic chauns involve a scquznce of clauses in which a Nominative 

argument of one clause is coreferenccd with a Nominative argument in 

another (Dixon 1972). In (32a), the object in the f i t  ckuse is the same as 

the haansitive subject pro in the second. Ira (32b), the intransitive subject irn 

the first clauae is identified with the object pro in the second. 

"See section 4.3.4 for my position on control and binding. 

"Evidence from word order, however, is admittedly we&, as the OSV order may 
involve object prepsing or scrambling. 



(32) Dyirbal  

a .  bay i  yay&, baNgun dugumbiru balga-n [pro, 
m (Nom) man (Norn) f - E r g  woman-Erg h i t  - P a s t  

banipu] 
coine . here  

'woman h i t  man, and pro, came here '  

b .  bay i  yara,  banipu [pro, baNgun dugumbiru 
m (Nom) man (Mom) come. he re  f-Erg woman-Erg 
balga-n]  
h i t -Pas t  

'man, came he re  and woman h i t  pro,' 
(Dixon 1 9 7 2 :  130) 

In (33), the transitive subject in the embedded clause becomes a 

derived intransitive subject with Nominative Cast by mtipassivizing the verb: 

(33) Dyirbal  

bay i  y a ~ a ,  baniqu [bagun dugumbilgu pro, 
m (Nom) man (Nom) come. he r e  f -Dat woman-Dat 

balgalNa-Nu] 
h i t  -AP 

'man came he re  and pro, h i t  womanf 
(Dixon 1972:  130)  

Anorher type of clause Idcage involves the purposive constnrction, 

where the first event occurs as a necessary prebmumy to the second, or the 

implicated action in the second clause is a natural consequence of the first 

(Dixon 1972:6$). ' h e  verb in the second clause appears with the purposive 



inflection -i or -gu, depending on the conjugation of the verb. As with the 

topic chains discussed above, a Nominative argument in a purposive clause is 

coreferenced with another Nominative NP in the matrix clause. In (Aa),  the 

two arguments are an intransitive subject and an object, and in (34b), two 

objects. '* 

(34) Dyirbal 

a. bayi yaya, walmapu [pro, waypki-li] 
m (Nom) man (Nom) get. up go.uphil1-Purp 
'the man, got up pro, to go uphill' 

b. b a l m  mirap, baNgul yaraNgu dimbapu [pro, Ninda 
m(Nom! bean m-Erg man-Erg bring you (Worn) 

'man brought beans, so that you ahould asrape pro,' 
(Dixon 1972 : 68) 

3.5 Deverbal Nominals 

The use of deverbal no- (i.e., gerunds and nominalizations) to 

express non-finite events is common in both accusative and ergative 

languages. In the Mayan languages, where here ic no exccpaisd Case- 

' m e  pronominal subject Ninda 'you' in the embeddad clause is marked with 
Nominative Case rathcr than ergative Case because Dyirbal exhibits split crgative Case 
marking dependent on the pronomfnalffull NP distinction. Pronouns exhibit an accusative 
Case-marking pattern, but are syntactically ergativc. Thus Nindo 'you' in ($34b), although 
marked Nominative, behaves like an ergative argument. 



marking, gerunds are used to express transitive non-finite events (see section 

3.3 above). However, gerunds are not resaicted to transitive clauses, and 

may be used for intransitive clauses as well. 

In Abkhaz, gerundive nokninals are represented by the masdar. In the 

citation masdzr form, the verb appears with the suffix -ra and the prefix -a, 

Nominative and ergative agreement never appear in the masdw, the only 

agreement is the possessive, which is Ealso found with indirect objects. The 

example in 435a) is consists of an unergative m a s h  verb. The possessive 

agreement cross-references the intransitive subject. In (35b), the verb is 

passivized, shown by patient agreement, with the agent in an instrumental 

(35) Abkhaz 

a. lara 1-ca-rb 
she her  e en) -go-~f in" 
'her going' 

b. sarA sd-la be-ba-ra 
I me-by you (Gen) -see-Nf in 
'my ageing you' (Lit.: 'your eeeing by mef) 

(Hewitt 1973:112) 

"Unlike T~aujil, the passive infinitive does not have oven passive morphology. This 
is similar to passive nominal8 in Engbh, when the passive morpheme is phsnologically 
null (set Munsugi 1990): 

(i) the destruct-Pas-Norn by the m a n y  

"What I gloss as Gm(irive) is the Case found with indirect objects and possessives. 
Hewitt (1979) refers to this as Colwnn 11 agrcment, as it appears in t k c  second prefix 
position. 



Shown in (36) are examples of the m a s h  used in purpose clauses: 

a. Bamta a-ga-ra- [a-] zd a-IOqo' tA 

time it (Gan) -waste-Nfin- [it-] for ;Art-book 

'I am reading the book in order to waate time' 

b. a-y08za ye-ba-ra- [a-] zd 3-kalak' 
me (Gen) -friend he ( a n )  -see-Nf in- [it-] for Art-town 

[a-] axt a-co-yt 
[it-] to 1eN-go-Fin 

'I am going to town to see my friend' 
[Lit.: 'my friend his-seeing it-for the town it-to I go'] 

(Hswitt 1979 : 42-3) 

In Inuit, gerunds have a special nominal morpheme, -niq, which 

nominalikes the verb. These gerunds behave like possessed nominal$, with 

ergative agreement on the subject, and possessive agreement on the nominal: 

(37) West Graenlandic 

a. piniartu-p tiriannia-mik aallaa-nnin-nir-e 
hunter-Erg fax-Inatr shoot-AP-Noml-3aE.a 
'tha huntar'o shooting of a/tha faxt 

(Forteacue 1984 : 213) 

b . tiriannia-p aalaa-niqar-nir-a piniartu-mit 
f ox-Zrg shoot-Paas-Noml-3aE.a hunter-Abl 
'the fox'a hooting by the hunterf 

(Bittner, p. c. ) 



It appears tlmt devehal norninals are used unirendly to express non- 

finite events. h addition, a language may have infiiuvd constructions, with 

the option of exceptional Case-marking of the NP in SPEC TP by a [ + f ~ t e :  

C. In English and Mayan, exceptional Case-marking is not available. 

h g u a g e s  which do have exceptional Case-marking include the accusative 

languages Portuguese and Italian, and the ergative languages Lezgian, Abkhaz, 

Inuit and Dyirbd. 

3.6 The Prominence of SPEC TP: Relative Clause Constructions 

In the previous sections, I presented evidence from nodmite chuses in 

ergative languages for my syntactic analysis of ergativity. I demonstrated *hit 

transitive infinitival clauses are not permitted in ergativt languages unless 

there is ECM to the object in SPEC TP by the [+finite] feature of C. In this 

section, I provide W e r  support for syntactic ergativity by investiga'hg 

relative clause constructions in accusative and ergative langurqes. 

Shown in (38) ate examples of subject and object rehtivhtion in 

h g k h :  



( 3 8 )  a. tha boy [who aaw t h e  dog] 
b. the dog [which the boy saw] 

I will refer to boy and dog as the relative head, and the bracketed constituent 

the CP of the relative clause, 

Various props& have been presented regardip,.g the structure of 

relative ckuses (see, among others, Chornsky 1965, 1973; Stockwell, 

Schischter and Partee 1973; Fdcui and S p a s  1986; Abney 1987; Bm*g 

1987; E)eanir&che 1991; Law 1991). These proposals M e r  in where they 

assume the relative head to Be. Some examples are shown in (39): 

(39) a. Stackwell, Schachter and Pmee (1973) 

DP 
1 \ 

Det N* 
/ \ 
N CP 

b. Abney (1987) 

me exact s t r u m  of the relativt clause is not of concern here, as what is 

crucial to the following &cussion h h e  relation between the mlative Read 

and the CP, and the internal sguctwe of the CP itself. 



Relative chlases are assunred to involve predicate structure, with an 

"open position" created by operator movement (e.g., Chomsky 1980, 198 1; 

Saf!u 1986; Browning 1987; Law 1991). In Williams' (1980) terms, a relative 

clause is a complex predicate containing a "predicate variable". The predicate 

variable c m o t  be replaced by a lexical NP, as the creation of a predicate 

structure requires a variable. Theories adopting the predication analysis M e r  

in their assumptions regardjag the method of coindexation between the 

relative head and the operator in SPEC CB, the motivation for movement to 

SPEC CP, and the nature of the ogerator itself. 

Sd! (1986), for example, claims that the relation is one of binding 

(i.e., "R-binding", a type of A-binding) between the ogerator and the relative 

head. He accounts for the movement of the operator by proposing a locality 

condition on It-binding, which states that a locally R-bound element is the 

stnicmally highest element in COMP. 

Browning (1987) proposes that the relative head and the ogerator iur 

SPEC CP are linked by an "agreement cREain", m a t e d  by C, the head of the 

relative clause. M o v ~ n t  of h e  operator to SPEC CP is required to set up 

the apeanent chain, and license the predicate febtion. Browning assumes 

that the null -rator is actloally the null pmnomhal, pro. 

w (1991) discusses the correspondence between the syntax and 

semantics of relative c h s e s .  He assumes that the operator in SPEC CP is 



the syntactic counterpart to the lambda-operator in the semantic representation. 

The operator raises to SPEC CP so t .  it can c-command the clause 

corresponding to the predicate over which it lambda-extracts. 

I am not committed to a particular theory of relative clauses, but I do 

assume that the relative head and the element in SPEC CP arc coindextd via 

predication. Moreover, adopting D3mirkhe's (1 99 1) proposal that 

resumptive pronouns in relative clauses arc instances of wh-movement at LF, 

I claim that in the cases to be discussed, which do not involve resumptive 

pronouns, movement to SPEC CP occurs at s-smcture. 

In the following sections, I investigate relative clause constructions in 

accusative and ergative languages, and propose an explanation for the 

cornlation between SPEC TP and the potential for ~clativhtion. 1 propose 

that the availability of arguments for relativization depends on whether T is 

[+tense] or [-tense]. When T is [+tense], any argument may be relativized, as 

Case is checked w i t h  the TP (section 3.6.2). However, when T is [-tense], 

the Nominative NB in SPEC 'FP must move to SPEC CP, to check its Case 

features with those of [+finite] T (section 3.6.3). It is in these cases that the 

restriction of relativization to Nominative arguments is observed. Since it is 

the Nonainative argument which needs to check its features, thls ki the 

argument which misea to SPEC CP, cleating the proper predication relation 

with the relative head. 



I will first introduce some terminology to clarify the notions "transitive 

subject", "intransitive subject" and "object", as the changing of gammaticad 

function due to (anti)passivization is crucial in the following discussion of 

relative clause csnstructions, A verb projects arguments within its VP. An 

unergative verb projects a specifier, and a transitive verb, both a specifier and 

a complement. To refer to the arguments in the VP, I will use the terms 

A(gent), S(ubjecr) and O(bject), fmt introduced in Dixon (1979) and now 

standard in the ergativity literat~rc.'~ A refers to the m i t i v e  subject, S, to 

h e  intransitive subject, and 0, to the object. 

These terms are a mixture of semantic (thematic) and gammatical 

roles, but are necessary in order to distinguish transitive fmm intransitive 

subjects. I use these t e r n  strictly to refer to argurnents in the VP, 

independently of their eventual position after NP movement. As discussed in 

section 1.8.2 above, I assume that passive and antipassive structures have an 

underlying thematically complete VP. Thus, both types of clauses will have 

A and 0 arguments. The difference between these clauses and a simple 

transitive clause is that the former are syntactically intransitive, resulting in 

only one of the arguments raising to SPEC TP. In a regular transitive clause, 

A raises to SPEC TrP or SPEC TB, depending on the laplpage type, and 0 

raises to the &r SPEC p i t i o n .  

"The term P(an'ent) is also used for the object. 
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In digcussing passive and antipassive constmcti~ns, Dixon (19199) (and 

ohen  following his lead) refers to the A argument being "placed in surface S 

function." This captuns the notion that A moves to the same position as S 

at s-structure. In tkis thesis. I will use Dixon's expression, as well as 

referring to the actual raising of A to SPEC TP. I will also call the subject 

argument of a passive or antipassive construction a "derived S". 

3.6.2 Relative Clauses with [+tense] T 

Consider the: following structure of a relative clause with [+tense] T: 

NP, . .. CP, 
1 \ 

Opi C' 
I \ 

C TP 
/ \ 
NP T' 

1 \ 
T nP 

[*-I / \ 
NP Tr ' 

I 
Tr VP 

1 \ 
NP V' 

1 ! 
V NP 



When T is [+tense], as in (a), subjects and objects can check heir Case 

features in SPEC TP and SPEC Td?. Subsequent movement to SPEC CF 

thus constitutes A'-movement, resulting in an operator-variable relation 

between the element in SPEC CP, and the trace in either SPEC TP or SPEC' 

TrP. The operator in SPEC CP is coindexed via predication with the relative 

head. 

Even if the Case position (i.e., SPEC TP or SPEC TrP) does not need 

to be fded until LF, the s-structure requirements on predication force 

movement to this Case position (and then to SPEC CP) at s-structure. The 

fmt movement does not violate Procrastination, a3 it is necessary for a 

convergent derivation. 

With [+tense] T, then, either the subject or object may be rehtivized, 

i.e., there is no restriction on which NP can be coindexed with the relative 

head. ahis k true in the general case. However, in section 3.6.4.1 below, I 

discuss Indonesian and Malagasy, where only S and A can be relativued, 

even though the relative clause is [+tense]. The generalization, then, is tRaP 

unless there are independent restrictions on which arguments m y  be 

relativized, when a relative clause is [+tense], b ~ p h  the Nominative and 

accusative/ergative arguments may be rclativized. In order to accomnlodate 

the exceptional cases (such rrs Indonesian and Malagasy), I state my c l a h  as 

follows: 



(41) If both the Nominative arid accusative/ergative arguments can be 
relativized, the CP in the relative clause is [+tense]. 

I. provide examples below of relative clauses involving [+tense] T, where S, A 

and 0 arguments (i.e., both Nominative and ergative/accusative) may be 

relati~ized.~ 

3.6.2.1 Accusative Languages 

In this subsection, I present examples of [+tense] relative chuses in 

various languages. Shown in (42a-c) are examples of S ,  A and 0 

relativization in Englash. 

(42) a. the boy, [who e, laughed] 
b. the person, [who e, watched a movie] 
c. the girl, [I like e,] 

The following examples are from Japanese: 

(43) Japanese 

a. [a, warat-ta] otokonoko 
laugh-Bart boy 

'tho boy who laughed' 

%I the discussion below, I am only concerned with the relativization of S, A and 0 
arguments, and not with, for example, objects of prepositions. The fact that I do not 
mention the other types does not ncecessarily imply diat they arc not permitted in the 
language. 



b. (e, eiga-o mi-ta] hito 
movie-Acc saw-Past person 

'the person who saw a movier 

c. [watashi-ga e, mi-ta] eiga 
I -Nom see-Past movie 
'the movie 1 aawl 

An interesting case is the Philippine hguage  Wlkapukan, which 

employs two rclativhtion strategies, refemd to a, deletion md 

pronominalization in Chung (1975). The deletion strategy involves the 

standard operator-variable relation between the relative h d  and the elemerit 

in SPEC TP, and is used with S and A (the Nominative arguments). The 

pronominalization strategy, which involves a resumptive pronoun, is used for 

rclativizing the 0 (accusative) argument. According to Demirdache (1 99 I), 

rcsumptive pronouns in relative clauses are instances of wh-movement at EF. 

Thus, the two strategies reflect the level at which relativization occurs: s- 

smcnue (deletion), and LF (pronominalization). In h e  following examples, S 

and A relativize at s-structure (Ma-b), while 0 rclativizes at LF, leaving a 

resurnptive pronoun (44~). In other words, Nominative and accusative 

arguments rclativize at different levels?' 

"In the next subsection, 1 discuss relativization in Tongan, an ergative Polynesian 
1 anguage which also relaaivizes Nominative and non-Nominntive arguments at Werent 
levels. However, since this language is ergativt, it is S and 0 which relativize at s- 
structure, and A which relativbs at LF. 



a .  ta w u i t a : n g a t a  [na 1o:mamaimai o 1 a : t o u  
the p l  people  P a s t  come.pl from p l  t h e i r  

konga mamao] 
p l a c e  d i a t a n t  

\ t h e  people  who came from t h e i r  d i s t a n t  p l a c e a f  

b. ko t e  k u l i :  t e : n e i  [na k a k a t i  i t e  t a : n e  mo:mona] 
Pred the dog t h i s  p a s t  b i te  Acc t h e  man f a t  
' t h i s  i s  t h e  dog who b i t  t h e  f a t  manf 

c. t a  ta ima [na maka a i  au]  
t h e  t i m e  P a s t  l e a v e  RP I 
\ t h e  t i m e  t h a t  I l e f t f  

(Chung 1978: 335-6) 

3.6.2.2 Ergative Languages 

In ergative languages, it is more common to fmd relative clauses with 

[-tense] T than with [+tense] T. The Mayan languages, however, have tensed 

relative clauses. Consider the following examples from K'iche'. (45a) 

involves rehivizatim of S. (45b) is ambiguous between an A and 0 reading 

due to the VSO word in the relative clause: 

a. x-s-inw-il r i  ixoq  [ (ri)  x-6-kam-iaa-n] 
bp-3aN- lrE-see  D e t  woman Dot Up-38N-get.drunk-Perf 
'1 s a w  t h e  woman who g o t  drunkf  

(Larsen 1907 : 43)  



b. k-o-tzer n ri ala [ri x-8-u-tztuma- j ri 
asp-3aN-8milo Det boy who aup-3uN-3913-kiea-DS D o t  

ali] 
girl 

'the boy who kissed the girl amilea' or 
'the boy whom the girl kiazjed smilesr 

(Sam-Colop 1 9 8 8 : 4 4 )  

In (46), the antipassive fornl of the verb is used to disambiguate the 

clause in (4%). The only meaning available in (46) is the one where the 

!derived S has been relativized, as objects of antipassives cannot be relativized: 

k-8-tzeF n ri ala [ri x-a-tz'uma-n ri ali] 
asp-3aN-smile D o t  boy who asp-3sN-kies-AP the girl 
'the boy who kissed the  girl smilesr 

*'the boy whom the girl kiseed amilear 
(Sam-Colop 1908 : 45) 

Msun is another Mayan language which pmnits telativization of all 

three arguments. Like K'iche', it also has an antipassive v h t  for transitive 

clauses. However, relative clauses with and without the antipassive verb have 

different meanings in Mam. The antipassive form implies that the action in 

the relative c b  occumd before the action in the main clause (47a). The 

use of an active transitive form implies that the two actions occurred 

simultanwusly (478). 



a. ma-a7 w-il-a tii-xiinaq tea Q=x-e-tza j) tzyuu-n 
Roc-Emph l8E-8ae-lr big-man Rec.dap-3clN-dir grab-= 

ky-e  xjaal] 
38-RfJ/pat peracn 

'I saw the gentleman who had grabbed the peoplal (1 aaw 
him later on) 

b. ma-a7 w-il-a tii-xiinaq [xhi (=%-chi) tza j 
Rec-Emph 1aE-aae-la big-man Roc. dep-3pN air 

t-tzyu-7n x jaal] 
3aE-grab-ds peraon 

'1 aaw the gentleman who was grabbing the peopha' 
(I saw him at the time he waa doing it) 

(England 1983: 216-7) 

In other Mayan languages such as Jacaltec, only S and 0 m y  be 

rehtivized. When rclativizing A, the verb appears in the antipassive form, 

putting the A in surface S function. Shown in (48a-c) are relative clauses 

with S, 0 and derived S as the head noun, respectively. 

(48) Jacaltec 

a. x-a-w-il na j [x-@-to ewi] 
asp-3aN-laE-aee cl/him aap-3sN-go yesterday 
'I saw the man who went yeatexday' 

b. x-0-w-il tee tx' at [x-s-a-watxf e] 
aap-3aN-lsE-make cl/the bed asp-3sN-2aE-make 
'Z saw the bed that you mader 

c. x-8-w-il naj [x-8-watx' e-n] 
aap-3aN-lsE-see cl/him asp-3sN-make-AP 
'I saw the man who made this' 

(Craig 1977: 196-7) 



The use of the mupassive in K'iche' (for disambiguation) md Man 

(semantic distinction) suggests that the antipassive is used for pragmatic and 

semantic reasons. I claim that the obligatory use of the antipassive in 

Jacaltec is not the result of a stmctud constraint against rehtivizing A, as we 

find in the [-tense] relative clauses discussed in the next section, but is due to 

semantic fwtors. 

In Tongan, an ergative Polynesian language, relativhtion of 

Norninaiive arguments (i.e., S and 0) occurs at s-stmch~t,  while the ergative 

argument, A, relativizes at LF, leaving a reswnptive pronoun." However, 

there is some overlap in the arguments which relativize at s-structure. F9r 

example, a third person singular S, and A, may relativize at either s-structure 

or LF. (49a) and (49b) derrgnsmte the s-struchm: relativitation of 0 and 

third singular S, respectively. h (49c), A relativizes at LF. 

(49) Tongan 

a. naf a mau fufuu'i P a  e tamaiki Pe:fine [ko ia 
Past we hide Nom the children women Pred that 

nafa ne tuli] 
Past ha cham 

'we hid the girls who he waa chasingf 
(Chung 1970 : 230) 

b. ' oku mau lolotonga kumi ' a e tamasif i [naf e kola] 
Frog we Prag search Nom the child Pant run 
'wefro looking for the boy who ran awayf 

(Chung 1978 : 38)  

=See the dliScussion of Rhplkan in the previous subsection. 
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c. tokaange ha tangata ['oku ne 'ilo hono 'uhingi] 
doubtlare a permon Prog RB know ita moaning 

'there is aomeone, no doubt, who h o n e  ths maaning of it' 
(Churchward 1953:220; in Chung 1978:225) 

3.6.3 Relative Clauses with [-tense] T 

When T is [-tense], it has no Case features. Let us f i t  consider the 

case where there is a PRO in SPEC TP: 

(50) NP, ... CF, 
I \ 

NP C' 
I \ 

e TP 
I \ 

NP T' 
PRO 1 \ 

T TrP 
[--I 

A clause with the structure in (50) permits both subject and object 

relativization ((5 1) and (52), respectively): 

(51) a. I need a man, [PRO, to fix the mink] 
b. I found eomeone, [PRO, t~ sing at the wedding] 
c. the pamphlets, [PRO, to be diatributed] are here 

(52) a. the pamphlets, [PRO to distribute ti] are here 
b. Montreal is a nice place, [PRO to vf sit ti] 



In (Sla), the reWvized argument is A, in (51b), it is S, and in (51c), it is a 

derived S from passivization. Shown in (52) are examples of object 

relativization. 

The presence of PRO in SPEC TP results in al l  Case requirements 

being satisfied in the TP. Movement to SPEC CP is thus A'-rnovernenr, 

vjhich is not restricted to Nominative arguments. In (52), the operator 

originating in object position raises to SPEC TrP, where it checks its Case 

feahms, and then moves to SPEC CP. I propose that (51) involves an 

operator which has no Case features, like PRO.u Since the Case/non-@me 

distinction exists with lexical Ws, it is not surprising that we f ~ i d  it with 

operators as well.u 

Now consider the case where the structure rn (50) does not contain a 

PRO in SPEC W. A non-PRO element is permitted in SPEC TP only if it 

can check its Case features with another functiod head. I propose that the 

C in a relative clause, in addition to being empty or having a [kwh] feature, 

may contain the feature [+finite]: 

"It has pPeviously been proposad that the null operator in purpose clauses and tough- 
constructions is PRO. 

"An aqummt *ahst $re Caseless operator analysis is given lq. the example in (i), 
which may be considered to have the same predication nlation rw a relative clause, but 
d m  not involve a CP: 

(i) the man, PRO, red in the face] 

I thank Alex Matantz @.c.) for this example. 



NP, ... CP, 
1 \ 

NP C' 
I \ 

C 'FP 
[+finite] / \ 

w T" 
1 \ 
T TfP 

[--I 

This [+fiGte] feature was lintmduced in sections 2.4 md 2.5 above in 

the context of Case-marked topics in Arabic (section 2.4.1.2), and inflected 

Wmitives in Portuguese and I t a h  (section 2.5). [ + f ~ t e ]  C has Nominative 

Case features, which must be checked with an NP in its SPEC. Thus, a 

derivation with [+finite] C will be gmmmticd if it occurs with [-tense] T, 

pmtitting the NB which c m o t  check its Case fe8tux-m with T, to k i e  to 

SPEC CP rand check irs features with CmfSS 

=When [+finite) C occurs with [+tense] T, an NP must be base-generatd. in SPEC 
CB. Otherwise., the Principles of Closest Available Target and Closest bmred Sowce 
(from section 1.4 &we) will be violated, as [sfdte] C and [+tense! 3' are bath featwed 
targets, and require their SPEEs to & filled at s-structure. 

A sirnilat conflict w d d  a r k  with [ + f ~ t e ]  C and [-tense] T, and PRO in subject 
4i.e.. SPEC VP) position. Since h t h  C ancl T q u i r e  their SPECS to be filled at s- 
structure, raisixq is possible only if one NP moves to both positions. PRO e m o t  move to 
SPEC CP, since @ will not be able to check its Case features, 

1 assume dand an expletive cannot be inserted in SPEC CP to resolve the conflict. 
Berhsps expletive inserrion is restricted to A-positions. 

appears &a we do not find just [-finite] CB in relative clauses. Since the feanxe 
[ - f i te l  is associated with verb h n t h g ,  it secwns to have different properties fim the C 
associated with relative clauses. VSO lmguages like ILrish and Arabic construct relative 
clauses with a csrnplementizer, i.e., there is another CF level above the [-Fitel a. 



Since relative clauses requiae an "open position", the NP in SPEC CP 

must be an operator (empty or wh), PRO or pro. 'Re type of element h t  

ap- in SPEC TP deptnds cn  the content of C. When C is empty, as in 

(54a) below, or has the feature [-wh], as in (54b), the opeiator is empty, as 

neither the operator nor C has features requiring checking in a SPEC-head 

relation with C. When C has [+wh] features, the operator in its SPEC alao 

has [i-wh] featrues (see (54~)). 

( 5 4 )  a .  the man [,3, a [,,John saw ti] ] 
b .  the mar! [,0, t h a t  [,,John saw ti] ] 
c . the inan [,who, +wh [,,John saw ti] J 

Now consider the case where C is [+finite], as in (53) above. Since the NP 

in its SPEC has Case features, it must be pro. 

With [+finite] C and [-tense] T, the NP in SBEC TP raises to SPEC 

CP to satisfy Case requirmcnts. The other argument receives Case in SPEC 

TrP. When the Nominative element in SPEC TP moves to SPEC CP, it is 

coindexed with the relative head. ahis accounts for the following 

( 5 5 )  If the CP in a relative clause is [-tense], only Nominative arguments 
may be relativized. 

"A similar observation was made by Downing (1978:3%): The verb of a relative 
clause may assume (I nonfinioe, pam'cigial form if the reladive NP is the subject of its clawe. 



In the following section, I discuss in more detail the correlation 

between only Nominative elements being available for rehtivization, and the 

CP in the relative clause being [-tense]. k demonstrate that the restrictiolz to 

Nominative arguments holds in both accusative and ergative languages. 

However, the Nominative element has different grammatical functions in the 

two types of languages. In an accusative hguage,  relativiaition i s  restricted 

to S and A. In an ergative language, it is restricted to S and 0. Zhis is 

because the restriction applies only to the SPEC TP, and not the contcnt of 

that position. By the Ergative Parameter presented in section 1.4, different 

elements raise to SPEC TP in the accusative and ergative languages. 

3.6.4 The Restriction of Relativization to Nominative Arguments 

The general observation regarding relative clauses is that if a language 

has a restriction on which argument m y  undergo relativization, the 

Nominative NP will be frae from this constraint. In Inuit, for example, only 

intransitive subjects and objects (and not transitive subjects) m y  relativize 

(Creider 1978; Smith 1984). These arguments aft Nominative NPs occurring 

in SPEC TP. In Mhgasy, an accusative language, only transitive and 

intransitive subjects (and not objects) may relati~rize (Kern 1972, 1976a). 

Again, it is only Nominative NPs in SPEC 'IP which m a y  undergo 



reiativkation. 

Keenan and CoPntie (1977) attempt to formalize their observations in 

terms of a Noun Accessibility Hierarchy and Hierarchy Constraints. 

According to their Hierarchy, subjects (transitive and intransitive) are the most 

accessible to relativization, followed by direct o b j e ~ t s . ~  The fmt of their 

constraints states that a language must be able to relativize s u b j c c t ~ . ~  

This consttaint correlates with the c l a h  that Nominative NPs are 

always relativizable, but it applies only to accusative languages, where 

transitive and intransitive subjects have Nominative Case. K e n a n  and 

Comrie fail to acknowledge that in ergative languages, the arguments which 

are most accessible to relativization are the intransitive subject and object. In 

=Keenan and Cornrie (1977) formulate their Hierarchy as follows (p. 66): 

(i) Accessibility Hierarchy (AH) 

Subj > Direct Obj > Indirect Obj > GerJPoss > Obj of Comparison 

The discussion of this section is concerned only with the fust two arguments, which both 
involve NPs in smctural Case positions. 

nShown blow is the complete set of constraints (Keenan and Comrie, 15177:67): 

(i) The Hierarchy Constraints 

1 .  A language must be able to relativize subjars. 

2. Any RC-forming strategy must apply to a contiguous segment of the AH. 

3. Strategies that apply at one point of the AH may in principle ccaw to 
apply at any lower point. 

See also previous footn~te. 



many larngu8ge.s (e.g., Mayan, Inuit), the transitive subject cannot be 

relativized at all. 

The prominence of the Nominative argument is observed in other 

constructions as well as relative clauses, i.e., wh-movement, focus clefting and 

negation. This restriction to Nodnative arguments, however, is observed 

only when these constructiom involve an elemcnt in sentence-initial p o s i t i ~ n . ~  

For example, in the Inuit languages, where relative clauses involve fronting, 

but not constituent questions and NP negation do not, the restriction holds 

only for relativization. 

I will assume that topicalization, constituent questions and negation all 

involve belativization in the languages to be discussed. It has been observed 

elsewhere that these constructions exhibit similar properties. Harries-Belisle 

(1978), for example, argues that dl cleft sentences are underlyingly relative 

clauses, although the clause may have a reduced surface fonn. She examines 

various languages which use identical strategies for both focus and relative 

clauses (and sometimes far questions as well). For instance, a number of 

languages have a special tense form that occurs in relative clauses, emphatic 

constructions, and questiotldl (e.g., Diola-Fogny (Senegal), Telugu (Dravidian)). 

In Kihung'an (Bantu), a particular negative particle is used in relative clauses, 

emphatic csnstnrctions and information questions. McCloskey ( 1979, 11 890) 

'01 will also use the term "fronting" when referring to these constructions, although 
there is no actual movemmt involved. 
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claims that in Irish, constituent clauses, clefts and topicalhation structures 

have the same structure as relative clauses. Thus, I apsmc that in the 

languages discussed below, constituent questions have the form wholwhorn is 

it that .. ., focus clefting involves the structure ir is X who . .. , and fronted 

negation is of the form it is not X who ... I will use the general term 

relativization to include all f o m  of fronting. 

3.6.4.1 Accusative Languages 

Barker, Hankamer and Moore (1990) discuss relativization ir, Turkish, 

and observe that there aue two strategies in the language, both involving 

nodmite relative clauses. In the h t  case, the relative clause verb takes the 

suffix -An, and relativization is restricted to subjects ( i . .  Nominative 

arguments?: 

( 5 6 )  Turkish 

[kabag-i yi-yen] yzlan 
squash-Acc e a t  -Suf f snake 
'the snake that  ate the squashf 

(Barker, Hankamer and Moore 1990 : 2 )  

The second strategy, involving the suffix -DIk, is used to rehtivize 

objects: 



[y l l an - ln  ye-die-i] kabak 
snake-Gen eat-suff-Poss squash 
'the squash t h a t  the snake atet 

( B a r k e r ,  H a n k a m e r  and Moore 1 9 9 0  : 2 )  

The relativhation of the object in (5'9) may appear to k a 

counterexample to the claim that when T is [-tense], only Nominative 

arguments may be relativizecl. However, an examination of the relative clause 

in (57) reveals that it is not a verbal clause, but a nominal clause. This is 

show by the genitive Case on the subject, and the Possessive suffm on the 

verb. Since nominal clauses do not contain TP, there is no [-tense] T in the 

clause. The subject receives genitive Case from D, and is thus not Ca~eless.~' 

In English, there are two types of nonfhite relative clauses: participial, 

and infinitival. Since Mdt iva l  relative clauses were discussed in section 

3.6.3 above, I focus here on participial relatives." 

( 5 8 )  a. the boy watching television didn't hear t h e  phone 
ring 

b. the boy sleeping aoundly . . . 
c .  t h e  boy (being) scolded by Mazy . . . 
d. *the boy Mary scolding, ... 
Q .  the boy who Mary waa scolding, . . .  

"Barker, Hankamr and Moore (1980) claim that reversing the relativization strategies 
(i.c., using -An for objects, md -DIk for subects), results in ungrammaticality, except in 
one dialect where the two strategies are in fie-  variation. 

"I am grateful to David Pesetsky for pointing out the following facts. 



The examples in (58) illustrate that reduced relative clauses with participial 

verbs permit only the Nominative S and A to be relativized. In (58a), the 

relativized argument is A, in (58b) it is S, and in (58c), it is a derived S with 

a passive participle. In contrast to (58d), which involves 0, in (58e), where 

the verb in the relative clause is tensed, 0 relativization is permitted. 

Wc can account for the facts in (58) if we assume that gerunds contain 

a [+fhte] C and [-tense] T. A similar idea is pursued by Reuland (1983), 

who proposes that NP-ing constructions art tenseless finite clauses. For 

Reuland, the finiteness of these clauses is associated with an agreement 

marker which assigns Case to the subject. I propose that in the examples in 

(58), there is a pro in SPEC TP which raises to SPEC CP to check its Case 

features. As discussed above, d i n g  to [+finite] C is restricted to 

Nominative arguments. 

In the discussion of inflected infinitives in section 2.5 above, I 

proposed that these structure,,, found in Portuguese and Italian, contain a 

[+finite] C and [-te~se] T. Let us now examine the behaviour of these two 

languages with respect to infiitival relative clause. 

Rizzi (1982, Ch. 3) ciisasses the wh-extractability of subjects in the 

inflected infinitive construction: 



(59) Italian 

a. la persons, che auppongo [ti non easere state maese a1 
corrente delle voatre deciaioni] aono molte 

'the persons that I auppose [not to have been 
acquainted with your decisional are many 

b. quante di quests persone poesiamo ritenere [aver aempre 
fatto il loro dovsre 

'how many of these persons can we believe [to have 
always dons their duties?' 

(Rizzi 1982, Ch. 3:78) 

As expected, only subjects (i.e., Nominative arguments) can raise to SPEC CP 

in a relative clause structure as in (59a). and in questions, as in (59b). 

Consider the following example frorn Portuguese involving an inflected 

(60) Portuguese 

o Manel pensa [ter-ern 08 amigo8 levado o livro] 
Mane1 thinks to.have-Agr hie frienda taken the book 
'Manal thinks that hi8 friende have taken the bookf 

(Raposo 1983 :  98 )  

We would expect ody the Nominative subject to be rebtivizable, as it is the 

argument which raises h m  SPEC TP to SPEC CP to satisfy Case 

requirements. However, according to Pilar Barbosa @.c.), neither the subject 

nor the object may be relativized. This does not contradict my claim in (55) 

above, as no relative construction is possible a all. It is thus helevant to 



consicier which elements can be rela~ivized.~~ 

I have given several examples of [-tense] relative clauses, aid shown 

that in these cases, only Nominative arguments m a y  be rclativized. These 

examples support the claim I made in (41) above, repeated in (61): 

(61) If both the Nominative and accusative/ergative arguments can be 
relativized, the CP in the relative clause is [+tense]. 

I also made a claim regarding [+tense] rehive clauses, repeated in (62) from 

(55) above: 

(62) If the CP in a relative clause is [-tense], only Nominative arguments 
m y  be rtlativized. 

Given the existence of languages such as Indonesian and Malagasy (to 

be discussed below), we must maintain (61) and (62) as one-way assertions. 

In these languages, relative clauses [+tense], but only Nominative 

arguments may be relaaivizad. 

In Indonesian, a Western Austronesian language, if 6) is to be 

wktivized, it must k t  become a derived S, either by passivization, or by 

Object Preposing. According to Chung, Object Preposing promotes 0 to S, 

and cliticizes the underlying S to the left of the verb. In (63a). the A 

argument has been relativkd, and in (63b), the relativized argument is a 

"Bahosa does suggest, however, that relativizing the subjact is "less ungrammatical" 
than nlativizing the object. 



promoted 0. 

(63) Indonesian 

a. orang [yang me-rnasak daging], nama-nya Achmad 
man Comp Tr-cook meat name-his Achmad 
'the man who cooked the meat, his name is Achmadf 

b. mobil [yanq kits perbaiki] adalah Mercedes 
car Comp we xepair be Marcedes 
'the car that we repaired was a Mercedas' 

(Chung 1978: 370-1) 

I mentioned above that I am assuming "relative clause" to include other 

constructions such as constituent questions and focus clefting. Thus, we 

would expect that in Indonesian, whques5ons and focus clefting would be 

subject to the same restriction as with relative clauses. We find this in 

foranal Indonesian, where wh-movement is restricted to S and A (@a). An 0 

argument must become a derived S by passivizing the verb, or object 

preposing. In (64b), the object has been promoted to S. 

a. aiapa-kah yang me-lihat kejadian itu 
who-Q Comp Tr-8ee accident the 
'who saw the accident?' 

b. perrmpuan yang mana yang kamu lihat 
girl Comp which Corn]? you see 
'which girl did you see?' 

(Chung 1978:370-1) 



The same restriction holds with focus clefting. In the following 

examples, 0 must be a derived S for focus clefting: 

(65) Indonesian 

a. dokter itu yang me-meriksa aaya 
doctor the Comp Tr-examine me 
'it was the doctor who examined me' 

b. dokter itu ysng aaya periksa 
doctor the Comp I examine 
'it was the doctor that I examinedf 

(Chung 1978: 370-1) 

In informal Indonesian, however, objects may be clefted in the same 

way as S and A: 

(66) Indoneeian (informal) 

a. spa yang anak itu maaak 
what Comp child tho cook 
'what did the child cook?r 

(Chung 1978 : 373) 

Malagasy, a Malayo-Polynesian language, is similar to Indonesian in 

pemitting only % and A rclativization, although the CP ir, the relative clause 

is [+tense] (Keenan 1972, 1976a). To relativize an 0 argument, it must 

appear as a M v e d  S in a passive or circumstantial comtxuction." Shown in 

(67a) is an example of A rehtivizatim. Relativizing 0 results in an 

YThe S in a circumstantial construction is derived from an oblique argument, c.g., 
instnunent, benefactce, location, h e ,  etc. (Keenan, 1976a). 
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un-cal sentence (67b), while (67c) and (67d), which involve a derived 

S in a passive and circumstantial construction, respectively, are grammaticall: 

a. ny vehivavy [izay nividy ny vary ho anfny ankizy] 
the woman that bought the rice for the children 
'the woman who bought the rice for Lhe children' 

b. *ny vary [izay nividy ho an'ny ankizy ny vehivavy] 
the rice that bought for the children the woman 
'the rice that the woman bought for the children' 

c. ny vary [izay novidin' ny vehivavy ha an'ny 
the rice that buy-Pass the woman for the 

ankizy] 
children 

'the rice that was bought by the woman for the 
children' 

(Keenan 1972: 173-4) 

d. ny vato [izay ana-san-dRaaoa lamba] 
the stone that Circ-waah-by.Rosa clothes 
'the stone where/with which clothes are wanbed by 

Ra80a' 
(Keenan 197683266) 

I propose that there is some restriction in Indonesian and Malagasy, 

independent of the relative clause structure itself, which prevents the 

relativizatim of d v e  objects. I[ leave for fume research an 

investigatim of what this restriction may be. 



3.6.4.2 Eagative Languages 

In an ergative language, it is the S and 0 arguments which appear in 

SPEC TP with Nominative Case. In languages which rcstict relativization to 

Ncminative arguments, we would expect S and 0, but not A, to be 

relativized. In this section, I discuss two crgative languages, Inuit and 

Dyirbal, which have [-tense] relative clauses, and were shown above (sectlon 

3.4) to contain a [+finite] C. Although L e z M  and AMdraz also have a 

[+finite] C, they do not exhibit a rcstricrion on rehiviable arguments, as 

they do not form relative clauses by " h t i n g "  (i.e., there is no clause-initial 

relative head). 

In the Inuit languages, relativizatim rnvolves a relative head followed 

by the participial form of the verb (with ergative arnd nomhacive qpement  

rnankers)." Only S and 0 may undergo nlativization. To nlativize an A 

argument, tbe clause must fmt become antipassive, putting A in surface S 

function. Shwn in (68a) md (68b) are examples Prom hulktitut. In (68a), S 

has been relativized, and in (68b), it is 0 (pro) which is relaaivixed. In 

(CiSc), an example from West Grecnlandic Indn, the relativized NR is h e  

derived S of m antipassive construction. 

Cmider (1978) Smith (1984) and Johns (1987) for various mdyses of the 
relative clause in Inuit. 



? . , 
.* ' , 

( 68 )  Inuit 

a. angut [Imgi-lauq-t-u-q] quviasuk-t-u-q 
m u d  (Nom) oing-Past-Part-Ints-3s~ happy-Part-Intr-3sN 
't ha man who sang is happyf 

(Johns 1487: 164) 

b. [taku- j-a-ra] qimak-t-u-q 
see-Part Tr-18E.3sF-J run.away-Part-lntr-3sN 
'the one who I saw ran awayf 

(Johns 1987 : 170) 

c. piniartug [nannu-mik tuque -si-8-u-q] 
hunter polar.bear-Inscr kill-AP-Part-Intr-3aN 
'the hunter who killed the polar bearf 

(Forteacue 1984 : 54) 

1 consider the participial colmtr~ction in Inuit to be [-tense], although 

they can appear as m a t .  clauses in dialects such as hdctitut. I therefore 

take West Greenlandic to be the typical paradigm, where participial clauses 

cannot be used as main clauses. 

In Dylrbal, a relative clatise consists of a verb marked with the 

n e w e r  -Nu, and a Case mslrker corresponding to the Case given to the 

entire nominal clause (i.e., relative nead and CP). As in Inuit, only S and 0 

may relativize. Shown in (69) are examples of 0, S and derived S 

a. Nada gina-QU y u g ~  -Ngu [yata-Ngu nudi-Nu-ra] 
I (Nola) sit-~res/~ast tree-loc man-Erg cut-Rela-Loc 
'I am sitting on the tree the mai. felledr 

(Df:?on 1972 : 102) 



b. bayi yara [miyanda-Nu] ba-Ngu-n 
there .rn (Nom) man (Nom) laugh-Re1 (Nem) there0Erg-P 

yibi-Ngu bura-n 
woman-Erg see-Past 

'the woman aaw the man who was laughing' 
{Dixon 1991: 40) 

c. bayi yara [jibwal-Na-Nu ba-gu-n 
there .m (Norn) man (Norn) kick-AP-R.81 (Nora) there-Dat-f 

guda-gu] yanu 
dog-Dat went 

'the man who kicked the dog went' 
(Dixon 1991: 41) 

In this chapter, I presented evidence from various sources for a 

syntactic analysis of ergativity. I discussed verbal agreement and scope facts 

to demonstrate the two movement paths (i.e., Crossing and Nested Path) 

found in accusative and ergative languages. An investigation of Mit iva l  

constructions provided further evidence for my claim that in an accusative 

language, S and A are in SPEC TP, while in an ergative language, S and 0 

appear in that psition. 



CHAPTER 4. THE CLASS OF "SUBJECT": TRANSITIVE 
AND INTRANSITIVE SUBJECTS 

4.1 The Notion of "Subject" 

In the preceding chapters, I presented a syntactic explanaticn for the 

distinction hiween accusative and ergative languages. In section 1.4, I 

proposed an Ergative Parameter, based on the Case features of T and Tr. 

This Parameter, together with the Economy Principles for NP Movement, 

determines the different movement paths in accusative and ergative languages. 

In this chapter, I investigate syntactic md semit ic  properties which 

group together "subjects" (i.e., S and A) in both accusative and ergative 

languages.' I discuss how these properties can be accounted for within my 

system without abandoning my claim of syntactic ergativity. I show that 

"subject" properties refer either to the SPEC VP position, where S and A are 

generated, or to a structural configuration, where A and S m the highest 

'As discussed in section 3.6.1 above, I use the terms A, S and 0 to refer to the 
transitive subject, intransitive subject and object, respectively. A, S and 0 refer to the 
arguments in the VP, independently of the positions hey eventually raise to. The term 
"subject" is used for the class of A and S arguments, which appcu in SPEC VIP. 



argument in the clause at s-structure. In the fmt case, the properties are 

semantic, as they identify an argument in a thematic position (i-e., SPEC VP). 

The properties whish arc associated with hierarchical structure have bee11 

classfied as syntactic. 

4.2 Semantic  properties of "Subjects" 

Accusative and ergative languages arc identical at the level of argument 

structure, i.e., the thematically complete VP. Thus, we would not expect 

operations which identsfy specific positdons within she V? to distinguish 

between the two types of languages. In this section, I discuss Agenthood, 

imperatives and jussive con~plemenas, which group S and A together based on 

semantic criteria in erghve as well as accusative languages. I claim that 

these properties identrfy che argument in SPEC W. 

4.2.1 Agenthd 

A "subject" acts as the agent of the clause, if there is one (Keenan 

1976b). For verbs with no Agent role, an A argument m y  express, for 

example, an Experiencer. This is shown in ( I )  for English, Inuktitut, Jacaltec 



(1) Experiencer Verba 

a. the child fears ghoats 

b. Jaani-up nanuq iliragi-v-a-a 
Job.-Erg polar bear(Mom) bear-Ind-Tr-3sE.3rN 
'John fears the polar bear' (Inuktitut) 

c. s m a m  na j x f  ilni 
his father cl saw 
'his father saw himf 

(Jacaltec; Craig 1977:178) 

d. kua na:kai kitia e au a pusi 
Perf not see Erg I Nom cat 
'I havenf t reen the cat' (Niuean; Soitor 1979:lU) 

The obsemation that an Agent is always a "subject" results from the 

Agent role being associated with SPEC VP. Various proposals have been put 

forth regarding the mapping of thematic roles onto syntactic positions (e.g., 

Bresnan 1982; Williams 1884; Carrier-Duncan 1985; Baker 1988, Grimshaw 

1990). I will not choose among them here, ajr the implmentiation of the 

Agent-SPEC VP assochtio is not relevant.' When there is no Agent role, 

the "subject" has some othtr role, such as Experiencer. 

The identification of thematic roles with specific syntactic projections is also proposed 
in Hale and Keyser (1991). However, in their system, the prowons are defined at the 
level of the lexical representation of argument stmcturc. 



4.2.2 Imperatives 

In imperative constructions, the addressee is a "subject", as shown in 

(2) Weat Greenlandic 

a. qaa-git aap?a-ri-asa-v-a-kkit 
come-2aN.Pmp companion-have.as-future-lsE.2sN.Imp 
'come and be my companion' 

b. niri-gu.k 
eat-2aE.3aN.Imp 
'eat it! 

( 3 )  Jacaltec 

a. pisy-aN 
sit-Imp 
'sit! 

b. rnak hin an 
hit me lp 
'hit me! ' 

( 4 )  Niuean 

a. o mai ke kai, ma fa:nau 
come.Pl Sbj eat Voc children 
'come eat, children!' 

(Forteacue 1984 : 25) 

(Craig 1977 : 29) 

b. ta m i  ki a au 8 teki 
bring Dirl to Per8 me Nom axe 
'bring me an axe ! (Seiter 1979:58) 



The addressee of an imperative is ordered to act as an Agent in 

initiating or having control over some activity pixon 1979, Comrie 1981). 

Since Agents are generated in the same position (i.e., SPEC VP) in both 

ergative and accusative languages, it follows that "subjects" have the property 

of being the addressee in imperative constructions universally. This is another 

case of "subjecthood" based on the SPEC YP position. 

4.2.3 Jussive Complements 

Jussive complement const~ucfions involve verbs like tell and order, and 

may be considered as indirect imperatives @ixon 1979). Universally, the 

object of the main clause is coreferentbd with the "subject" of the 

complement clause: 

( 5 )  Jacaltec 

ch-o a-che j ya' way-o j 
Asp-lpN 3sE-order cP/he to.sleep-suff 
'he orders ua to sleep* (Craig 19'77 : 317) 

As indirect imperatives, jussive complements have an Agent "subject" 

generated in SPEC VB. This accounts for why jussive csmplement 



constructions involve subjects .' 
The semantics of jussive verbs require coreference with the "subject" of 

the complement clause. However, syntactic contraints on complement 

structures must also be obeyed. For example, ergative languages without s- 

structure object raising do not allow transitive infinitives. Thus, in Jacaltec, 

jussive verbs take infinitival complements when the embedded clause is 

intransitive (see (5) above), but a tensed complement when it is transitive: 

( 6 )  Jacaltec 

ch-ON a-chej y a f  hachcu-tzabaa 
Asp-lpN 3aE-order c l /he  2sN 1pE-grab Ip 
'he orders ua to grab yout 

(Craig 1977: 321) 

The verb tell has another meaning equivalent to infornl, which does not have a 
jussive use: 

(i) the  woman t o l d  John that he should get  a haircut 

In this context, the "subject" of the complement clause, he, is not obligatorily coreferentid 
with the object of the matrix clause, John. The following example is from Niuean: 

(ii) kua t a l a  age e au ke he  turu k e  age he faiaoga e 
Perf t e l l  biz3 Erg I t o  c h i l d  Sbj g ive  Erg teacher Nom 

malala k i  a i a  
charcoal t o  Pera him 

' I  t o l d  the c h i l d  t o  have the teachar g ive  him the  charcoal' 
( S e i t e r ,  1979:188) 



h Dyirbal, which has object raising, transitive Minitives with object 

pro are dowed  (see section 3.4.4). However, since the semantics of jussivc 

verbs require coreference with a subject, sniy intransitive complements are 

permitted. In (7a), the embedded clause is intransitive, and in (7b), it is 

antipassive: 

(7) Dyirbal 

a. Nana Y abu giga-n banagay-gu 
we (Nom) mother (Nom) t e l l . .  t o .  do-Paat return-Purp 
'we  t o l d  mother t o  returnf 

b. Nana Y a u  giga-n Numa-gu 
w e  (Norn) mother (Nom) tell. to. do-Past father-Dat 

' w e  t o l d  mother t o  watch fatherf  
(Dixon 1979  : 1 2 9 )  

With an object control verb such as yajijarra 'threaten', there is no 

semantic requirement that the controlled NP be a "subject". In (8)' it is an 

object: 



( 8 )  Dyirbal 

bay-i Yarai ba-nggu-n yibi-nggu 
there (Nom) -M man (Nom) there-Erg-F woman-Erg 

ya ji jarra-n [pro, ba-nggu-1 gubi-ggu baga-lij 
threaten-Paat there-Erg-M shaman-Erg spear-Burp 

'the woman threatened the man, [shaman spear pro,]' 
(Dixon 1991 : 4 6 )  

4.3 Hierarchical Structure 

In transitive clauses in ergative languages, the A argument raises to 

SPEC TrP at s-structure, leaving the object in the VP. At s-structure, A thus 

ccom~nands the object. In this section, I discuss properties based on h i s  

hierarchical structure. These include control, raising and binding. 

4.3.1 Reflexive Binding 

One of the "subject" properties discussed by Andenon (1976b), Craig 

(1976) and Kanan (1976b) is the binding of an object by a "subject". The 

"subject" is an A or S argument, depending on how the language forms 

reflexives. h West Greehdic ,  reflexive clauses consist of an intransitive 

verb, and oblique object (9). In TzutujiJ. (lo), Niuean (11) and Abkhaz (12), 



reflexives are objects of transitive verbs. In Abkhaz, there are two methods 

of forming reflexives, both of them involving transitive constructions. 

(9) West Greenlandic 

imi-nut tuqup-p-u-q 
self-All kill-Ind,-Intr-SsN 
'he killed himse1.f' 

(Forteacue 1?,84: 156) 

(10) Tzutu jil 

ja kumatz qas d-nuu-sil r-ii7 
the snake really 3sE-3sN-move 3sE-self 
'the snake really move8 itselff 

(Dayley 1985 : 336) 

(11) Niuean 

kitia he tama fifine a ia (ni:) he fakaata 
see Erg child female Nom her Ref1 in mirror 
'the girl uses herself in the mirrorf 

(Seiter 1979:78) 

a. lara 1-$&-1-3-we-ytf 
she 3sPoss-Refl-3sE-kilL-Dyn-Fin 
'she kills herself' 

b. we-xd a-we-bd-ytf 
2sRoas-head(8elf) 3aN-2sE-nee-Fin 
'you saw youreelf' 

(Hawitt 1979: 77) 



%he crucial notion in binding is rcommand: an q h o r  must be bound 

by a c-commanding antecedent. I asdume that binding is checked at s- 

structure, and not at LF.' In the analysis proposed in this thesis, it is only 

at s-structure that the transitive subject in an ergative language c-commands 

the object. At LF, the object has raised to the higher SPEC TP position, and 

h no longer c-cornmarlded by the subject. 

4.3.2 Possesmr Binding 

In possessor binding, as in reflexive binding, the "subject" binds the 

object at s-structure. The following examples illustrate this in Inuktitut, 

Mayan, and Niuean. 

(13) Inuktitut 

a. kia anaana-ni takuvaa 
who-Erg mother-3aR(Nom) nee-38.38 
'who, aaw hia,,., mother?' 

b. anaana-mi kina t akuvaa 
mother-3sR.Erq who(Nom) see-3s.38 
'who, did his., mother sea?' 

'But see Chomsky (1992) for arguments that binding occurs at LF. 
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(14) Mayan 

a. 7i-a-vok* y-oail 
cp-3aE-break 3sE-land 
'he, hoed hla,,,, landf 

(Tzotzil; Aisaon 1987 : 135) 

b. jachin x-8-uu-chfay ri r-achalaal 
who asp-3aN-38E-hit tha 3aE-relative 
'who, did hisl.,,, relative hit?' 

(K'ichef ; Laraen 1987:46) 

na taute e Sisne e motoka: ni: haana 
Pat frx Erg Sione Nom car Ref1 his 
'Sione, fixed hia, own carf 

(Sriter 1979:  79) 

4.33 Raising 

Anderson (19768) claims that mising in Tongan exhibits "subject" 

properties, as only a "subject" of thc lower clauae may raise into the matrix 

clause. Shown in (la) i3 an example of raising with an S argument:' 

a. 'oku lava (ke hu: 'a mele ki hono bale] 
Pxea poaaible Tns enter Nom Mary to his houae 
'it ia poasiblm for Mary to enter his hou8ef 

'All of Anderson's Tongan exampies are attributed to S. Qlung. See Chug (i 978) 
for more discussion af this ccmtruction. 



b. oku lava ' a melo [ * o hu : ki hono f ale; 
Pres possible Nom Mary Tne enter to his 
'Mary can enter hie houaef 

In (17), the embedded verb is transitive. Only the A argument may 

raise. The ungrammatical example in (17c) involves raising of 0: 

(17) Tongan 

a. 'oku lava [kg taaf i 'e siale $ a  e fefie] 
Pres possibla Tns hit Erg Charlie Nom Def woman 
'it is possibla for Charlhs to hit the womanf 

b. ' oku lava e siale ['o taafi 'a e fefine] 
Pres possible Erg Charlie Tns hit Mom Def woman 
'Charlie can hit the womanf 

c. f'oku lava 'a e fefine' ['o taari 'e aials] 
Prea possible Nom Def woman Tns hit Erg Charlie 
'the woman can be hit (by Charlie) 

AIchouigh raising in Tongan is mtzicteci to "subjectl;", in Niuean, 

another ergati :c Polynesian language, both subjects (18b) and objects ( 18c) 

may raise:6 

a. to maeke [ke lagomatai he ekekafo e tama e: ] 
Fut possible 3by help 9rg doctor Nom child this 
'the doctor could help this childt 

[Lit:'it will be possible that the doctor halp t h i e  childf] 

- -- -- 

%I Samoan, as in Tongan, raising is restricted to sub- (Chung 1978). 
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b. to maeke u ekekafo [ke Pagomatai i t a rna  e: 1 
Fut poesible Nom doctcr S b j  help Nom child t h i s  
'the doctor  could help this childr 

c. to maeke e tama e: lagamatai he 
7ut possible  Non child this Sbj help Erg 
eke!:af o 1 
doctor 

'this child could be helped by the doctorf 
(Seiter f 979: 159) 

An examination of this construction re\leals Phat it differs from "English 

mising" in several respects. Raising verbs in h g h h  L I ~  other languages 

take infinitival complements. Since the embedded T, king [-tense], c m o t  

check the Case features of a lexical NP, one of ehe NPs must rake to the 

maix Tk, where it can get its Case fe8~hnres checked. A. discussed in 

section 1.4 above, dae Principle of Closest AvkL~ble Source dictates that it is 

the closest NP, i.e., a "subjeca", which raises. 

In r~ngan,  raising is not required for Case reasons. h (17b) above, 

the raised NP s ide  'Charlie' appears with the ergative Case associated ~..th 

the embedded, md not matiix, clause. Massam (1985) proposes that these 3s- 

called raking constructions in Polynesh hguages involve a CF complement 

with an e x i t  A' SPEC position, to .which the raked NP moves before 

proceeding fwhcr io the matrix clause. Thc ogt iodty  of raising follows 

from the assumption h a  this is a case oi A' scmbling (see (178)). A'- 



movement to the SPEC position should not be restricted to "subjects". I have 

no explanation for this restriction in Tongan (and Samoan as well). 

4.3.4 Equi-NP Deletion 

In this section, I &cuss Equi-NP Deletion, which is a term used to 

cover a varieq of constructions in which an NP in a subordinate clause is 

morphologically null when contferenced with an NP in the matrix clause. 

Such phenomena include control of PRO, obligatory ;7ro binding, and 

coordinate corefierence deletion. Tc investigate the claim that Equi-NP 

deletion applies only to "subjects", we must examine each type of deletion 

separately. In 4.3.4.1, I discuss control of PRO, i~ 4.3.4.2, binding of pro, 

and in 4.3.4.3, coordinate csreference deletion. In 2ach case, I conclude that 

the deletion is not necessarily limited to "subjects", but occurs with the 

hrghest argument. 

4,3.4.1 Control 

In our  cussi ion ~f control, it is crucial to first distinguish control of 

PRO from obligatory binding of pro (discussed in the next section). Control 



involves coreference with PRO, which can appear only in the SPEC position 

of a [-tense] T. In an accusative language, where S atad A raise to SPEC TP, 

control is a "subject" phenomenon. This is not the case, however, for 

ergative languages. 

Of the ergative languages discussed in this thesis, only Mayan has been 

shown to have uninflected infinitives, i.e., [-tense] clauses in which the NP in 

SPEC TP is not exceptionally Case-marked. Scine Mayan only has S PRO, it 

is not possible to determine whether or not control is a "subject" property, 

i,e., applies to A as well. 

4.3.4.2 Obligatory pro binding 

In ergative languages which have inflected infinitrival clauses, we find 

examples of pro binding rather than PRO control. Obligatory pro binc'ing 

appears to be restricted to "subjects" in h t h  accusative and ergative 

languages. This "subject" property can be accounted for under an analysis 

where pro binding is considered to be an s-structure phenomenon involving 

the shorteat binder-bindee link. A similar idea of "minimal distance" has 

previously been proposed for control of PRO (e.g., Rosesbawn 1967, 

Chon~sky 1980, Huang 1984). 



I assume that the obligatoriness of pro binding comes from h e  

anaphoric properties of pro. However, pro differs from anaphors such as 

reflexives in that it cannot be bound within its clause.' The dual requirement 

that pro be unbound in TP, yet bound within the next higher clause, can be 

captured with an additional Binding Condition as proposed in Iatridou (1986). 

Iatridou discusses an anaphor in modem h e k ,  o idhios, which must be free 

in its clause, but bound by an NP in the higher matrix clause. She proposes 

that this anaphor obeys Condition D, which quires  an anaphor to be "bound 

in the whole sentence but free in the governing category". Controlled pro 

would be another anaphor obeying this binding condition. 

The closest argument to a binder in the matrix clause is the higRest NP 

in the lower clause. In both accusative and ergative languages, this is the 

embedded subject. In an accusative language, both S and A are in SPEC 'IT, 

the highest position in the clause. In an ergative larimage, S is in SPEC TP. 

Although A is in SPEC TrP, it is the highest argument at s-structure, as 0 is 

still in the VP. 

Consider the following examples fbm West Gntnlandic : 

lhis rules out contxol of object pro in accusative lmpages, and in crgative languages 
without overt object raising, as the closest potentid antecedent would be the subject. 
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(19) West Gresnlandic 

a. [pro ,  aggi-saa-llu-tit] p -0, niriursui-v-u-tit 
come-Fut-Nfin-2aN promise-Ind-Intr-2aN 

' (you,) promised pro i  to coma' 
(Bittner, in prep. : 51) 

b .  [ p r o ,  miiqqaat ikiu-ssa-llu-git] 
children(Norn) help-Fut-Nfin-3pN 

pro, niriursui-v-u-tit 
proniee-Ind-Intr-2sN 

'(you,) promised to pro, help the children' 
(Bittner, in prep. : 52) 

Pro binding in also found in Niuean (Seittr 1979). It occurs with 

verbs of intention, volition, desire and command, which take sententid 

complements inuoduced by the subjunctive marker Rc. The bound pro must 

be a subject, as shown with A in (20a), S wirh (20b), and 0 in the 

ungrammatical (20c). 

(2Q) Niuean 

a. kua lali a au, [ke ta: pro, e fa: loku] 
Perf try Nom I Sbj play Nom flute 
' I l l v e  tried to pro, play the flutef 

b. ns manako a laua, [ke pro, mamate] 
Past want Nem they.du Sbj die. pl 
'they, wanted pro, to diet 



c. *kua l a l i  l a h i  e kapit iga,  haau [ k e  sake 
Perf try r e a l l y  Nom f r iend  your Sbj sack 

e au pro, 
E r g  I 

'your friend,  i s  r e a l l y  t ry ing  t o  get mar t o  sack (pro,)' 
(Seiter f979:135-8) 

4.3.4.3 Topic Chaining 

Topic chaining is a syntactic process where clauses with a c o m s n  

topic art conjoined, normally with deletion of the common topic. Topic 

chaining in Dyirbd involves the identification of the Nominative arguments S 

and Q (see section 3.4.4 above). However, in Mte, an ergative language of 

New Guinea, topic chaining involves "subjoc?sW (S or A) rather than only 

Nominative arguments (S or 0) (Andenon 1976b). In this language, when 

clauses with common "subjects" am conjoined, all but the last clause are 

marked with specid suborehate verb forms which do not indicate the person 

or number of the subject. Moreover, the "subject" appears ovcrtly only in the 

k t  clause.' 

%I coordination or topic chaining configurations, it is usually the Piast clause, and not 
the last, which contains the mbject and full agreement marking. 
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Consider the U t e  examples in (21). (21a) consists of three clauses 

whch share the "subject" be7 'pig' Since the last clause (which contains 

be7 'pig') is intransitive, the S is marked with Nominative Case. In (21b), 

be7 is marked with ergative Case, as it appears in a transitive clause. 

(21) Kate (New Guinea) 

a. [vale-la] [nana na-la] [be7 guy fo-ve7] 
come-Paat taro eat-Paat pig(Nom) aleep lie-3a.Past 
'the pig came, ate taro, and lay down to sleep1 

b. [vale-la] [be7-ko nana na-ve7] 
coma-Past pig-Erg taro eat-38.Past 
'the pig came and ate taror 

(Anderaon 1976b: 14) 

In the following example, the two clauses share an S and an 0. 

Unlike in Dyirbal, the topic chaining process cannot be used: 

* [go-ki (be7) hone-la] [ (be7) gesa7ka-ve] 
you-Erg pig aaa-Paat pig run-3a.Raot 
'you aaw a pig and he ranf 

(Anderosn 1976b:14) 

The crucial difference between Ute  and Dyirbal is that Dyirbal has s- 

saucturc raising of the object. A pro cbject thus raises to SPEC TP at s- 

structure, making it the highest argument in the clause, and available for 



bindhg. h mte, since the ob*iect remains in the VP at s-structure, it is not 

the highest wgument, and therefore cannot be bound. 

Topic c W g  involving pro binding in the Polynesian languages is 

discussed in B u n g  (1978). Consider the following examples frorrh T~ngan:~  

'Chung gives two reasons for claiming that such constructions involve a subordinate 
clause. First, the complementizer 'o which introduces the second clause is used only when 
the event described by clause is the specific result of that described by the higher clause. 
In uue coordinate constnrctions with no result interpretation, the conjunction pea 'and' i% 
used: 

(i) Tongan 

na'a nau 'cange k i a i  'a e tohi *'o/pea 'alu ia 
Past they give to Pro Nom the book anu go he 
'they gave him the book and he left' 

(Chung 1978: 118) 

Secondly, clauses ~naoiuced by 'o are not subject to thc Coordinete Structure 
Constraint (Ross 1%7), and allow NPs to be freely extracted (set (iiaj). In (ifi), wtich 
involves a m e  coordinate structure, such extraction is disallowed. 

(ii) Tongan 

a. ko e pi:si: nala nau haf u 'a 'smai ma'a-ku 
Pred the peach Past they comg Comp bring far-me 
'it is the peachee that they came and brought for me' 

b. *ko e t8'ahinQ 'oku ou eai'ia all 'i he tamrsi'i, 
Pred tha girl P r o g I  like . at the boy 

pea 'oku ke a d '  i a  koe ai 
and Prog you like you Pro 

'it is the girl chat I like the boy and you like' 
(Chung 1978: 119) 



(23 )  Tongan 

pea a r e  ' a l u  ' a  e tangat.& [ I  o pro fo l au  mamaf 01 
and P a s t  go Nom t h e  man Comp sail f a r  
'then t h e  man, wen,t (and) pro, s a i l e d  awayf 

(Chung 1978:116) 

Chung observes that this "Equi Rule" is restricted to "subjects". In the 

following examples, pro is A, S and 0, respectively. 

( 2 4 )  Tongan 

a .  [nat  e ' a l u  a e tangat&,]  [ ' o  t a a '  i pro, a 
Paat  go Nom t h e  man Comp h i t  Nom 

e k u l i : ]  
t h e  doc, 

' t h e  man, went and pro,  h i t  tho dogf 

b .  [naf  a ku t a a '  i i a , ]  [ '  o pro, mato] 
Paat  I h i t  him Comp die 
'I h i t  h i m ,  and pro, dimdt 

c .  * [ n a f a  k u p u n a  a t u ]  [ ' a  n s p r o ,  ma'u] 
Paa t  I jump away Camp ha catch 

'1, jumpad up and ho grabbod pro,'  
(Chung 1998:222) 

This use of pro apparently occun only with verb  of rrdicm or 

directed action, and, moreover, is optimal for m a t  of the ver40. This 

suggests thrst pro in Tongan is not aMphoric, bur prmcmhd, dowhlg lev: :,: 

pronouns in the same pi t ion .  



In this chapter, I have defended my claim that ergativity is a syntactic 

phenomenon extending beyond simply morphological Case and agreement. I 

discussed properties which group together the S and A arguments as a natural 

class, and demonstrated that they involve either the SPEC VIP position, or the 

notion of "highest NP" in a clause at s-structure. 



CHAPTER 5. ISSUES IN ERGATIVITY 

In this chapter, 1 investigate various issues pertaining to ergativity, and 

how they arc predicted by or accounted for within the theory presented in this 

thesis. In section 5.1, I begin with a discussion of o:her analyses of 

ergativity which explore the parametric variation between ergative and 

accusative languages. Section 5.2 investigates the "Nominative" Case 

associated with TP, i-e., nominative Case in accusative languages, and 

absolutive Case in erga've languages. In section 5.3, I discuss morphologid 

ergativity, and in section 5.4, I investigate Languages which appear to involve 

three functional projections for Case and agreement. 

5.1 Other Analyses of Ergativity 

5.11 Deep Structure Hypotheses 

In this section, I discuss the analyses of de Rijk ( 1 W )  and W ! ! k  

(1984), which propose that the projection of arguments are rtvcned in 

accusative and efgative languages. 



5.1.1.1 de Rijk (1%) 

The earliest analysis within the h e w o r k  of generative grammar is 

that of de b j k  (I%), who applies the base-marker rules of Chomsky 

(1965) to Basque. Dc Rijk discusses the following two rules: 

In Enghsh, a subject is defined as the constituent dominated by S, and an 

object, as the NP dominated by the VP. In an ergative language such as 

Basquc, sentences are generated in the same way by the mbes in (1). 

However, the NB in (la) consists of the intransitive subject and the ob:e@t, 

while the transitive subject is generated by the rule in (lb). 

De Kjk attributes the difference in the [VP,NP] in the two types s f  

languages to the selectional restrictions of transitive verbs, which are reversed 

in accusative and ergative languages. An Engltsh verb would take, fox 

example, a [+animate) sl-lbjwt and [-animate] obMt, while in a: e 4ative 

language, the verb w d d  take a [-animate] subject, and [+animate] object. 

Presumably, the seldsnal restrictions of intmmitivc verb arc the s a l e  in 

the two language types. 

In de Rijk's analysis, the differences betwan accusative and ergative 

languages arc ascPibed t t ~  the transitive v(rrb. He makes the following 



statement a b u t  rule (lb), which defines transitive verbs: 

(2) For English this rule can be paraphrased a: T m i t i v e  verbs are 
those which must take an object ... For Basque we might 
paraphrase the same rule as: Transitive verbs are those which 
must take an erg~5ve ... (p. 9) 

Ttus same concept is captured in my analysis by the Case features of the 

fcnctional node Tr. Tr is associated with the accusative object ;A an 

accusative language, and with the ergative subject in an ergative language. In 

intransitive clauses, the two types of languages are identical. 

My analysis differs from that of de Rijk in not equating morphological 

(i.e., Case-checking) properties with grammatical relations at deep s t rucm.  

Pn de Rijk's time, movement of NPs occurred ody with optional 

transformations such as Passive, Question Formatian, etc. Therefore, iu 

simple sentences in which such transformations did ~ o t  apply, the position of 

NPs was identical in deep and sldace structauc. In order to account for the 

grouping together of transitive subject and object with respect to Case and 

agreement, these two NPs had to be base-generated in the same position, i.e., 

as sister of \'. This idea of the revend of subject and object at deep 

structure is presented in s ddferent framework in haarantz (198Li), discussed in 

the next section, 



5,l . l .t  Marantz (1984) 

The Ergativc Pixmeter of Marantz (1984) involves the U g  of 

arpnents in semantic structure to syntactic (predicate-argument) structure. 

The correspondence between semantic roles md punmatical relahions are 

reversed in ergative and accusative languages. In an accusative language, me 

Agent is assigned the subject function, md the Patient, the object function. 

In an ergative language, it is the Patient which is assigned the subject 

function, auld the Agent, the object bc t ion .  

Case-assignment is identical in the two language types. However, the 

opposite d-structure representation of subject and object results in the reversal 

of Ws (i.e., Agent and Patient) receiving sptcit'ic Cases. In an accusative 

language, the Agent subject is assigned nominative Case, and the Patient 

object, accusative Case. h an ergative language, the Patient subject has 

nominative Case, and the Agent object, accusative (or ergative) Case. An 

intransitive clause has the same Q-structure representation in both :anpage 

ws* 
In Muanti:' analysis, the difference between accusative and ergative 

languages occlurs at !-ntructwe (i.e., the level of thematic representation), md 

sat as s-smcture, where Case is assigned. In my analysis, I make the 

opposite assumption, where semantic representation is identical in the two 



hguiigm, and the Merence lies in the application of' operation Move a, 

which mhcs KPs to their Cae-checking positions. 

5.1.2 Obligatory Case Parameler 

The two mdyses f';scussad in h i s  secthn, Levin and Massm (1985) 

and Bobaljik (1992), assume that Case-&king (or checking) h~ transitive 

clauses is identical in accusative and ergative languages. Nominativelergative 

Case is assigned to the subject, and accusative/absciutive, to the object. It is 

in intransirdve clauses that Case-assignrrienc difhm. In an accusative 

language, intaansit~ve subjects are assigned the same Case as the transitive 

subject (i-e., nominative), wide in an ersativs language, the intransitive 

subject receives the Case of the object (i.e., absoiutive). My theor; makes 

:he oppsit? assumption, m e J y  that Case-chmlking iy identical in intransitive 

clauses, and W e r s  in transitive clauses. 

Levin and Mksaarn (1984) w o p s e  th? faflowing ~bructue  for 

accusative and ergative h p a g e s :  



The subject is generated in NP,, and the object, in NB,. There me two Cwe- 

assigners, I and V, which are associated with an Absmct Case. h an 

accusativr language, I assigns norminative Case, and V = s i p  accusative 

Case. In an ergatire language, I is associated with ergative Case, and V, 

with absolutive Casc. Levin and Massam propose the following condition9 on 

Case assignment: 

(4) Conditions on Case Assignment 

A. C, must be assigned.' 
B. C,  ( y # x )  can be assigned only under theta-government. 
C. Case is assigned only und".c.i g~vemnnent. 

The parunetea they propose to account for Case-rmking in accusative 

and ergative languages is based on the value of x in ( 3 4 :  

- 
1 9 1 p  I ,  ,, refers to the abstract Case assignt by x .  

'In their terminology, "Nomhative/Accumtive" refers to accusative languq,es, a d  
"Ergative/Absolutive" , to ergative la~guages. 
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In an accusative language, the Case of I is obligatory, while in an ergative 

language, the Case of V is the one which must be assigned. 

In Levin and Massam's analysis, the s-structures of clauses in 

accusative and ergative languages are identical (see ' I )  above). Consider fmt 

transitive sentences. In both types of languages, I assigns Case to the subject 

(nomhativeJergativej, and V, to the object (accusative/slbsolutive). Differences 

appear in the intransitive paradigm, when there is ~ ln ly  one Case to assign. 

Accusative and ergative languages choose different Cases as the obligatory 

one, stated as the Case Parameter in 45): nominative (Cd for the former, and 

absoRuaive (C,) for the latter. Intransitive Case as igment  is straightforward 

in accusative liuiguages: I asslgm its obligatov Case (nominative) to the 

subject. In an ergative language, the obligatory absolutive Case is assigned to 

the subject by percolating from V to I. 

Levin and Massm claim that their parameter is "in accord with the 

relations established by Maranb (1984) where Nominative Case is equivaierit 

to Absolutive Case" (B. 288). However, the equivalence of Case relations in 

h e  two systems &Hers in a fundamental way. In hhmtz (1984), since the 

pro$xtion of ~ m t s  is reversed ar d-smcture in the two h g u a g e  types, 

the assipneat of Case reanslins the same. Thus, for him, Nominative and 

Absolutive are equivalent sbucturdy, in behg the unmarked Case hat is 

assigned to the grammatical subject (LC., Agent in accusative Ewpagts, 



Patient in ergapive). For Levin and Massam, on the other hand, Nominative 

and Absolutive Case a n  equivalent not structurally, but conceptually, in terms 

of being the obligatozy Case. 

n e  notion of obligatory Case .x:ignrnent is adopted in Bobaljik 

(1992), within a more complex system of functional projections. The 

smcture he assumes, shown in (6),  is based on CRornsky (1991,1992): 

(6) AGR- 1 P 
I \ 

SPEC AGR-1' 
I \ 

AGR- 1 TP 
I \ 

SPEC T ' 
I \ 
T AGR 2P 

/' \ 
SPEC AGR-2' 

9 \ 
AGR-2 MP 

/ \ 
NP V' 

/ \ 
v NF' 

'The same analysis is .arwnd in C h o w  (!992), but es it h only mentioned briefly 
Iheie, I will focus on the p q o s d s  and arguments presented in t3obdjik (19923. 
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The structure consists of two Agr projections (for subje:ct and object 

agreement), a Tense projection, and arguments generated in the VP. Case is 

assigned by hctional heads in a SPEC-head configuration, requiring both 

subject and object to raise out of the VP into SPEC positions. Bobaljdc 

assumes that universally, the only possible movement for subject and object 

NPs in a mqitive clause is "Crossing Paths", where the subject raises to 

SPEC AGR-IP, and the object, to SPEC AGR-2B (see also Chomky 1992). 

Thus, in transitive clauses, Case assignment is identical in accusative and 

ergative languages. 

As in Levin and Massm (1985), BobaljQ assumes that in an 

intransitive clause, only one of the AGAs is "active", dtpnc2ing on whether 

or not the Case associated with it, Case X, is obligatory. It is to the SPEC 

position of the active Agr that the intransitive subject Paism The choice of 

which AGR is the active one is determined by the Obligatory Case Parameter, 

shown in (7): 

(7) Obligatory Case ParameterA 

a. CASE X = NOMINATIVE = ERGATIVZ [:N/A h e a g e ]  
b, CASE X = A B S O L W  = ACCUSAaTVIE [:E/A language) 

*"N/A" and %/A" refer to "No~ativc/Accusativ&" arad "Exgative/Ablutivt" (see 
footnote 4). 



Bobaljik claims ohat in an accusative language, AGRl-P, associated with 

nominative Cast, is obligatory, while h an ergative Languagt, it is AGR2- 

P (associated with absolutive) which is obligatory. The intransitive sbbject 

rsaises to SPEC AGR1-P and SPEC AGR2-P in accusative and ergative 

languages, respectively. 

In Bobaljik (1992) and Eevh md Massam (1985), the difference in 

Case-marking systems in the two types of languages results from the Case 

(and Agr projection) that is obligatory. Bobdjik claims that there is no a 

priori reason to assume that one or the other is obligatory, justrfving the 

parametrization of thk  option. 

It is evident that any theory of ergativity must contain the notion of 

obligatoriness. Irm this thesis, I have proposed a theory in which these notions 

follow naturally from the concept of <mit ivi ty .  A transitive clause has two 

Case-assigning positions, and an intransitive clause, only one. In both 

lengiage types, the projection which is ;lot requbed in an intransitive dause 

is TrP, the projection associated with transitivity. T1-ds is k a u s e  when Tr is 

I-ua~ls], it does not have Case features. L4s a result, the other pmjectior 'IT, 

is the one where Case i s  checked. in my sycteni, then, the obligatoriness of 

TP is not h result of an arbitrary value for a "obligatory Case parameter", 

but follows from the value of [mans]. 



Bsbaljik (1992) presents arguments from binding in various crgative 

languages as evidence that the subject is in SPEC AGRI-P, and the object in 

SPEC AGR2-P. In ail his examples, the subject binds the object. However, 

binding facts reveal only the fiercarchicd structure of a subject that c- 

commands an object. As discussed in section 4.3 above, if we assume that 

binding takes place at s-saucture, then the binding facts arc compatible with 

the system proposed in h i s  thesis, where the subject raises to SPEC TrP at s- 

structure, and the object, to SPEC TP at LF.' 

-- - 

'Bsbaljik (1991) also d;scussts agreement in nsn-fdte clauses in Inuit as further 
evidence for his analysis. He claims that in [-tense] -1lu comctions (i.e., infinitives and 
gerunds: see section 2.8.2.2 above), AGR-1 is defective, and thus unable to licence Case or 
agreement. Since AGR2-P is not subject to such rcstPictions, NPs raising to its SPEC (i.e., 
S and 0) show Case, and trigger verbal agreement. In the following example, agreement 
is triggered by S in (ia), and by 0 in (Ib): 

(i) a. [niviasaiaq sikkir-l.u-nil kiina-nngu-a 
girl (Abs)  giggle-11 u-4sAbs I face-little-3sPoss 

nui-ratannguar-puq 
appear-at.iast-3sAbs 

'the little girl y~ggling, her little face appeared at lastf 
(Betgaland 1955) 

b. angut i-ru jug-juaq, [PRO, aa-~ir-Ecaq uniar-lu-guj 
man-very-big (Abs) whale-big (Abs) trail-liu-3sAbs 

tihi-lir-8uq 
come -bagin-Part 

'...the big man who began to coma itrailins the big whale) ...I 
(a~plified, from Bargsland 1955) 

Bobaljik presents this is its evidence that S and 0 have raised to SPEC AGFU-P, since 
he claim that ~ G I t 1 - p  is unable to license Case a d  agreement. Hor/ever, contrary to his 
claim, lexical NF subjects are permitted in transitive -1lu clauses, and they appear with 
ergihtive Case: 

(ii) [ Juuna,-p miiqqst taku-llu-gitj pra,qungujup-p-u-q 
Juuna-Erg children(Ab3) see-llu-3pAba smile-Ind-Intr-31Abs 

'Juuna seeing the children, (he) smiled' 



5.13 N~minative Object 

In this section, I discuss analyses which propose that the object is 

assigned nominative Case, either in a passive or blnaccusa~ive constructisn, or 

by raising to SPEC JP. 

5.1.3.1 Syi1tac:ic Change 

Vaiious claims have bten made that the ergative conasauction involves 

a syntactic change h m  an accusative to ergative system (see Anderson 

(1976a) {or a discussion of these  proposal^).^ In this sectio~, I will discuss 

the proposals; of Hale (1970) for Austcaiian languages, and @hung (1978) for 

Polynesian.' 

( B i t t n e r ,  p.c. ) 

This illustrates that AGR1-B cannot be inactive, at least with respect to Casc-marking. In 
other words, given that AGR-1 and AGR-2 do not differ in their Case-marking capacities, 
the examples in (i) above do rn demonstrate hat S and 0 raise tc SPEC AGR2-P. S a  
section 3.4.3 for an alternative d y s i s  oi the data 

'Anderson (1976a) notes that ohere are only two examples of changes in the apposite 
direction, frsm ergative to accusative: Georgian and Mhgrelian, both Kartvelim (South 
Ca~cas iu~)  languages. 

'Anderson (1976%) and Comrie (1978) discuss similar analyses for Indo-Zranian. 



M e  (1970), in his investigation of Aulsaalian languages, observes the 

s- surface structure of the passive in an rcccusative language (8), and the 

active in an ergative language (9): 

y i p i  wati-ng~u paka-Li-ngu 
woman (Nom) man-Agt hit-Pasa-past 
'the woman was hit by thcr man' 

wati-ngku yipi pakal-ngu 
man-Erg woman (Norn) hit -peat 
'the man hit the woman' 

(Hal. 1970: 763-1) 

The patient argument, yipi 'wornam*, in both the passive accusative (8) and 

active ergative (9) have nominative Case, and both agents, wan' 'man', are 

marked with the suffix -ngku.' The transitive verb in (9) is co~ijugated with 

the morpheme L, which is associated with the passive inflection Li in (8). To 

account for the lack of passives in the ergative Austrabn languages, Hale 

hypothesizes that these hguages were originally accusative, but underwent 

obligatory passivizatim. The passive is now used in an active s e m t i c  

sense. and the syntactic active representation ntver appears on the surface. 

'h his discussion, Male uses artificial examples to avoid inorfiophonemic variation. 
Therefore, dthough the same morpheme -ngku is used in ($8) and ($9), actual languages 
will exhihi? some variation in form. 
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Chug (1978) argues that h e  ergative system of Tongic and Smoic- 

Outlier languages m s e  through a reanalysis of passive clauses as active 

tmnsiaive clauses. Her propsal differs from that of Hale (1970) in claiming 

thz.t ergative Cast making arose directly through rcanat.ysis, and not though 

an intermediate stage involving an obligatory Pasrive. 

Chung argues that Proto-Polyneshm had an accusative case system, 

where subjects we,= unrnahled, and direct objects were marked with *i. 

Proto-Polynesian also had a Passive rule which promoted the direct object to 

subject, marked the underlying subject with the oblique preposition *e, and 

attached the passive suffix *-Cia to the verb. Chug clainns that h e r  the 

split of Proto- Polynesian into daughter languages, in Tongic and Sarnoic- 

Qutlier languages, passive clauses were reanalyzed as active transitive clauses: 

i.e, their underlyiiig subject was reinterpreted as a surface sobjcct, md the'- 

underlying dircct object, as a surface direct object. Phis reanalysis eliminated 

the passi-~e, and created a new type of case marking for transitive clawes. h 

most languages, this new, ergative pattern replaced the older accusative 

pattern for canonicd transitive clauses. Furthermore, Chmg presents syntactic 

and semantic arguments that the verbal s d f "  -Cia found ira the modern 

ergative Polynesian languages is a relic of an earlier passive suEm. 



5.13.2 The Unaccusative Hypothesis: Bok-Berrnema (1991) 

For ]Bok-%~ema (19911, ergativity is characterized by the inability of 

transitive verbs to assign structural Case Qlnaccusativity Hypothesis). She 

claims that ergative pttems arise as a solution to the Case problem posed by 

~naccusativity.~ In an ergstive language, one way to solve the Case problem 

is to have an exceptional Case for the subject, so that the nominative Case 

n o d y  assigned to the subject becomes fim to be assigned *Q the direct 

object. In her system, I(nfl) assigns exceptional genitive (i.e., ergative) Case 

to transitive subjects, which move to SPEC IP. Object, raise and adjoin to 

1', from where they receive nominative (or absoiutivej Case trorn I. An 

alternative solution is to express the agent or theme ro!e as an oblique NP, 

either by passivizing or antipassivuing the claaare. 

Bok-Bennema assumes that accusative Case is in principle available in 

ergative h ~ g u q e s .  Whether or not this Case can be assigned follows horn 

specsc properties of transitive verbs, rather than from a parametric choice.. 

To support this claim, we need evidence that accusfftive Case-marking in 

ergative larPgurages depends on specific verbs. mere are no exaxnples, 

however, of ergativc languages exhibiting split ergativity based on individual 

%ok-Bmnema claims that examples of trgativity can be found in accusative 
. languages, when structursrl verbal Case-assignment is not possible (e.g., in passives, 

causatives and nominds). 
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verbs. Rather, ergativity splits accw with Merent types of nouns (e.g., 

pronourns vs. full NPs; irmt/second person vs. third), or depend on the 

tenselaspect of the verb (see section 5.3 below). 

5.1.3.3 Object Raising: Bittner (in prep,) 

In the system proposed by Bittner (In prep.), Case asld agreement 

reflect relations between hctional heads and the nominal phrases they 

govern. Her Case Filter is stated as a rcquirerne~t that D be gov~rned by K 

or C at s-structure. Agreement is a phonological reflex of coinde:ation 

relations between I or C and a SPEC position. 

Bittncs proposes the following suuciure for transitive clauses in West 

Greenhdic Inuit: 

CP 
/ 

KP C' 
/ \ 

rP C 
/ [&I 

DP I' 
/ \ 

VP I 
/ \ MOOD 
w \v [dl 

/ \ / 
DP K DP V 
I I I I 

Juuna e niiqqu ikiur- 
'Juuna' 'dddrcn "help' 

'Juuna helped the children' 



The subjwt is generated as a KP, and the object, as a DP. The subject, 

Juuna, satides the Case Filter, since its head is governed by the empty K. 

The realization of an empty K Qepnds on its governor: when governed by I, 

as in (lo), it is realized as ergative Case, whereas with a lexical governor 

(e.g., verb), it may be instrumental or dative. 'fie DP object, miiqqat 

'children', c m o t  satisfy the Case Filter without raising to SPEC IP (an A'- 

position), where it will be governed by C. 

The two functional heads, I and C, contabin the feature [*I?]. In a 

transitive clause such as (lo), I has a [a] feature for the subject (which it 

govern), and C. for the object. When a head has the feature value [+P.], the 

argument that it gctvemns is coindexed with a higher subject. The [+R3 feaart: 

is realized morphologicaliy as third person reflexive agreement. When the 

feature is [-R], there is no careference involved, and the feature is re&ed as 

regular third person apemen:. 

The basic SOV order of West G r c e h d i c  is generated by the optional 

raising of the KP Juuna to SPEC CP. 

Bittner's mount of accusative languages involves an antipassive- 

accusative reanalysh, c o m p o n h g  to the type of paqsive-ergative reanalysis 

discussed above (section 5.1.3). Consider the followinlg structure of an 

accusative clause: 



The subject DP must raise to SPEC IP to satisfy the Case filter. Bimer 

proposes that in forming an accusative construction, a nominal antipassive 

suffm is incorporated into the verb. The W is marked with accusative Case, 

since K is realized a3 accusative Case when it is governed by a nominal 

functional head (in this case, the incorporated antipassive suf3ix). 

5.2 Nominative and Absolutive Case 

It has frequently been observed that there are many similarities btween 

nominative Case in accusative languages, and absolutive Case in ergative 

languages (see, for example, Silverstein 1976, Comrie 1978, I k o n  1979, and 

Bittnea 1991b, in prep.). In the history of mearch concerning ergative 

languages (with h e  exception of Inuit), these two Cases were not 

distinguished. Dixon (1979, 1987a) states that 'nominative' was until recently 

used as the complement of eagative Case (i.e., the Case of the intransitive 



subject and object), as well as the complemen; of accusative (i.e., the Case of 

transitive and intransitive subjects). Because of the confusion in 

distinguishing language types, the term 'absolutive' was adopted from huit 

terminology. Very recently, however, there has been a trend to revert to the 

singular term nominative for both nomirative in accusative languages, and 

absolutive in ergathe languages (e.g., Bok-Bennema (199 l), Bittner (199 1 b, in 

prep.)).'' In this section, I discuss various properties which the two Cases 

(i.e., nom/abs) have in common. 

I€ one of the Cases is morphologically wnarked, it will be the 

nodabs. Shown in (12), and (13)-(14), are examples from accusative and 

ergative languages, respectively. 

( 12 ) Hungar i a m  

a. Bn-B lat-om a hdz-at 
I-Nom see-1sN the house-Acc 
'I see the houael 

(Kiss 1987 : 47) 

b. Mari-0 alud-t-0 
Mary-Nom sleep-Past-3aN 
'Mary sleptt 

'"In this thesis, I use the term Nominative (with capital N) to refer to the nominative 
in accusative languages, and absoltitive in ergative languages, which I assume are the same 
Case (,see chapter 1). However, in this section, I will refer to this Case as ''nodabd"' 



Inuktitut 

a. Jaani-up tuktu-0 taku-v-a-a 
John-Erg caribou-Nom see-Ind-Tr-3sE.3aN 
'John saw the caribou' 

b. Jaani-0 tukisi-v-u-q 
John-Nom underatand-Ind-Intr-38N 
'John understandst 

a. ma @-jaw t-txree7ma-n Cheep tzee7 
rec 3sN-dir 3sE-cut-ds Jose tree 
'Jos6 cut the tree' 

(England 1983:201) 
b. ma a-tz'oo-x weech 

roc 3sN-go.in-dir fox 
'the fox went in' 

(England 1983:141) 

Dixon (1949) notes, however, that the parallel between norninaiive and 

absolutive Cases is not complete here, as there are a few hguages (e.g., 

some Cushitic languages), where the nominative, and not accusative, involves 

an overt affix, In an ergative language, the morphologically null Case will 

always be the absolutive. 

The nom/abs form is used for citation, urnless there is a separate 

citation form, as in Hua (Papuan), which has a specid citation suffix -a 

(HsPiman 1980:228). Bittner (1991a) observes that the norn/abs form is rased 

even if it is not the least marked. She gives an example from Poiish, where 

the genitive f c m  of certain plural nouns is nlorphologically unmarked (e.g., 

kobiet-@ 'women-Gen'), while the nominative is marked by a suffix (kobiet-y 



'women-Nom'). The citation form is the nominative, even though it is more 

marked than the genitive. 

In Chapter 3, I provided syntactic avidence from relative constructions 

that nodabs Case is associated with TP. Bittner (1991b) discusses various 

syntactic properties that intransitive subjects, which have norn/abs Case and 

occur in SPEC TP, share in the two language types. Intransitive subjects of 

passive constructions, far example, can serve as an antecedent for reflexive 

elements ( 15a)-( 16a), but c m o t  themselves be reflexive (1 5b)-(16b): 

(15) Polish 

a. Jakub, zosta-1 zaprosz-on-y przez 
Jacob(Nom) Aux-Past-3s.m invite-Paas-s.m.Nom by 
swo jego, przy jaciela 
selff s friend 

'Jacob, waa invited by hia, friendf 

b. *swoj, przyjaciel zoata-1 zaproaz-on-y 
self's friend(Nom) Aux-Pest-3s.m invite-Pass-s.m.Nom 

przez Ann,-e 
by Ann-Acc 

'self ,' a friend was invited by Ann,' 

a. Jaaku, ikinngum-mi,-nit qaaqqu-niqar-p-u-q 
Jacob(Norn) friend-self's-Abl invite-Pasa-Ind-Intr-3sN 
'Jacob, was invited by his, friendr 

b. *ikinnguti-ni, Anna,-mit qaaqqu-niqar-p-u-q 
friend-self's(Nom) Anna-Abl invite-Bass-Ind-Intr-3sNom 
'self,'a friend waa invited by Anna,' 

(Bittner 1991b: 30-1) 



Moreover, the oblique agent behaves the same way in the two types of 

languages: it can contain a reflexive bomd by the subject ((15a) and (16a)), 

but cannot bind any reflexive contained in the subject ((15b) and (16b)). 

Based on these and other examples, such as the scope facts I discussed 

in section 3.2 above, Bittner concludes that considerations of simplicity and 

generality will favour a theory which equates nominative with absoluaive 

Case, and that can explain the observed parallels in a non-stipuliative manner. 

5.3 Morphological Ergativity 

The main proposal of this thesis for ergativity is that, based on the 

syntactic nature of the Ergative Parameter, ergative Languages differ fiom 

accusative languages at the syntactic, and not simply morphological, level of 

representation. Chapter 3 consisted of evidence supporting my hypothesis that 

ergativity is a syntactic phenomenon. In this section, I investigate languages 

which exhibit ergativity in their Case and agreement morphology, but are 

syntactically accusative. I adopt Mamntz' (1991) distinction between abstract 

"Case" and morphological "case". 



5.3.1 Split Ergativity 

Split e:-ative languages are characterized by a division in their Case- 

marking: some part of their morphology is based on an accusative pattern, 

and another part, on an ergative pattern. In this section, I discuss two factors 

which determine splits in language: the tense or aspect of the verb, and the 

semantic properties of the NPs." 

In all languages which exhibit a ternelaspect split, ergative Case- 

marking is found with past tense or perfect aspect. Georgian has m ergadve 

system in the aorist simple past tense (17a), and an accusative system .in other 

tenses (1%). Hindi exhibits ergativity in the perfective aspect (18a), and 

accusativity in the imperfective (18b). 

(17) Georgian 

a. vano-m daaxrco rezo 
Vano-Erg 3~.3~.drowned Rezo(Nom) 
'Vano drowned Rezo' 

b. van0 axrcobs rezo-s 
Vano(Nom) 38.3s.be.drowning Razo-Acc 
'Vano is drowning Rezo 

(Bittner 1991b: 21) 

"The descriptive information on split ergativity is taken from Comrie (1978) and 
Dixon (1979). 



(18) Hindi 

a .  ram-ne roTii khayii thii 
Ram.m-Erg bread.f(Nom) t3at.Perf.f be.Past.f 
'Ram had eaten bread' 

b. ram roTii khataa thaa 
Ram. m (Nom) bread. f (Acc) eat. Impf . m be. Past. m 
'Ram (habitually) a t e  bread1 

(Maha jan 1990: 72-3) 

Marantz (1991) claims that these languages arc ergative only at the 

morphoiogical level. He argues that the subject position is always licensed by 

tenselaspect inflection, regardless of the actual tense of the verb, and that the 

two patterns of Case-marking are strictly concerned with morphological 

"case", the realization of abstract "Case". 

To account for the different cases observed in the two tense/aspect 

paradigms, Marantz proposes the following disjunctive hierarchy of case 

realization: (i) lexically governed case (e.g., quirky case), (ii) "dependent" case 

(accusative and ergative), (iii) unmarked case, and (iv) default case. The case 

that is of interest here is dependent case (iii). This case is assigned by V+I 

to an argument position in opposition to mother position, i.e., in a transitive 

c l a w  with two arguments in distinct chains. Dependent case is assigned up 

to the scbject in an ergative language, and down to the object ir. an 

accusative language. 



Another type of split ergativity is dependent on the semantic nature of 

the A and 0 arguments. Silverstein (1976) illustrates the variety of split 

systems based on a hiemcliy of features. The hierarchy represents the 

potentiality of agency for a given NP. At one end of the hierarchy are 

[+ego] and [+tu] pronouns, i.e., first and second person pronouns, which are 

the most likely to be the agent of an action. At the other end of the 

hierarchy are [-anhate] nouns, which are the least likely to be agents. 

Shown in (19) is a simplified version of the hierarchy presented in Dixon 

( 1979): 

(19) Hierarchy of N P s  

1st per3 2nd pers 3rd pers Proper Comnon nouns 
pronoun pronoun pronoun nouns Human Animate 
Inanimate 

most likely to be agent <--------------------------- > least likely to be 
agent 

A language exhibiting a split Case system has accusative Case-marking 

on NPs to the left of a certain point in the hierarchy, and ergative marking 

on NPs on the right. Languages vary in the exact position in the hierarchy 

where the split occurs. As Dixon notes,, it is most natural and economical to 

mark a participant when it is in an ~~~laccustomed role. In an accusative 

system, the marked Case on 0 marks NPs which are most likely to be agents. 

In an ergative system, h e  Case of A is marked, and thus is found on NPs 



which are least likely to be agents. 

Shown in (20) is an example from Wik-Mungkan, an Australian 

language of North Queensland. Wik-Mungkan shows accusative Case-marking 

on f i t  and second person pronouns, and ergative Case-marking on thkd 

person pronouns and full NPs. 

( 2 0 )  Wik-Mungkan 

a. kuf -ng nga-ny path-ny 
dog-Erg me-Acc b i t e - P a s t  
' t h e  dog b i t  met 

b .  ngay kuf t ha th -ng  
I (Nom) dog (Nom) see -Pas t  
'I saw the dog' 

C .  ku' ~ t h m  
dog(Nom) d i e  
'the dog d ied1  

(Bittner and Hale 1992:4) 

Observe that in the transitive clauses shown in (20a) and (ZOb), there is 

a mixture of accusative and ergative Case-marking systems. In (20a), both 

ergativc and accusative Case are found in the same sentence, and in (ZOb), A 

and 0 both have nominative Case. In these examples, the Cases of A, 0 and 

S cannot all be structural Cases, which arc associated with specific SPEC 

positions. Since nominative Case is associatc!d with SPEC TP, and accusative 

and ergative, with SPEC TrP, in (2Qa) both arguments would have to Mise to 

SPEC TrP, and in (20b), both to SPEC TP. Such movements are not 



permitted, as the Case features of a functional head can only be checked 

once. 

Following the discussion of Marantz (1991) above, I propose that 

languages which exhibit this type of split are also ergative only at the 

morphclogical level. However, it is not correct to simply assume that Wik- 

Mungkan is underlyingly accusative. We must look at other facts of the 

language to determine whether it is syntactically accusative or ergative. 

Dyirbal, for example, exhibits the same system of split Case-marking, 

where fmt and second person pronouns follow an accusative pattern of Case- 

marking, while third person pronouns are Case-marked ergatively. It is clear, 

however, that this language is syntactically ergative, and exhibits accusativity 

only morphologically. First and second person pronouns behave ergatively, 

even though they appear with accusative case (not Case). R e c d  that cl~usal 

b g  in this language picks out the nominative argument as the prominent 

one (see section 3.4.4). Shown in (21) is an example of topic chaining with 

fmt and second person pronouns: 

(21 )  Dyirbal 

a .  ngana banaga-nYu nYura buya-n 
w e  (Nom) return-Nonfut you (Nom) see-Nonfut 
' w e  returned and you saw (ua) ' 

b .  nYura ngana-na buya-n banaga-nYu 
you (Mom) us-Acc see-Nonf ut return-Nonf u t  
'you saw us and returned' 

(Dixon 1 9 7 9 :  6 4 )  



In (21a), the topic of the two clauses is ngafia 'we', which is marked 

with nominative Case in the f i t  clause, but with accusative Case in the 

second. Similarly, in (21b). the sama topic ngana 'we' is accusative in the 

first clause, and nominative in the second. However, the accusativity of the 

pronoun is only morphologically relevsnt. At the syntactic level, where topic 

chaining applies, it is "Nominative", in the sense of being associated with 

SPEC TP. Thus, in this lmguage, we find evidence of morphol~gicd 

accusativity, and not morphological ergativity. 

5.3.2 Uniform Ergativity 

We have seen that there are factors, such as tensehispect, and semantics 

of NPs, which condition split ergativity (or accusativity) in Case andor 

agreement. Given that in certain paradigms, an accusative language may 

exhibit ergative Case-marking, ant vice versa, we would expect thete to be a 

language in which the opposite Case system was present in all parad ip .  In 

this language, the parameter that conditions the split in a split ergative 

language w d d  apply at al l  times. Instead of "split" ergativity, thu language 

would exhibit "unifon" ergativity at the morphological level. 

I propose that Warlpiri may be such a language. The agreement 

morphemes on the a w l m y  in Warlpiri follow an accusative pattern, while 



NP arguments are Case-mip.*ed in an ergative panenl (Hale 1973, 1983; 

Dixon 1979; Jelinek 1984): 

(22) Warlpiri 

a. ngajulu-rlu ka-rna-ngku nyuntu-a nya-nyi 
I-Erg Prca-lsN-2sA you-N see-Nonpaat 
'I YOU' 

b. nyuntulu-rlu ka-npa-ju ngaju-a nya-nyi 
you-Erg Pros-2sN me-Nom see-Nonpast 
'you see me1 

(Hale 1973:328j 

5.4 Three Functional Projections 

In the system proposed in this thesis, there are two functional 

projections, corresponding to subject and object Case and agreement. There 

are languages, however, which exhibit a three-way verbal agreement system 

associated with subject, direct object, md indirect object. One such language 

is the Caucasian language Abkhaz: 

(23) Abkhaz 

sarA a - x o d r  -keA a-b"qO'-kOA 0.-rd-a-to-ytt 
I the-child-pl the-book-pl 3pN-3pIB-leE-give-Fin 
'I gave the book8 to the childrenc 

(Hewitt 1979: 105) 

Basque also has three agreement morphemes for subject, object and 

indirect object: 
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(24) Basque 

zuk niri etxea eman d-i-da-zu 
you-Erg me-Dat house-the-Nom given it-have-me-you 
'you have given me the houset 

(Laka 1991:7) 

Laka's (1991) study of the inflectional structure in Basque argues 

convincingly for the existence of three projections: TP, Mod(al)P and IP. 

Cheng and Demirdash (1990) propose a similar structure with three functiomal 

categories (TP, MP, A d ) ,  but extend the structure to include three 

agreement projections as well. 

It appears that variation among languages is permitted in the number of 

structural Case positions that are available in the basic clausal structure. 

However, the existence of more thar~ two furactiornal categories is problematic 

in the theory proposcd in thls thesis, as two of the three arguments 

necessarily must raise at the same level. Although in Basque, all thee 

agreement morphemes never appear simultaneously, this is not the case in 

Abkhaz. 1 leave for future research the consequences of these multiple- 

category languages for my theory. 

In this chapter, I investigated several issues relating to ergativity, 

including previous analyses, nominative/absolutive Case, and morphological 

ergativity. I discussed how these issues could be accounted for within the 

framework of the theory presented in ehis thesis. 
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